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THE CHRONOLOGY OF THE OUTBREAK OF THE SECOND PUNIC WAR 

I. The Polybian chronology up to the departure of P. Cornelius Scipio from Rome 

The Polybian chronology is complicated by the fact that, in addition to his narrative, the 
historian provides 'synchronisms ' between events and developments in the several theatres that 
come within the scope of his universal history. H e explains his procedure in 4.28.2 ff.: the inter
connection of events, according to him, fell in Ol.140.3 ; so, after that date, he will give a general 
history in chronological order, but, before it, a separate account of each theatre, 'merely reca
pitulating the contemporary occurrences set forth in the previous book, so that the narrative may 
not only be easy to follow but may inspire wonder ( xarn:rt:A'Y}Xr:txfJ) in the reader '. The synchro
nisms that concern us here occur at 4.28.1, 4.37.1 ff., 4.66.7 ff., 5.1.1 ff. It turns out that Polybius 
allows himself a rather free interpretation of what is meant by xara -rov e; av-rove; xateovc; in this 
connection. The synchronisms are by no means to be depended on for precision. The mainstay 
for the chronology must necessarily be the narrative proper, which, though far from perfect, is the 
best and in fact the only coherent one we have. 

* 
* * 

In 3.16.7 Polybius states that Lucius Aemilius (Paullus, cos. 219) was sent on the Illyrian 
expedition v:rco -r~v weatav in the first year of the 140th Olympiad (220/19). In the following 
sentence (3 .17.1) he relates that Hannibal, having departed with his army from New Carthage 
(where he had wintered: 3.15.3), was advancing en route for Saguntum: 'Pwµaiot µev v:rco -r~v 
weatav Asvxwv -rov Alµ O..wv efo:rceautAav µc-ra rJvvaµswc; l:rcl, -rac; xa-ra .~v 'J).).vetrJa :rceMuc; 
xa-ra TO :TC(!WTOV l-ro c; rif e; lxa-roa-rifc; xal, u-rrneaxoa-rifc; oAvµmarJo c;. 'Avv{f3ac; ()e µs-ra -rij c; rJvva
µ swc; dvaCsv~ac; ex rife; Katvif c; :n:6).swc; :rceoifys :rcotovµsvoc; .~v :rcoestav l:rcl, Zaxav0av. The ex
pression v:rco -r~v weatav is equivalent to sub aestatem or prima aestate,(1) close upon, or just 
about, the beginning of the campaigning season. Aemilius Paullus, having entered office on 
the Ides of March, is not likely to have been ready to leave on his expedition before May. (2) 

It is clear from Polybius' mode of expression that Hannibal also is represented as starting out 
v:rco .~v weatav, probably with the implication that his start was earlier than the Roman consul's. 
Certainly, with an eight-month siege to follow, the date cannot be later than May. It is likely 
that Hannibal set out from New Carthage in late April or early May, which is in accord with the 
generally agreed date of his departure in the following year. Hallward's observation on this is as 
applicable to 219 as to 218: the timing of the start was probably arranged in order to allow the 

(1) So W. Schweighauser, Lexicon Polybianum 464, using 
the former in his translation of this passage and the latter in 
translating 3.41.2. (Inconsistently he give ineunte vere in the 
Lexicon 493.) Similarly W. R. Paton (Loeb Polybius), 'just 
before summer' and 'early in summer'. Liddell and Scott 

render weata in this passage as ' the campaigning season ' . 
( 2) Cf. D. Wilsdorf, Fasti Hispaniarum Provinciarum (Diss. 

Leipzig 1878) 71 f., on the time of depar ture of magistrates 

to provinces from 222 to 154 (' mense Jere Maio ... plerumque 
autem f iebut paulo tardius' ). 
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spring flooding of the Spanish rivers to subside, so that Hannibal could ford them easily instead of 
having to bridge them.( 3) The rivers particularly affected are the Segura, the Jucar and the 
Turia, (4

) all of which Hannibal would have to cross to reach Saguntum. The distance between 
New Carthage and Saguntum is about 300 kilometres, or fifteen days' march at twenty km. 
a day;( 5) we can hardly go wrong if we allow twelve to fifteen days for the march. Thus Hannibal's 
arrival at Saguntum can be dated with fair confidence towards the middle of May: for convenience 
of calculation this may be expressed as 5 /20 May. 

* 
* * 

Turning now to the synchronism in 4.37, we find the following : The year of Aratos (220 /19) 
was ending, a.nd his son Aratos, having been elected by the Achaeans, was taking over the strategia. 
The Aetolian strategos, Skopas, was then about halfway through his year. This was because the 
Aetolian elections were held immediately after the autumn equinox, whereas the Achaeans at that 
time held theirs about the rising of the Pleiades ( 4.37 .1 f.). (Polybius elsewhere dates the end of the 
strategia of the younger Aratos 1u:ei .~v •ff~ ID. sta.CJo~ bu-r:oJ..fJv (5.1.1). According to that, 
he will have taken office at the corresponding time in 219.) With the summer now setting in (rjCJ'Y] 
CJ B -,;ij~ 0sesLa~ evu11:aµiv'Y] ~) and Aratos the younger having assumed office as strategos, several 
military occurrences were in their initial stages (4.37 .3, cf. 8) . About this time Hannibal was 
undertaking the siege of Saguntum, and the Romans were sending L. Aemilius with a force to 
Illyria against Demetrius the Pharian (4.37 .4, 'Avv{(Ja~ µev yae evsxdest "a-,;a 7:0V~ "al(!OV~ 
'iOV'iOV~ Z6.xav0av noJ..wexs"iv, 'Pwµa"iot ()B A sv"wv Alµ{J..wv sl~ .~v 'IJ..J..ve{CJa µna CJvv6.µsw ~ 
efoniauJ..J..ov eni iJ'Y]µ'l]'i(!lOV 'iOV <1>6.ewv . vnee Jiv ev •fl neodeq. (Jv(JJ..cp ()SCJ'Y]AW"aµsv). Antiochus 
(to summarize the rest) was about to invade Coele-Syria. Ptolemy was preparing for war with 
Antiochus. Lykourgos was besieging the Megalopolitan Athenaion. The Achaeans were col
lecting mercenaries. And Philip was moving out of Macedonia with an army (4.37.5-7). (6) 

The date of the rising of the Pleiades has been variously calculated as 10 May,(7) 12 May,( 8) 

22 May, (9) a.nd (most recently) 28 May.(10) The point is hardly of importance here. Polybius' 
reference to the setting of the Pleiades ( 3 .54 .1) makes no sense if taken as a precise astronomical 
dating, and has to be regarded as a quite general indication for the approach of winter. (11) 

(3) B. H. H all.ward in CAH 8.36; cf. F . W . Walbank, 
Historical Commentary on Polybius on 3.34.6. 

(4 ) Cf. Ruth Way, Geography of Spain and Portugal 23 f. , 46. 
(5) Cf. G. De Sanctis, Storia dei Romani 3.2 .80. 
(6) An additional synchronism is tacked on in 4.37 .8, 

war between Rhodes and Byzantium: misleading, as the 
war began and probably ended in 220 (cf. Walbank, Comm . 

ad loc., 'a loose synchronism'). 
(7) De Sanctis, 3.1.220. 
(8) J. Strachan-Davidson, Selections from Polybius 20 (Gre

gorian) ; Walbank, Comm. on 2.55.5; cf. A. W . Gomme, 
Historical Commentary on Thucydides 3. 707 f. 

(9) F. K. Gin:iel, Handbuch der Chronologie 2.520; K. J. 
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Beloch, Griechische Geschichle' 4.2.220 ; A. Aymard, Les 

Assemblies de la Confederation achaienne 252 n.3, 254 f. ; Wal
bank, Comm. on 4.6.7 ; 4.37; 5.1.1. 

(10) R. Werner, Der Beginn der romischen Republik 47 n .5 
(the most precise computation). 

(11) Walbank, Comm. on 3.54.1 : "The ' morning setting ' ... 
of the Pleiades is calculated as 7 November or 9 November 
(cf. De Sanctis, iii.2.79; Strachan-Davidson, 20-21 ). But 
from the time of Hesiod (Op. 383 ff. ), the setting of the 
Pleiades was an indication of the approach of winter (cf. 
Pliny, Nat. hist. ii. 125, .. ) ; and the fact that new snow had 
just fallen suggests that Hannibal was on the summit about 
the third week in September (etc)." Cf. p. 28 below. 



THE CHRONOLOGY OF THE OUTBREAK OF THE SECOND PUNIC WAR 

Accordingly, it may well be that the reference to the rising of the Pleiades should not be taken 
as an exact astronomical date, but as a general indication for the beginning of summer ( cf. 1jc3rJ 
oe -r:ijr; 0eeetar; svicr-r:aµiv'Y]r;).( 12 ) The month of May is no doubt indicated, but it would be 
arbitrary and unreasonable to take the end of the month as the starting-point. 

Polybius, then, is merely synchronizing the various campaigns getting under way at the 
beginning of summer 219. The main contribution of the synchronism to the present argument is 
to show what sort of date he has in mind for the commencement of the campaigning season: 
namely, a date round about May. In this case there is no difficulty in the relationship between 
narrative and synchronism, probably because (as he indicates) 4.37.4 is actually based on the 
narrative. 

So Hannibal departed from New Carthage in late April or early May, and arrived at Sa
guntum some twelve to fifteen days later, towards the middle of May. 

* 
* * 

In 4.28.1, however, after noting the Aetolian election of autumn 220 and Philip's withdrawal 
to Macedonia for the winter, Polybius goes on: -r:av-r:a c3' sneane-r:o ua-r:a -r:ov r; av-r:ovr; uaieovr; 
ua0' ovr; 'Avvl{Jar;, yeyovwr; 1jc3rJ uveior; 1:WV sv-r:or; "lfJrJeor; no-r:aµov navuvv, snoiefro -r:nv oeµnv 
sni -r:nv Zauav0alwv nOAlV. This would seem to synchronize the assault on Saguntum to about 
October/November 220.(13) But it is absurd to use a Polybian synchronism to refute Poly
bius' narrative. With yeyovwr; 'r)O'Y] uvewr; 1:WV sv-r:or; "lfJrJeor; nowµov nav-r:wv he is referring back 
to 3.14.9, J:iv 'YJTTrJ0ev-r:wv ovoeir; SU 1:WV sv-r:or; "IfJrJeor; no-r:aµov r}q.olwr; near; av-r:ovr; av-r:o<p0aA
µeiv s-r:6.?.µa n.?.nv Zauav0alwv, i.e. the result of Hannibal's campaigns up to the beginning of 
winter, 220. The reference to the attack on Saguntum is careless. (14) The real basis of the 
synchronism is the return to winter quarters of both Philip and Hannibal (3.15.3) for the winter 
220/19. 

* 
* * 

Polybius describes the siege of Saguntum fairly briefly and notes that after enduring hardship 
and anxiety Hannibal eventually took the city by storm in eight months, sv ou-r:w µ'Y]crl (3 .17.9). 
The figure ou-r:w is supported by later writers. Octavo mense quam coeptum oppugnari captum Saguntum 
quidam scripsere, says Livy (21.15.3; cf. Orosius 4.14.1). Zonaras (8.2 1) has en' oyooov µijva 
-r:ij r; no.?.weutar; naea-r:a0elcrr]r;.(15 ) Since Polybius is emphasizing Hannibal's difficulties, it is 

(1 2) Cf. also 5.1.1,3. Aymard, Assemblies 252 n . 3, properly 
observes that Polybius' nee{ in itself shows the expression 
to be only approximate. 

(13) So P. Schnabel, Klio 20 (1926) 113-5, and Werner, 
Beginn 56. 

(14) Cf. Walbank, Comm. on 4.28 ('false, and a mere 
excuse for the digression.') P. Pedech's theory on the 
Polybian synchronjsms (La Mithode Historique de Polybe, 
467ff.) involves him in the supposition that Hannibal set 

out for Saguntum before 14 February 219. This is patently 
untenable, and is one of several indications that the theory 
is not helpful. 

(15) To be ignored are the variations of Florus (1.22.6, 
novem mensibus, an easy rhetorical inflation, since octo mensibus 
could by a normal usage be equivalent to nono mense) and 
De Viris lllustribus (42 .2, intra sex menses, perhaps mixing up 
the duration of the siege and that of the march from Spain 
to I ta! y, if it is not a mere error over the figure). 
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probably right to take the eight months (with Livy and Dio-Zonaras) as the upper limit; that is, 
the siege lasted seven months and a number of days. With the starting point of 5 /20 May, that 
would put the capture of Saguntum between ca. 10 December 219 (7 months 13 days from 5 May) 
and 10 January 218 (8 months [236 days] from 20 May).(16) Hannibal then goes into winter 
quarters at New Carthage (Polyb. 3.33.5; Liv. 21.15.3, 21.1). We should reckon at least 15 days 
for the settlement of affairs and the return from Saguntum. So the beginning of Hannibal's 
winter quarters can be dated between ca. 25 December 219 and 25 January 218. A late date was of 
course enforced by the unexpectedly long duration of the siege. The mildness of the winter climate 
of the Spanish Levant makes it perfectly possible. (17) 

After narrating the fall of Saguntum, Polybius turns to the Illyrian War, and concludes his 
relation with the note that Aemilius returned to Rome A'YJYOVa'Yjr; fJ<5'YJ rij r; 0eeda r; and entered 
the city in triumph (3.19.12). This hardly amounts to precise dating; the time-indicator signifies 
merely 'at the end of the campaigning season'. It implies that Aemilius triumphed during the 
winter 219 /8, and perhaps suggests an earlier rather than a later date; but there is nothing to 
build on. (18) 

* 
* * 

In the synchronism at 4.66. 7 ff. Polybius puts together the following: 

( 1) Philip dismissed all the Macedonians so that they could gather in the harvest, and himself went 
to Thessaly and spent the remainder of the summer in Larisa. About this time (i-cara <5e rov i-caieov 
rovrov) 

(2) Aemilius entered Rome in triumph; 

(3) Hannibal, having taken Saguntum by storm, dismissed his troops to winter quarters; 

( 4) the Romans, on hearing of the capture of Sagun tum, sent ambassadors to demand the surren
der of Hannibal from the Carthaginians, and at the same time were preparing for war, having 
elected P. Cornelius and Ti. Sempronius consuls. 

He then notes the end of Ol.140.1, the election of Dorimachos as Aetolian strategos (i.e. late 
September, according to 4.37.2), and a raid immediately led by Dorimachos into Epirus (4.66.11 -

(16) It is possible that the eight months include the march 
from New Carthage to Saguntum. But this would make 
little difference to the reckoning, in fact it would be an 
alternative way of arriving at much the same result: viz., 
a siege lasting roughly 7 ½ months counted as of eight 
months' duration by the inclusion of the fortnight of the 
march. On this basis the terminus ante quern for the end of 
the siege could be brought back to about the end of De
cember, but the terminus post quern would remain about the 
same. However, for the purposes of the argument the wider 
range of da tes allowed for in the text will suffice. 

( 17) The average winter temperature for the Levant coast 

is over 48°F, we are info~med, and for Valencia, 48°F 

8 

(Way, Geog. Spain and Portugal 49 ff., 236) . 
(1 8) Werner, Beginn 52 n. 5, dates the triumph, impro

bably, 'gegen Ende August '; De Sanctis, 3.1.326 n. 155 
(followed by A. Degrassi, Inscriptiones Italiae I 3.1.550), end 
of summer or beginning of winter (or autumn, 3.2.680). 
See further p. 10 f. below. 

Although Polybius suppresses all mention of him (pro
bably so as to throw the limelight on Scipio Aemilianus' 
grandfather), Aemilius' colleague, M . Livius Salinator, may 
also have celebrated a triumph (or perhaps an ovatio) de 

Illyriis (De Vir. Ill. 50, cf. Sueton. Tib. 3.2; cf. De Sanctis, 
3.1.326 n . 155; M . Gelzer, Kleine Schriften 3.71; Degrassi, 
Inscr. It. 13.1.550). 
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67.1), in the course of which the Temple at Dodona was wrecked (67.3). Next, although the 
winter was advancing ( wv oe v :iµwvo c; l u neofJalvovroc; ), Phil~p emerged from Larisa and, 
marching to Corinth, arrived nsei reonac; xsiµseivac; (ca. 22 December). About a month 
later, (19) after a whirlwind campaign, he came to Megalopolis µfoov xsiµwvoc; (4.80.16: end of 
January or beginning of February, according to Aymard).(20) He proceeded via Tegea to Argos 
where 'he spent the rest of the winter' (4.82.1). (21 ) It is clear that Philip's activities so far extend 
up to at least the beginning of February. This may help to explain the extraordinarily straggling 
character of the ' synchronism, ' which gathers in widely separated events. (22) As we have seen, 
Hannibal's dismissal of the troops to winter quarters, (3), is hardly to be dated earlier than De
cembt>r 219. The Roman consular elections, (4), in this period seem normally to have been held 
not before December.(23

) The Roman embassy, (4), on Polybius' own showing (3.34.6 f., cf. 
p. 11 f. below), was sent not long before the beginning of spring 218. It is therefore inept to take 
the end of 0/.140.1 or the Aetolian election as a firm terminus ante quern for the 'synchronism' as a 
whole.(24) 

* 
* * 

Polybius' main narrative, after the mention of Aemilius' triumph, continues with a notorious 
piece of polemic (3.20.1-5). It begins o[ oe 'Pwµaioi, neoansnrw"vlac; avro'ic; ijOrJ rijc; rwv 
Za"av0atwv CIA.W<Jewc;, ov µa L'.lla ne(!l TOV noUµov TOTE oia{JovA.lO'V 1}yov, "a0ane(! E'VlOl TW'V 
avyyearpewv cpaat. As "V<1 lbank has made clear, it is a mistake to suppose that Polybius here 
puts the receipt of news of Saguntum's capture before Aemilius' triumph. (25 ) The narrative may 
imply that they were proximate events, but even that is not sure. The date of the triumph is 

(19) Indications of time amounting to about a month are 
found in the sketchy diary contained in the following pas

sages: 4.67.7,8; 68.2,6; 70.1,2,5; 71.3 ; 72.5; 73.3,4; 77.5; 
78.6 ; 80.14,16. 

(20) Aymard, Assemblies 25 1 n. 6 . 
(21) However, Polybius then has Philip go to Aigion (for 

the election), Patrae, Dyme, and N. Elis, before returning 
again to Argos (4.82-87); cf. Aymard, Assemblies 251 f. 

(22) Cf. Walbank, Comm. on 3.17.1, 4.66.8-67. 1 ('virtually 

worthless for chronological purposes') . 
(23) Cf. T . Mommsen, Romisches Staatsrecht 13.583 n. l. 

For 187 the elections were held on 18 Feb. (solito serius 
according to Livy, 38.42.1): for 178 about 10 or 11 March 
(Liv. 40.59.4 f., after the election of consuls the praetorian 
election was interrupted by a tempest and was completed 
postero die ... ante diem quarlum idus Martias ): for 179 probably 
about the end of January: Q. Fulvius Flaccus was elected 
consul for 178 'a few days' before celebrating his Spanish 
triumph, 40.43.4 f. ; this triumph was on the same day as 
his Ligurian triumph the next year, 40.59.3; immediately 

after the Ligurian triumph he issued the edict for the elections 
for 178, 40.59.4; as those elections were held about 10 or 11 
March, the edict was probably issued about 14 to 16 Feb
ruary, a~suming that 24 days' notice (trinum nundinum) 
was given ; so the Ligurian triumph was held about the 
Ides of February, and likewise the Spanish triumph in the 
previous year; there being no comitial days in February 
before the 18th (cf. ILLRP 1.9, p. 25f.), the elections for 
179, which preceded the Spanish triumph by a few days, 
must have been held about the end of January. The elections 
for 171 were held on I 8 Feb. ( the consul returned to hold 
them aliquanto serius quam senatus censuerat, Liv. 42.28.1,4) ; 
for 169 on 26 Jan. (Liv. 43 .11.5, cf. 3). (All dates pre
Julian.) The two February elections receive comment on 
their lateness, and it is probably because they, too, were 
considered late that the other election-dates were recorded 
by the annalists. 

(24) As Werner, Begi,m 52. 

(25) Walbank, Comm. ad loc., against Schnabel, Klio 1926, 
11 4. 
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likely to have been in December 219 or January 218 (or even la ter). From 294 to 223, when the 
consular year probably ran from 1 May to 29 April (Roman calendar), (26) 36 dated triumphs by 
consuls in office are recorded in the Fasti. Of these only 8 were celebrated before 1 February, 23 
were held either in February (7), the intercalary month (2), or March (14) , while 4 were in April 
and one could be either in January or in February. (27) From 222 to 154 the consular year began 
46 days earlier, running from 15 March to 14 March. By comparison, it might be expected that 
the majority of triumphs would be celebrated after 12 December. Although dated triumphs 
in magistratu are not especially numerous from 222, we have the following data : 1 March (222); 
4 March (196); ca. 13 February (180, 179); (28 ) Kat. Interkat. (177); 12 March (175, twice); Kat. 
Interkat. and X Kat. Mart. (166); and 3 February (188, a praetor). The consular triumphs of 
207, 197, 19 1, 179 were also held not far from the end of the consular year.(29 ) The record (of 
which the above is a complete account) is striking. It appears that in actual fact February, the 
intercalary onth, and ( early) March retained their popularity for triumphators in magistratu 
even after the date of entry into office had been brought forward one and a half months. No doubt 
the tendency of the Roman calendar to run ahead of the solar year (through failure to intercalate) 
confirmed this preference, but tradition probably played a part. On the whole the probability 
of Aemilius' triumph being earlier than December is not great. 

Polybius takes issue with the historians he attacks on two main points. First, he insists that 
the Roman Senate, seeing that a whole year earlier they had threatened the Carthaginians with 
war if they set foot in Saguntine territory, could not possibly have debated whether or not to go to 
war, now that Saguntum had been taken by storm. Secondly he objects to the melodramatic 
descriptions of the alleged debate. On these grounds he rejects the debate as a piece of fiction. 

The first point refutes itself. (30) The Romans had had some eight months to carry out their 
alleged war-threat - which Polybius now mentions for the first time, having failed to relate it in 
the appropriate place, namely, when he told of the Roman embassy visiting Hannibal at the 
beginning of the winter 220 and then going on to Carthage (3 .15). (31) The second point is not 
relevant. 

After the polemic, Polybius continues with what the Romans really did on hearing the fate of 
Saguntum (3 .20.6 ff.). They immediately (naea.xe'YJµa) appointed ambassadors and sent them with 
all speed (:•m-ra anovo17v) to Carthage to convey an ultimatum: r/ yae i OV a-rea-r'Yjyov 'Avvt{3av 
xai -rove; µ st' av-rov avvsoeovc; l xo6-rovc; OlOOVal 'Pwµalotc; lnfra-r-rov, r/ neo17yys.V.ov iOV n6-
},sµov. ' The Romans ' who sent the embassy were, of course, the Roman Senate. It is quite 
perverse of Polybius to imagine that the Senate dispatched an embassy without even discussing 
the question. (He is probably following a principle often favoured by modern scholarship - the 
refusa l to combine discrepant sources.) 

( 26) Cf. Momrnsen, Stsr. !3 .599; T. R . S. Broughton, 
Magistrates of the Roman Republic 2.638 f. 

( 27) 275, M '.Curius Dentatus, between 14 J an . and Ides 
of Feb. 

( 28) See note 22. The other dates are from the Fasti 
Triumph. Cap . (a d Urbisalv.), Inscr. It. 13.1.78 ff., 338 ff., 
cf. 550 ff. 
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(29) Cf. Liv. 28.9-1 0; 33.24; 36.39-40; 40.59. In 191 the 
consul's triumph is later (by position) than a proconsul's , 
which was on 16 Dec. (see the Fasti, Inscr. It. 13.1.78 f. ). 

(30) Cf. De Sanctis, 3. 1.424 n . 86; Walbank, Comm. on 
3.20.2. 

(31) Cf. H . H . Scullard, Roman Politics 220-150 B .C. 40 f. 
See further the article cited in n . 43. 
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As a result it is difficult to take seriously the implications of naeaxe'Y/µa and xa-.d: cmovo~v. 
Modern scholars are virtually unanimous in rejecting Poly bi us on this point. (32) There is un
doubtedly some 'exaggeration in the idea of an instantaneous Roman reaction. How much exag
geration, remains to be determined. 

As we have seen, Saguntum was captured between about 10 December 219 and 10 January 
218. A fair length of time has to be allowed to elapse before the news reached Rome, especially in 
winter.( 33) For comparison, it took C. Laelius 34 days to sail from Tarraco to Rome, according to 
Livy (27. 7 .1 ). There is a complication in that Laelius actually started from New Carthage (Po
lyb. 10.19.8; Liv.26.51.2) ; and though Livy makes it a winter voyage (210 /9), by Polybius' account 
it was in early summer (209). Either the 34 days come from Polybius (or a common source) and 
refer to the summer voyage from New Carthage to Rome, or (less likely) they come from Livy's 
annalistic sources and represent an estimate for a winter voyage from Tarraco to Rome. (34 ) In 
either case the detail sugges ts that we should allow at least 35 days for a winter voyage from 
Saguntum to Rome. (35) 

In consequence the news a bout Sagun tum probably reached Rome between about 15 January 
and 15 February. That is already getting close to the end of the consular year. In such circum
stances the Senate might be expected to do one of two things on hearing the news. It might have 
decided (after debate, of course) to send an embassy without delay to Carthage to deliver an 
ultimatum. Or it might have postponed action ad novos magistratus (cf., e.g., Liv.41.6.7, 8.5). 
The second alternative appears the more probable, especially as no action had been taken during 
the long months of the siege. The resultant delay would be about eight weeks at the highest 
estimate and three or four at the lowest. 

Polybius indicates that the Roman embassy's ultimatum was reported to Hannibal not long 
before he assembled his troops from winter quarters: 3.234.6 f., avvf/ys -.a~ ovvaµst ~ e-x, •'Y/~ 
naeaxstµaala~ vno .~v l aetv~v weav. TC(!O(JTCSTCoW'X,/JU/JV Oe TC(!OCJ<pa.w~ avnp -x,ai uvv B'X, •'Y/~ 
Kaex'Y/oovo~... A full report was apparently available to him if, in addressing the troops, he could 
allude to the Roman demand for surrender of himself and nav.a~ .av~ .av a-.ea-.oni oov neosani>
.a~ (3 .34.8, cf. 3.20.8) . It would be useful to have some estimate of the time the report would 
have taken to reach H annibal at New Carthage. According to what route was taken, the distance 
between Carthage and New Carthage could be about 600 to 700 nautical miles, unless a coastal 
route via Gibraltar was followed, when it would be about 1050. The season being late winter, a 
rough estimate for the time taken at between 12 and 21 days would probably not be far out. 

The occasion of the meeting at which Hannibal addressed his men, according to Polybius, 

(32) Cf., e.g. Ed. Meyer, Kleine Schriften 2.365 f. ; De 
Sane tis, 3.1.424, 3.2 .1; W. Otto, Hist. Zeitschr. 145 ( I 932) 
507,513; Gelzer, Hermes 1933, 158 f. (Kl. Sehr. 3.83. f. ); 
W. Hoffmann, Rh. Mus. 94 (1951 ) 69 ff.; Scullard, Rh . 
Mus. 95 (1952) 209 ff.; Walbank, Comm. ad Joe. 

(33) Cf. Hoffmann, Rh. Mus. 1951 , 70. 
(34) De Sanctis, 3.2.469 n ., accepts the 34 days from 

Tarra co to Rome as ' fededegno ', and adds another 10 days 

or so for the voyage from New Carthage to Tarraco. He 
considers that Liv. 26.51.2 and 27.7.1 are not mutually 
contradictory, because Laelius will have had to call at 
T arraco on his way from New Carthage. 

(35) D. Wilsdorf, Fasti H ispaniarum Provinciarum 72, as
sumes about a month for the (summer) voyage from Rome 

to T arraco. 
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was the arrival of his messengers from Gaul: 3.34.6, acptxoµivwv c5s TWV ayyeAWV xai .~v u TWV 
KsATWV /30VA'YjalV xai neoac5oxtav anayyetAaVTWV . ~v Te TWV 'AAnelVWV O(!WV vnse/30.A.~V ent
novov µsv xui c5vaxseij Uav, ov µ~v ac5vvaTOV elvat cpaax6v.wv, avvijys Ta~ c5vvaµst~ ... x. T.A. 
These messengers were presumably dispatched after the capture of Saguntum. At least three 
months may reasonably be allowed for the total journey of about 2,000 miles to and from N. Italy, 
including the time required for talks and negotiations. On that basis the date of their return to 
H annibal would be between mid-March and mid-April. H e then summoned his troops from 
winter quarters . But they did not immediately set out on the march. According to Polybius 
(3.34.9), H annibal announced a date on which he would begin the Uoc5o ~, and then dismissed 
the assembly. This allows a further margin of time. From the well-established chronology(26) 

of the five months' march ("7) to N. Italy and arrival towards the end of September, the appointed 
day for the l ,;oc5o~ can be fixed with fair confidence in the second half of April. Thus the army 
assembly was probably in early or mid-April, which corresponds well enough with vno .~v 
eaetv~v weav (i. e. primo vere, principio veris) . 

On this time-table, Hannibal will have received news of the Roman embassy and its ultimatum 
about the beginning of April. According to our estimate of 12 to 21 days for its transmission, the 
embassy will have delivered the ultimatum and left Carthage between about 10 and 20 March. 
If dispatched immediately after the beginning of the consular year (Ides of March), the ambassadors 
could have completed their mission at Carthage probably within ten days, by about VII Kal. 
April. (' 26 March '). This can be more nearly reconciled with the previous estimate if a slight 
(and normal) maladjustment of the Roman calendar is assumed. That is, Idus Martiae may be 
allowed to correspond approximately to 3 or 4 March in 218, and VII Kal. April. to 14 or 15 March. (3 8) 

(36) Cf. De Sanctis, 3.2 .8,79,681 ; H offmann, Rh. Mus. 

1951, 76; Scullard, Rh. Mus . 1952,2 11; Walbank, Comm. 

on 3.34.6, 54. 1. See further p. 27 f. below. 

(37) In this case (contrast 3.17.9) iv :rdvu µrial (3.56.3) 
can probably be given full value because of the tendency to 
emphasize Hann ibal's speed (cf. 3.35.3, 41.7 f., 6 1.5-8) : 

i.e. a full five months (148 or 150 da ys) and probably some 
days more - a ormal usage (cf. Appia n, Hann. 4, l xup ... 
µ 'Y/vt as against Liv. 2 1.1 5.3, 38.1, quinto mense); I May to 
25 Sept. (inclusiive) is I 48 days. 

(38) We do not know exactly what degree of correspon
dence there was between the Roman calendar in 2 I 8 and 

the extrapola ted Julian ca lendar. The variation between 
the twelve-month year of 355 days and the thirteen-month 

intercalary year of 377 /8 days means tha t the calendar could 
not be true in consecutive years . It appears that the ca 

lendar in June '.2 17 was running approximately true; the 

battle of Trasimene was fought, according to Ovid Fasti 6. 

767 f. , on X Kai. Quinci., 21 June, and probably was fought 
a bout midsummer (cf. De Sanctis, 3.2.119 f. ; G. Giannelli , 
Roma nell' eltl del/e guerre pwziche 288 f.; Walbank, Comm. on 

3. 78.6). If, in 217, X Kai. Quinci. approximatdy = 21 June, 

then, without intcercalation at the end of2 18 (consular year), 
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the Ides of March in 218 would have fallen about 26 March. 
Since this makes for a very difficult chronology, it is better 

to assume that there was intercalation. With intercalation 

of 22 or 23 days, the Ides of March 218 will have fallen on 

about 3 or 4 March. These calculations are, of course, 
merely approximate. 

It is an interesting point that an intercalation at the end 
of 218 fits comfor tably in to the story that C. Flaminius 
impatiently left Rome before the Ides of March and entered 

on his consulship and command on that date in provincia 

(Liv. 21.63; 22 .1.4-7; cf. 21.1 5.6) . The tale is heavily 
embroidered, but the consti tutional detail might be reliable 

(generally rejected or suspected: cf. De Sanctis, 3.2 . I 08 f. ; 

Gelzer, Hermes 70 (1935) 278 f. (Kl. Sehr. 3.23 1 f. ) ; Scullard 

Roman Politics 44 n. 3; Broughton, M RR 1.239,242; Walbank, 
Comm. on 3.77. 1; F. Cassola, I gruppi politici romani nel III 

secolo A. G. 295 f., cf. 302 ff. on a lex Flaminia assigned to 217-

chronologically, most difficult). I ntercalation would push 
his date of en try in to office over three weeks nearer to the 

opening of the campaigning season and give that much 
less time for preparations on his part. Impatience and exas
peration would be understandable reactions. 



THE CHRONOLOGY OF THE OUTBREAK OF THE SECOND PUNIC WAR 

In the loose synchronism, 4.66.9, as we saw, Polybius mentions together the sending of the 
embassy and the election of the consuls. He does not clearly indicate the temporal relationship: 
'Pwµaiot M, neoanwovarJr; airroir; -cij r; Zaxav0atwv aAcvaewr;, newf3ev-car; lineµn ov ... , aµa be 
near; 1:0V n6Aeµov naeeaxev6.Cov-co, xa-caarryaavur; vn6.-covr; ... "· i .A. In any case, it is probable 
that he is not bothering about the date-difference between election and entry into office (as in 
4.37 .1-3).( 39) He does not necessarily contradict the assumption that the embassy was sent P. Cor
nelio Ti. Sempronio consulibus, nor would such a contradiction in this 'synchronism ' carry any weight. 

One point deserves to be underlined. Polybius is definite that Hannibal had received word 
of the Roman ultimatum before he summoned his troops from winter quarters, and well before he 
marched from New Carthage. (Livy 21.21.1 also has the statement that Hannibal heard about it 
in winter quarters at New Carthage, but with displacement to early in the winter.) In attempting 
to explain the puzzle about the part played by the Ebro in the outbreak of war, some recent studies 
have tended to ignore Polybius' evidence on this crucial point.(40 ) It is one thing to assume that 
he has exaggerated the speed of the Roman response to news of Saguntum's fall. It is quite another 
thing to convict him of turning back to front the temporal relationship between the Roman 
ultimatum and Hannibal's movements in the early campaign season of 218. 

* 
* * 

In the narrative Polybius deals rather cursorily with Hannibal's march through Spain. When 
the a-ppointed day came, Hannibal advanced - crossed the Ebro - subdued the Ilergetes, Bar
gusii, etc., as far as the Pyrenees (3 .35.1 f.) . Arrangements were made for the security of the new 
conquests; then Hannibal led his army through the Pyrenees towards the crossing of the Rhone 
(3.35.3-7). Polybius does not date any of this. As we saw, the appointed day can be set in the 
second half of April (15 /30 April). The journey from New Carthage to the Ebro can be reckoned 
as 23 stages at 20 kilometres a day. (41

) So Hannibal probably crossed the river ca. 10/25 May. 
He will have begun the transit of the Pyrenees about two months before his arrival in N. Italy, 
hence late July.(42) 

* 
* * 

Having got Hannibal into the Pyrenees (the halfway mark, 3.39.12), our historian turns 
to the Romans, about whom the last thing reported was the embassy's departure from Carthage 

(39) Cf. Walbank, Comm. on 4.37.2 . 
(40) As Hoffmann, Rh. Mus. 1951,69 ff.; Scullard, Rh. 

Mus. 1952, 209 ff.; Walbank, Comm. on 3.20.6. (Contra, 
T. A. Dorey, Huma11itas n.s.8 /9 (1959/60) 7 f. ) This chrono
logy, which puts the Roman declaration of war in June 
(or before the end of May, Scullard), ignores the question 
of the consular provinces. It would have to be supposed 
that this was left in abeyance for three (or two) months. 
That does not appear as a practica l possibility. Scullard 
admits (op. cit. 214 n.10) that 'if the Romans, knowing about 

Hannibal's preparations during the winter and spring of 
218, decided to act before he moved, then of course the 
ultimatum could have been delivered at Carthage late in 
March'. It is difficult to see why he beEeves this to be less 
probable than his own theory (' more probably, however, 
they waited until he actually left New Carthage and sent 
their embassy to Carthage in May ') . 

(41) Cf. De Sanctis, 3.2.80. 
(42) De Sanctis, 3.2.10,80 f. , 681. Cf. p. 28 f. below. 
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(3.33.4). 'Avvl{Jac; µiv o-Jv evc.xd(!l'.l wic; t5wt{JoJ..aic; rwv Ilve'Y/valwv oewv, ... ' Pwµaiot t5i 
xara rove; mhovc; xal(!OVc; C!taxovaavuc; µiv rwv e~anoawUvrwv de; Kaexr1t56va newfJsvrwv 
ra () f.CJOyµiva xai rove; (!'Yj 0ivra c; Myovc;, neoanw6vroc; t5i 0a.rrov rj 1t(!Dac.CJ6xwv 'Avvt(Jav C!ta
fh{JrJXBYal ro-v "IfJriea nowµov µc.ra rij c; t5vvaµc.wc;, 1t(!Ol'.Xl'.l(!laavro niµnl'.lV µera arearonit5wv 
II6nJ..wv µiv KoevfJJ..wv de; 'IfJrietav, Tc.{Jiewv t5i Ec.µnecfmov de; A tfJvriv (3 .40.2). At first sight 
Polybius here seems to be saying that at the same time as Hannibal was crossing the Pyrenees, 
the Romans, having heard the report of the embassy and the news of the crossing of the Ebro, 
decided to send the consuls to Spain and Africa with legions. This would date the decision to 
send the consuls about late July. However, that is not what is meant. There is a close parallel in 
3.18.1 to the way Polybius uses xard. rove; av-rove; Xal(!OVc; here. After narrating in 3.17 the whole 
of Hannibal's eight-month campaign against Saguntum, he continues: xard. t5i rove; av-rove; xat
eovc; LJriµfJ rew c; aµa r ip avvc.ival riJv ent{JoJ..iJv rwv 'Pwµatwv naeavrtxa µiv de; T'Y}V t1tµ<lA'Y)V 
Mt6xec.wv <p(jOV(!O.V dainc.µ1/)c. xai ra c; aeµo~ovaac; wvrric; xoeriytac; ... , av-roe; t5' ex rwv vnou
wyµivwv f.nlAB~ac; rove; avt5ewt5wrarovc; U axtaxtUovc; avviarriac. rovrovc; d e; riJv <l>aeov. o t5i 
arearriyoc; niiv 'Pwµatwv a<p tx6µ c.voc; de; riJv 'IJ..J..ve tt5a ... x. r.J... Obviously xara rove; av-rove; 
xaigov c; here does not mean 'at the same time as Hannibal took Saguntum ', but (as Paton 
correctly translates) 'while this was taking place', i.e. the whole campaign. Poly bi us is simply 
treating the siege of Saguntum and the Illyrian War as contemporary and parallel campaigns. 
In the same way xard. rove; av-rove; xaieovc; in 3.40.2 introduces the Roman measures and activi
ties contemporary with Hannibal's advance to the Pyrenees, and its effect does not stop with the 
end of the sentence but carries on through 3.40 and into 3.41. It is what one might call a block 
synchronism, and naturally is not precise. Polybius is advancing towards a precise synchronism 
in his narrative, namely, the fact that P. Scipio missed Hannibal at the Rhone crossing by only 
three days (3.49.1) . 

To return to the content of 3.40.2. First, the Roman embassy. We suggested that the date of 
its presence at Carthage lay between ca. 10 and 20 March. On this basis its report to the Roman 
Senate will have been received between ca. 20 and 31 March. As the Carthaginians had accepted 
war, the Senate must have proceeded to make its dispositions without much delay. Consequently, 
the reference to the arrival of news about H annibal's crossing the Ebro appears an anticipation. 
The normal estimate for the time of a voyage from the vicinity of the Ebro is, as we have seen, 
about a month, which would give a date about 10 /25 June. Even if we cut that down to 20 days, 
the news cannot have reached Rome before the end of May (crossing 10/25 May, reported 30 
May /15 June). This is the second chronological crux in Polybius' narrative, and it is significant 
that again it concerns the Roman side. His Hannibalic chronology is clear and consistent, pre
sumably reflecting the quality of his sources. The sources for the Roman side evidently were more 
difficult to manage. This intrusion of the news of the crossing is no doubt related to the theory 
that the two causes of the war were, first, the siege of Saguntum and, second, the crossing of the 
Ebro, which was proposed by lvwt rwv avyyc.yeacp6rwv ra c; xar' 'Avvt{Jav nea~c.tc; (3.6.1 f.). (43) 

(43) Cf. Walbank, Comm. on 3.6.1, rightly preferring the 
view that these historians were Roman. See further my 
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article 'Roman Poijcy in Spain before the Hannibalic War' 
( forth co min g). 
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Polybius continues (3 .40.3 ff.): 'while the consuls were engaged in enrolling the legions and 
in the rest of their preparations, the Romans hastened to bring to a conclusion the arrangements 
they had previously made for the establishment of colonies in Gaul. They industriously fortified 
the towns and they ordered the colonists to be on the spot in thirty days ... '. No sooner were the 
colonies founded than the Boii revolted (3.40.6 ff.). We are fortunate in having a reliable date for 
the founding of the colonies. Placentia was officially founded pridie Kal. Jun. primo anno eius belli, 
P. Cornelio Scipione... Ti. Sempronio Longo coss. (44) Thus the proclamation referred to by Polybius 
was made on Kat. Mai., which, according to the conversion proposed earlier, was equivalent to 
18/19 April approximately. So far the chronology fits together very well, provided the reference 
to the Ebro report is excluded. 

After showing how the Gallic revolt made it necessary for P. Scipio to levy a new army (3.40.14), 
Polybius continues: oi els a-cea-c17yoi -caw 'Pwµa{wy frotµaaaµeYOl -ca neoc; -cac; lclta c; ent/30Aac;, 
lfenABOY vno (lni MSS) -C'YJY weataY lni -ca c; 7i(!O'><-BLµeYac; neMuc;, II6n).w c; µsy oiJy elc; 'lf317etaY 
Un'><-oY-ca Yavat, Tsf3eewc; els Esµn(!WYWc; elc; At{3V1JY 8'><-U-COY Un'><-oY-ca G'><-acpeat neY-C1J(!l'><-Olc; 
(3.41.2) . In dating the departure of both consuls to their provinces vno -ciJy weataY (prima aestate), 
which, as we observed earlier, indicates a date in May, Polybius is undoubtedly confused. The 
comparison of the movements of Hannibal and Scipio shows that the latter left Rome in late July 
or more probably early August (cf. p. 27 below). On the other hand, there seems no objection 
to putting the departure of the other consul, Sempronius, at, or at least near, the beginning of the 
campaigning season. He was not detained, like Scipio, by the removal of his army to the Gallic 
theatre. It was perhaps a stylistic convenience for Polybius to connect the respective departures of 
Sempronius and Scipio. (45) The historian is, indeed, not at all interested in Sempronius' expe
dition - except to satirize it (3 .41.3) - and suppresses his varied operations and activities in 
and around Sicily as well as the operations preceding his arrival (Liv. 21.49-51). (46) 

* * * 

The last synchronism we have to deal with (5.1. 1 ff.) reflects the leading points in the narrative 
we have just discussed. 

(a) Aratos the younger's strategia had expired about the rising of the Pleiades. He laid down h:s 
office and Eperatos succeeded him: xa-ca els -cove; av-cove; xaieovc;, aexofteY17c; -cijc; 0sestac; 

(b) 'Ayy{/3ac; µsy B'><-<paYwc; 1'Jel17 -COY neoc; 'Pwµatovc; noAeµoy CJ.YelA1J<pWc;, oeµnaac; B'>{, KatYf/c; 
noAewc; '><-ai elta{3a.c; -COY "lf317ea no-caµoY eynexsw -cijc; ent/30Af/c; '><-ai noes ta c; -cijc; elc; , 1-caUav-

(c) 'Pwµa'iot els Tsf3eewy µsy Esµn{!WYWY elc; At/3v17Y µe-ca elvYaµswc;, IlonAWY els Koeyn).wy elc; 
'lf317efoy l~aneaUAAOY' 

(d) 'Ay-ctoxoc; els xai II-co).sµaio c; ... evnexoy-co no).sµsiY 6.).).n).oic;. 

it would have to be 29 Dec. 218. 
(45) Cf. Scullard, Rh. Mus. 1952, 213 n . 9. 

(44 ) Asconius 3 C. Beloch, Klio 15 (1918) 400, erred in 
entertaining the possibility that the MSS ncading ' pridie 
Kai. Ian.' might be right. He thought this would make 
Asconius' date 29 Dec. 219, whereas with these consuls 

(46) Cf. De Sanctis, 3.2.28 n. 42, and see notes 67, 69 below. 
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The synchronism is centred round the start of the campaigning season in May. Hannibal 
has crossed t e Ebro. This is consistent with the narrative, as we have seen. Equally consistent, 
but unfortunately consistent in error, is the indication that about this time both consuls departed 
for their provinces. It may be true for Sempronius, but it cannot be true for Scipio. 

* 
* * 

II. The Roman declaration of war 

We must now revert to the most critical problem - the details of the Roman declaration 
of war. Polybius concerns himself very little with the forms of the Roman procedure. According 
to him, immediately on receiving the news about Saguntum, ' the Romans ' appointed ambassadors 
and dispatched them speedily to Carthage, putting an ultimatum: either Hannibal and the 
councillors with him must be surrendered, rj :n:i:,>017yye?.J.ov Tov n6J.sµov (3 .20.6-8). The am
bassadors arrived, and delivered their message to the Carthaginian senate (20.9). In reply to the 
Carthaginian self-justification, -rov µev oixawJ.oysla0at xa0ana~ ansy{yvwaxov. They said that 
when Saguntum was still inviolate, justification was admissible and negotiation on pomts of dispute 
possible; but now, TaVTf/~ naewnovo11µtv11~, either Carthage must give the culprits up (which 
would prove to all that they had had no part in the acJtxla, and what had been done had been 
committed without their sanction) or, if they were not prepared to do that, but avowed com
plicity in the aoixla, they must also accept war (xai avvavaotxw0at Tov n6J.sµov) (3.21.6-8) . 
That is, the embassy merely repeated the ultimatum, with a modicum of explanation. Polybius 
then diverges to survey the treaty-history and the Kriegsschuldfrage (3 .21.9-3.32). He resumes 
(3 .33.1 f.): Ol oe naea TWV 'Pwµa{wv neeaf3st~ ... Otaxovaavu~ Ta naea TWV Kaex11oov{wv aAAO 
µev ovoev slnav, a oe nesaf3vrn-ro~ aVTWV ostfo~ TO'i~ iv Tip avvsoe{r.p TOV xohov, evrnv0a xai 
TOV n6J.sµov avTo'i~ E<prJ xai T~V sle11v11v cpi(!SlV . exf3aMJv o'!Jv, 011',0U(!OV av xe?.svawaiv, anoJ.d
'ljJSlV. Walbank, commenting on this passage, (47) observes that 21.6-8 and 33.1-3 are ' mutually 
exclusive accounts of the Roman reply'. It may well be true that Polybius combines two ( or 
more) different sources, but it may not be necessary to discard one in favour of the other. Too 
much importance should not be attributed to aJ.J.o µev ovoev slnav. The ambassadors have 
stated their ultimatum. The Carthaginians have replied. In response the ambassadors merely 
repeat the ultimatum; they say nothing new. Then the senior membe1 sums up the situation by 
means of the toga-symbolism. In reply to o newf3vrn-ro~, the Carthaginian sufete tells him to 
' throw forth' whichever they ( the Romans) pleased. The ambassador said he would throw forth 
war. Many of the Carthaginian senators exclaimed, ' We accept it. ' The embassy and the senate 
then parted (3.33.3 f.). 

There are some problematic features in this account. The first consists in Polybius' way of 
representing the second half of the ultimatum - rj neo17yysUov Tov n6J.sµov. Strictly, the subject 
of the verb is the Roman Senate, rather than the ambassadors, (48) but the nature of the expression 

(47) Walbank, Comm. ad loc. 
(48) The strucrure of the passage (in Bi.ittner-Wobst's 

text) is as follows: 'Pwµaio , .. . neeaflev-cdi; iA6µevo, ... 
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makes it uncertain which subject Polybius intends . How is it to be understood ? ' Or they declared 
war ' hardly makes sense. Paton translates ' or war would be declared ', apparently recognizing 
futurity in n (2 o ~yys)J.ov. This seems to be right. The actual declaration of war is something lying 
~n the future . 

The second, and in fact the major, feature is that Polybius pays no heed to a constitutional 
fact: namely, that if war was to be declared, the Roman People, in the Comitia Centuriata, would at 
some stage have to order the declaration. A theory as to the mechanism for declaration of war in 
this period has been developed and expounded by Walbank. (49) According to this, the old ius 
fetiale had by 238 /7 come to be modified so that the stages of the declaration were: (1) the Senate 
decided on war conditionally; (2) a rogatio was put to the People so as to procure a conditional 
declaration of war: that is, war to be declared unless satisfaction was given to Rome by the offending 
power; (3) the Senate then despatched legati, armed with the conditional declaration of war 
already authorized by Senate and People, so that if the reply to their rerum repetitio was adverse, 
they could immediately present the Roman declaration of war. So, whereas under the original 
iusfetiale the order of procedure had been (1) res repetuntur, (2) senatus censet, (3) populus iubet, (4) 
bellum indicitu:•·, it now became (1) senatus censet, (2) populus iubet, (3a) res repetuntur, (3b) bellum indici
tur. Walbank argues that this was the regular procedure in the latter part of the third century and 
throughout the second. 

The theory is based on comparison of accounts of the declaration of war in 23 7 and 218 against 
Carthage, in 200 against · Philip V, in 191 against Antiochus III, and in 171 against Perseus of 
Macedon. Walbank finds sufficient resemblance between all five episodes to enable him to fill in 
lacunae in the procedure, as recorded for each declaration, by using data from the other decla
rations. This basic assumption is, however, open to question. We cannot really be certain that the 
Romans, in altering their procedure for declaration of war, immediately hit on a system that satis
fied all requirements and could be applied as the ' regular ' procedure on every occasion. It may 
be that Walbank does not make adequate allowance for the possibility that the Roman Senate 
had to feel its way towards a suitable procedure for declaring war on states outside Italy. The 
uncomfortable fact is that the conditional form of war-declaration by the People is definitely 
attested only for the fifth case, the war against Perseus (Liv. 42 .30.10 f.), and has to be posited 
for the rest . 

It is important, too, to note a significant difference in the procedure of 200 as compared with 
191 and 1 71. On the two latter occasions the Senate instructed the consuls to put the rogatio to 
the People before the consular provinces were named (Liv. 36. l.5 f.; 42.30.11 -31.1). But in 200 
the consular provinces were fixed first, and then the consul who got Macedonia promulgated and 
presented the rogatio for war (Liv. 31.5.9-6.1,3). We can perhaps divine the reason for this varia
tion in procedure. In 200 the People caused embarrassment by 'antiquating' the rogatio . Mace
donia having been already named and assigned as a consular province, they had in effect been 
presented with a jait accompli by the Senate. The Fathers had implicitly declared war on Macedo
nia already. They had been caught stealing the power of decision from the People's hands. It 

(49) Walbank, JRS 27 (1937) 192 ff.; 31 (1941) 86 ff.; CPh 44 (1949) 15 ff.; Comm . on 3.20.6. 
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was the part of prudence for the Senate to observe formality on the later occasions and get the 
People's sanction before naming the consular provinces. 

These considerations suggest that the individual occasion of war-declaration had better not 
be approached with a rigid scheme in mind and forced to fit it. In 218 we are probably at an early 
stage in the development of new procedures. It is dangerous to assume that everything that was 
done in 200, 191, and 171 had been done before in 218.(5 0) 

Apart from Polybius' insufficient account, we have a detailed, but most confused, description 
of the Roma procedure from Livy, and a less detailed, but independent, account from Dio (sup
plemented by Zonaras). Appian (Iber. 13) and the epitomators have nothing of significance to 
contribute. 

According to Livy's narrative, when the consuls P. Cornelius Scipio and Ti. Sempronius 
Longus put the relatio de re publica to the Senate - evidently on Id. Mart., at the commencement of 
their year of office ( cf. 22 .1.4 f. for 217) - envoys from Saguntum had lately arrived, to ask aid 
ad bellum iam haud dubie imminens, and were introduced to the Senate by these consuls (2 1.6.2 f.). 
Chronologically this is impossible, and it proceeds to create havoc in the rest of Livy's account. 
The Senate, he relates, decided to send legati to Spain ad res sociorum inspiciendas and, if appropriate, 
to order Hannibal ut ab Saguntinis, sociis populi Romani, abstineret, and further, to cross over to Car
thage and report the complaints of these socii populi Romani (2 1.6.3 f.). This mission would broadly 
correspond to the embassy sent, according to Polybius (3.15), some 18 months earlier, about the 
beginning of winter 220. However, by Livy's narrative, the legatio was not sent in these terms 
because, hac legatione decreta necdum missa, the news came that the siege of Saguntum had begun 
(21.6 .5) . The consuls had to refer the question to the Senate once more. Three views were ad
vanced (21.6.6. f.): 

( 1) to decree Hispania and Africa as provinciae for the consuls and terra marique rem gerendam; 

(2) to concentrate bellum on Spain and Hannibal; 

(3) to await the legati from Spain (exspectandos ex Hispania legatos - remarkably proleptic). 

The third view seemed safest and prevailed, the legatio was dispatched eo maturius. The legati 
were P. Valerius Flaccus (cos . 227) and Q. Baebius Tamphilus (cf. also Cicero Phil. 5.27). Their 
mission now was to go to Hannibal at Saguntum and tell him to desist from the Saguntine war 
(cf. Cicero, loc. cit. - ut a Sagunto recedat), and if he refused', to go to Carthage and demand that he 
be given up in poenam foederis rupti (21.6 .8; Cicero says only, si Hannibal non pareret, Karthaginem ire 
iussi sunt). Thus the mission of these legati had now become a type of rerum repetitio. The legatio no 
longer bears any close correspondence to Polybius' embassy of 220 ( though it still goes to Hannibal 
and then to Carthage), and it has in fact acquired the first part of the ultimatum that Polybius' 
second embassy (to Carthage only) was charged to present (in 218). 

We are dealing here with a free and imaginative reconstruction, which apparently attempted 
to harmonize the Polybian ( or Fabian) version with discrepant accounts. It is hard to credit that 
Livy (who betrays his innocence in 21.15.3 ff.) was responsible for this patching and botching. (51) 

(50) On the precedent of 237, see note 65 below. 
(51) As U. Kahrstedt, Geschichte der Karthager 3.157 n. 2, 

De Sanctis, 3.1.4,30, 3.2.182; cf. Hoffmann, Livius und der 
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The legatio of Valerius and Baebius is alleged to have returned from Carthage to Rome about 
the same time as the news came ofSaguntum's sack (2 1.16.1). After describing the emotions of the 
Patres, Livy proceeds to the details of the Senate's dispositions. He begins, 21.17 .1, with the state
ment that the consular provinces had already been named. That is a surprise. According to 
21.6.6, the question of the consular provinces was shelved until the return of the legati. Livy goes 
on to say that the consuls were now instructed to draw lots for the provinces. This divorce between 
naming and sortition of provinciae is probably factitious . The object would be to combine an (in
correct) annalistic account - that, as usual, the provinces were fixed at the commencement of the 
year - with the Polybian version, according to which the provinces were not fixed until the 
return of the (final) embassy from Carthage (Polyb. 3.40.2). 

In the assignment of provinces Cornelius draws Hispania, Sempronius ' Africa cum Sicilia '. 
The latter is an inexactitude. (52) Sempronius' provincia was Africa (Polyb. 3.40.2; cf. Appian Iber. 
14), just as Seip o's provincia was Hispania, not 'Hispania cum Gallia'. It is obvious that ' cum 
Sicilia' is a supplement ex post facto, Sempronius having failed to get further than Sicilia. 

Another specimen of the same method follows immediately. Sex in eum annum decretae legiones 
et socium quantum ipsis videretur et classis quanta parari posset (21.17 .2) . ' Solche protokollarische 
Genauigkeit ist charakterische l-xcpeaat~ ! '( 53) The point was clearly made by Tartara:(54) 'E vero 
che i Romani in quell' anno arruolarono sei legioni; ma mentre le parole di Livia fan supporre che 
ii Senato abbia deliberato d'un tratto l'arruolamento di sei legioni ', it is demonstrable( 55) ' che 
dapprima deliberossi l'arruolamento di quattro - delle quattro solite -, poi di un' altra: poi 
di una sesta: ii che vuol dire che non esistette nessun decreto che ordinasse sex legiones, sibbene tre 
diversi decreti che ne ordinarono quattro, una e una. ' 

After giving numbers of troops and ships raised (24,000 Roman infantry and 1800 cavalry, 
40,000 Allied infantry and 4400 cavalry, 220 quinqueremes, 20 celoces), Livy proceeds (21.17.4): 
latum inde ad populum vellent iuberent populo Carthaginiensi bellum indici: eiusque belli causa supplicatio per 
urbem habita atque adorati di, ut bene ac feliciter eveniret quod bellum populus Romanus iussisset. He then 
returns to further particulars about the Roman forces (21.17.5 ff.). Inter consules ita copiae divisae: 
Sempronius was granted (datae) 2 legions, comprising 4000 infantry and 300 cavalry each, and 
16,000 Allied infantry, 1800 cavalry, 160 long ships, 12 celoces. With these land and naval forces 
Ti. Sempronius was sent to Sicily, with a view to crossing to Africa in the event that the other 
consul was adequate to the job of keeping the Carthaginian from Italy. Cornelius was given 
smaller forces because the praetor L. Manlius was himself being sent with a strong praesidium 
to Gaul: Cornelius' number of ships in particular was reduced; he was given 60 quinqueremes ... 
and two Roman legions with the usual quota of cavalry, 14,000 Allied infantry and 1600 cavalry. 
The province Gallia got two Roman legions, 600 cavalry, and 10,000 Allied infantry, 1000 ca
valry - likewise for the Punic war. 

I have set these particulars out at laborious length in order to draw attention to the fact that 

(52) Cf. Weissenborn-Muller, ad loc.; A. Tartara, Mem. 

Acc. Linc. 1881, 8 ff. 
(53) Gelzer, Kl. Sehr. 3.228. 
(54) Tartara, Mem. Acc. Linc. 1881, 15. 

(55 ) For the best expositions of the facts see De Sanctis, 
3.2 .87 f., Walbank, Comm. on 3.40.14; cf. p. 26 and n. 72 
below. 
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at 21.17.5 begins what is in effect a partial doublet of 21.17.1-3 . It is betrayed by the following 
points : ( 1) whereas in 21. 17 .2 the Senate leaves the number of Allied troops to the consuls' dis
cretion, in 21.1 7 .5 and 7 f. it prescribes the numbers of Allied troops ' granted ' to either consul; 
(2) the calculation implicit in 17.2 f. (sex legiones = 24,000 pedites, 1800 equites, because one legion 
= 4000 pedites, 300 equites) is superfluously spelt out thereafter in 17.5 (legiones duae - ea quaterna 
milia erant peditum et treceni equites); (3) Ti. Sempronius' provincia of ' Africa cum Sicilia' is now 
further transformed by being glossed as ' Sicily, with authority to cross to Africa under a certain 
limiting con1ingency ' ; ( 4) correspondingly, Cornelius' provincia of Hispania is now glossed as 
ad arcendum Italia Poenum. These last two items are further examples of the ex post facto method and 
together derive from a different conception of the Roman strategy. (56) Connected with it is the 
idea that the legions transferred to Gaul were part of an original strategy concerned with defending 
Italy against invasion. 

The critical question now arises, to which part of the doublet does the intervening section 
( 17 .4) belong - the putting of the war-vote to the People and the supplicatio for a successful war ? 
Livy's account attaches it to the first part of the doublet by means of the word inde. But this could 
be a simple effect of the process of suture. The style of 1 7.4, indeed, is assimilated less to the terse 
formula e of l 7.1-3 than to the more expansive explanations of 17.5-9. It may originally have 
belonged to what has become the second part of the doublet. Thus, if one isolates 17 .4-9, the war
vote can precede the assignment of consular provinces. 

A consideration of procedure will show that the difference is not negligible for chronology. 
The Senate will have instructed the consuls to present to the People (in Comitia Centuriata ) a rogatio 
approving the declaration of war (cf. especially Liv. 4-2.30.10). This rogatio required promulgation 
(cf. Liv. 31.6.1), presumably for the trinum nundinum, 24 days. (57) If promulgated immediately 
after the Ides of M arch, it could not come before the Assembly till VI Id. April., or, more probably, 
not till VII Kal. Mai., the nearest available comitial day (in the Calendar of Antium). (58 ) 

When a declaration of war was in prospect, the right of the Roman People to sanction it 
evidently presupposed that the provinciae of the men who would lead the army should not be 
allocated in advance of the People's iussus. In 218 the act of assigning Africa and Spain as consular 

(56) Cf. F. Ca ·sola, I gruppi politici romani 256. 
(57) Cf. M ommsen, Stsr. 3.376. Thjs constitutional point 

helps to accoun t for the appearance of delay by the R omans. 
The conditional form of war-declara tion a ttes ted for 17 I 
was presumably evolved in order to reduce the amount of 

time-lag. 
(58) ILLRP 1.9, p . 28 f. This pre-Julian calendar was 

mscribed not before 84 B.C. (Degrassi, ibid. , p . 40 n . 22), 
so that it may be thought possible for a former dies comitialis 

to have been changed into a dies nefastus in the intervening 
p eriod . That, however, is very doubtful. From 5 to 12 April 
there is a solid block of dies nefasti (as from I to 12 February 
and 5 to 10 June) and, taking into account dies n., a solid 
block from 5 to 22 April (as from 5 to 14 June). The struc-
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ture of the calendar does not allow of isola ted dies comitiales. 

The only points where a dies comitialis could have been trans
formed in to a nefastus are near the beginning or near the 
end of the block. The la tter possibility (at 22 April or - very 
unlikely - a t 20 April) would make no significant difference 
to the a rgument. The former (a dies comitialis at 8 Apri l) is 
unlikely because of the close parallel between April and 
June. The non-co~tial character of these periods in the 
two months is evidently agrarian in origin. The permanence 
of the calendar from the tin1e of the Second Punic War (at 
least) is also suggested by the fact tha t neither the day of 
Trasimene (21 June) nor the day of Cannae (2 August) 
became dies nsfasti (for the da tes cl. De Sanctis, 3.2. 11 9 f., 

135 f. ). 
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provinces necessarily entailed war with Carthage. (59 ) If they had been assigned before the People 
voted, that would have been an anticipation of the People's decision, an infringement of the 
People's power of choice. In 200 the Senate, after eighteen years of virtually unchallenged di
rection of the war-machine, ignored the principle, presumed upon the People's decision, and was 
duly checked by the People (Liv. 31.6.3) . In 191 and 171 the Senate found it expedient to revert 
to a more proper procedure (cf. p . 17 above). That this procedure had been followed in 218 is 
probable in itself, is indicated by Polybius (3 .40.2), and can be extracted from Livy's garbled 
version - by a determined use of force. 

* * * 

We may now proceed to the question of the final embassy to Carthage. His ita comparatis, says 
Livy (21.18.1 f. ), ut omnia iusta ante bellum Jierent, legatos maiores natu, Q. Fabium M. Livium L. Ae
milium C. Licinium Q. Baebium in Africam mittunt ad percontandos Carthaginienses publicone consilio Hannibal 
Saguntum oppugnasset, et si id quad facturi videbantur Jaterentur ac defenderent publico consilio factum, ut 
indicerent populo Carthaginiensi bellum. It is clear that this is deficient as an account of the message 
the Roman Senate instructed its ambassadors to convey. There would have to be provision for 
the contingency that the Carthaginians did disavow responsibility for the attack on Saguntum. 
Such provision is implicit in the ultimatum as reported had explained in Polybius (3.20.6-8; 
21 .6-8) . The trouble was that the account followed by Livy had already attributed it (i .e. the 
demand for the surrender of Hannibal) to the first legatio (2 1.6.8). As has been pointed out by 
others, (60 ) the account in Livy transfers to the first embassy details relating to the second. It will 
be recalled that it does so in a context purporting to give the deliberations of the Senate when 
consulted by the new consuls de re publica. It may be a useful exercise to try to reverse the process, 
by discarding from the context material that does not belong in it . It is in fact possible to re
construct from Liv. 21.6, by selection and transposition, an intelligible, though still incomplete 
and inexact, account of the proceedings on or about the Ides of March, as follows: 

cvnsules tune Romae erant P. Cornelius Scipio et Ti. Sempronius Longus. qui cum ... ' de re publica rettulis
sent, .. . alii provincias consulibus Hispaniam atque Africam decernentes terra marique rem gerendam 
censebant, alii totum in Hispaniam Hannibalemque intenderant ( v. l. intendebant) bellum; erant qui 
non temere movendam rem tantam mittendos que legatos ... qui Cartlzaginem in Africam traicerent ... ad 
due em ipsum in poenam Joederis rupti deposcendum, censerent. haec sententia ... vicit legatique eo maturius 
mzssz ... 

The matter proposed is now not the legatio of Valerius and Baebius, but the major and final 
embassy. This reconstruction perhaps reflects one of the strands woven into the composite annalis
tic account that reached Livy and is reproduced by him. The notion is strengthened, as we shall 
see, by the fact that the reconstructed version tallies with that of Dio. 

(59) Cf. Meyer, Kl. Sehr. 2.366 n. 2. 
(60) Tartara, M em. Acc. Linc. 1881, 12 n. I ; H . Hessel

barth, H istor.-kritische Urztersuchurzgerz z. 3. Dekade d. Livius 

(1889) 126 ff. ; Kahrstedt, 3.156 f.; De Sanctis, 3.1.440. 
See also the article cited in n. 43. 
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Ifit is the case that the Senate decided on or about the Ides of March 218 to send immediately 
a legatio to Carthage and to instruct the consuls to present to the People a rogatio approving the 
declaration of war, it follows that the legatio left Rome under the circumstance that the rogatio 
had not been passed by the People; the People's vote would not be given till at least 24 and pro
bably about 40 days after the Senate's decree (see above, at n. 58). Is this consistent with what is 
said about the mission the legati had to fulfil ? 

We have already seen that Polybius (3 .20.8) expresses himself unclearly on the matter, but 
that the second half of the Senate's ultimatum as reported by him - r} Jl{lO'l]yys.A.AoY TOY no.A.sµoY -
may be considered to imply that the declaration of war lay in the future. Fabius Pictor, according 
to Polybius (3 .8.8.), said: µs-ra. T~Y Tijr; neosie17µiv17r; no.A.swr; O.AWO"LY naeaysYea0ai wvr; 'Pw
µalovr;, oioµeyovr; t5siY ij TOY 'Ayy[f3ay S'Xt5tt56Yat acptai Tov r; Kaex11<5o·vtovr; ij TOY noAsµoy aYaAaµ
{36.Ystv: the Roman demand was that the Carthaginians must either surrender Hannibal or 
accept war. The same idea recurs in the embassy's explanation of the meaning of the ultimatum 
(Polyb. 3.21.8, r} ... 'Xat avYaYat5exw0ai TOY no.A.sµoY) . We meet the same theme - that the Car
thaginians are invited to make restitution or accept war - in the concluding act of the embassy at 
Carthage. Its senior member says he carries in his toga both war and peace, and will throw forth 
and leave with the Carthaginians whichever of the two they tell him to leave. The Carthaginians 
are offered a choice, to accept peace or war. The suf ete refuses to make the choice, and tells the 
ambassador: 'Throw whichever you like.' The Roman replies that he will throw war. Many of 
the Carthaginian senators then shout : 'We accept it ' (Polyb. 3.33.1-4, the best account) . 

What is the point of this mummery ? Why does the Roman not declare war in a straightfor
ward manner ? The reason surely is that he cannot formally declare war. His instructions are to 
demand that the Carthaginians make restitution or accept war : not, to demand restitution, or, 
failing that, to declare war. The mime was apparently designed to cope with the awkward fact 
that he was not empowered to declare war, since the People had not sanctioned it yet. His 
purpose was to get the Carthaginians to accept war. That would make it practically impossible 
for the People not to pass the war-motion when he reported back at Rome. The sufete's refusal 
to choose indicates an appreciation of the point. The senators who shouted 'We accept' made 
things easier for the embassy ( and for the Roman Senate). (61) 

Some of the foregoing points have left their mark on Cassius Dio's account. We have to 
depend at first on Zonaras (8.22), who only summarizes the Senate debate. 'Many things were 
said. L. Cornelius Lentulus made a speech in which he said that they should not delay, but should 
vote war against the Carthaginians and separate the consuls and the armies into two divisions and 
send them to Spain and Africa respectively ' : ,-ea;, O.ex0ri µev :n:o:U&, Aovxwr; be Koev17.A.wr; Aev
-rov.A.o r; st5riµriyoe17as ?-eat slns µ~ µeAASLY, a.A.AG. no},sµoY ;,,:aTCJ. UOY Kaex11Joy[wy 'lfl'YJ(f)foaa0ai, 
'Xat t5ix'fi t5te.A.flY ?-eat Tovr; vna.Tovr; ?-eat TO. aTeauvµ a-ra, uat -rovr; µsy slr; T~Y 'lfJ17etaY, Tovr; <5' slr; 
T~Y Ai{Jv17Y neµ-ipai ( compare Liv. 21.6.6, alii provincias consulibus Hispaniam atque Africam 
decernentes terra marique rem gerendam censebant). 'Q. Fabius Maximus said in opposition to this that 

(61) It is too often taken for granted that the Roman 

People at this time was a mere rubber-stamp for the will of 
the Senate. The ascendancy of the Senate was by no means 
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so completely established as it later became. The People 
had to be convinced that war was necessary. 
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they should not so absolutely vote war, but should send an embassy first' ( compare Liv. 21.6. 7, 
erant qui non temere movendam rem tantam exspectandosque ... legatos censerent - or, as reconstructed above, 
mittendosque legatos ... censerent) 'and if the Carthaginians persuaded them that they were not in the 
wrong, should keep the peace, but if they were convicted of wrongdoing, then make war on them, 
in order that we (sic) may cast the responsibility for the war on them ' : near; -raifra Kvtv-cor; <Pa{J w r; 
MMiµor; av-ri0eTO µ'Yj ov-rwr; E'>' nav-cor; 1:e6nov 1:0V n6Aeµov Oeiv 'lj)TJ <plaaa0ai, ClAAa newf3dq. xe11aaa0ai 
ne6ueov, '>'UV µiv ndawaivou ovoiv aOl'>'OVCflV, iJavxtav ayeiv, av o' a0l'>'Ovvur; a.Awai, 1:6u noAeµfjaai 
av-roir;, lva '>'at '1:'YJV ahtav TOV noUµov lr; av-rovr; anwawµe0a ( the last words clearly a direct quotation 
from Dio). (62) We have Dio's own report of the Senate's actual decision (fr. 55.9): ' After speeches on 
these lines had been made for both sides, they decided to make preparations for war ( on the assumption 
that they would be at war), but not actually to vote war, but to send ambassadors to Carthage and 
denounce Hannibal; and if the Carthaginians did not approve what he had done, to adjudicate, and 
if they transferred the responsibility for the acts to him, to demand his surrender, and if they gave 
him up, - but if not, to declare war on them ,: 1:0lOV1:WV 017 uvwv ln' aµ<p6uea Aex0i v-cwv, l oo;i 
acptal naeaa'>'eva.Cea0ai µiv wr; '>'at n0Aeµ17aovat, µ'Yj µiv-rot < '>'at> 1:0V1:0 'lj)'Y]<plaaa0ai, aAAa neia{3etr; 
lr; '1:'YJV KaexTJ06va niµ'lj)aGl TOV 'Avvl{Jov '>'a'l"'Y]yoefjaai, '>'at el µiv µ'Yj lnaivoiev 1:a neax0iv-ra vn' av-
1:ov, bt'>'aaai, el o' lr; E'>'ELVOV avacpieoiev av-ra, l;aL1:TJC1lV av-rov noi17aaa0ai, '>' UV µiv E'>'OWalV av-
1:6v, - el be µ17, 1:0V n6).eµ6v C1<plC1lV lnayyeiAai. 

(62) The surviving fragments of the speeches Dio com
posed (fr. 55.1-8) do not throw light on the matter under 
discussion, but they have points of interes t. Whereas 
Zonaras names only two speakers, Dio apparently had three 
(cf. E. Cary, Dio's Roman History (Loeb) 2.71 n . I ) . The 

point made by the first speaker, on 17 µ i v eleriv'IJ ,mi 
n o e l C e , xeriµar:a ,mi <pvJ..aaaei, 6 oi oiJ n6J..eµo, 
,mi dvaJ..tauei uai otacp0eteei (fr. 55.1 ), appears to receive 
a direct answer from the second (who is of course Lentu
lus) in fr. 55.3, on 6 µ i v n6J..eµo, uai rd olueici nat 
awCet uai rd dJ..J..oreia neoar.Hiwt, 11 oi ele17v1] ovx 
onw, rd n O e t a 0 /; V r a ot' iueivov dJ..J..d uai fov
r~v neoaan6,V,vaiv. Lentulus is then answered by the 
third speaker (as in Zonaras) - in fact, he is addressed 
directly in fr. 55.5, w AivrovJ..e ; this speaker is obviously 
Q. Fabius Maximus. Dio probably began the debates 
with a speech arguing generally in favour of peace; 
there was nothing worth epitomizing, so Zonaras passed 
it over with iJ..ix01J µiv noJ..J..a. The artistic advan
tage of such an introductory speech for Dio was that it 
gave Lentulus something to react against: which he duly 
does, arguing that the pacific virtues are all very well 
between Roman citizens, but in the face of the Punic 
enemy alaxew, uai uar.w, and soon(fr.55.2f.). This order 
of speakers - the unknown man, Lentulus, Fabius Maxi
mus - is adverse to F. Miinzer's conjec ture (RE 4.1378), 
based on Dio-Zonaras, that L. Cornelius Lentulus (Caudinus, 
cos.237, censor 236, Pontifex Maximus 221-213) was Prin-

ceps Senatus at the time. (He forbore to cite Silius Italicus 
I. 676-86, who provides a debate before the fall of Sagun tum, 
in which 'Lentulus' urges an embassy, apparently to Car
thage, - poscendum poenae iuuenem celerique negantis / exuri 

hello Carthaginis arva iubebat, and ' Fabius ' advocates an 
embassy to find out whether Hannibal alone or the Cartha
ginian government was responsible for the attack on Sagun
tum; the Senate decides (69 1-4) on an embassy to Hanni
bal, telling him to stop the siege, and if he persists, on to 
Carthage to declare war !) 

It appears probable tha t either Dio's first speaker was the 
Princeps Senatus or else the Princeps Senatus who had been 
named by the censors of 220/219 was no longer alive in 
March 218. Dio's man may well have been M. Fabius 
Buteo, who was certainly senior to the other two (cos. 245, 
censor 241 /0) and who appears a little later on in Dio 
(fr.55.10 ; Zonar.8.22) as the leader of the embassy resulting 
from this debate (cf. n. 63 below) . But he was probably 
not Princeps Sena tus. H e was the senior censorius in 216 
when appointed dictator senatui legendo (Liv. 23.22.10 f. ). 
Had he been Princeps Senatus, it would surely have been 
mentioned then. The most likely solution is that the Prin
ceps Senatus had died by March 218, and that M . Fabius 
Buteo as a result became the highest-ranking senator and 
therefore the first to have his sententia asked. (See also 
Scullard, Roman Politics 39 n. 3, 70 n.2, with inconclusive 

discussion. ) 
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Lentulus' proposal is represented asa demand that war be voted without delay and the 
consular provinces assigned. The essence of it is that there should be no further diplomatic ex
change. The opposing view, which prevails, is that there should be diplomatic exchange before 
war is voted - i.e. before war is voted by the People. The Senate, strictly, cannot vote war 
but can only arrange for the People to do so ( even if this distinction is not present to Dio's mind). 
When Dio says the Senate decided not to vote war (there may however be a qualifying phrase 
missing, instead of the xai supplied by Boissevain), this should be understood in the sense of the 
Fabian speech - not to have war voted until an embassy had been to Carthage. The exponents 
of this view were probably concerned that proper forms be respected. The point is reflected by 
Livy (21.18.1) - ut omnia iusta ante bellum fierent. 

Thus Dio's account clearly reflects the situation that the war-vote had not been passed by the 
People, and the consular provinces had not been assigned by the Senate, before the embassy went to 
Carthage . But he has not properly grasped the position and consequently has the embassy declare 
war (fr . 55 .1 0) : OU w~ ovoi v aacph Ol Kaex'YJOO'VlOl 1:0l~ neia(Jwiv ansxelvano, ClAAll xai sv 
d).iywetq. av1:ov~ snowvvrn, 6 </>6.(Jw~ 6 Ma.exo~ (63) 1:6.~ u xsiea~ {mo 1:0 Zµa.uov vni(Ja).s xai 
vnu a.aa~ av-ra~ Bcp'YJ "syw µ iv svwv0', JJ Kaex'YJOO'VlOl, xai 1:0V n6).sµov xai irJV c£(!'Yj'V'YJV cpiew, 
vµ si~ o' 6n6ueov av-rwv /Jov).w0s avuxev~ lJ).w0s." anoxeivaµivwv oi neo~ iOViO xai 1:61:c 
av-rwv aZesi:al9ai µiv µ'YjOBU(!OV, Mxw0ai oi frolµw~ 6n6ueov av acpiai xawAlnwai, iOV n6Ac
µov avrni~ i!nfJyyci).sv. Here the seemingly slight substitution of snfJyysiAsv for Polybius' 
cpfJaav-ro~ ... sx(Ja ).siv (3 .33.4) produces a considerable distortion of the proceedings. 

(63) The membership of the legatio, according to Livy 

(2 1.1 8. 1), was Q. Fabius, M. Livius, L. Aemilius, C. L i
cinius, Q. Baebius. Q. Fabius is the leader (cf. 21.18.3). 
But Dio's ' Marcus Fabius' as the leader (also in Zonaras 

8.22) is clearly right (cf. Scullard, Roman Politics 274; 
Walbank, Comm. on 3.20.6; Cassola, I gruppi politici romani 

279 ff. ) : i .e. Buteo, the highes t-ranking senator (cf. n .62 
above) . But it is questiona ble whether Livy's list will be 

made accurate simply by the substitution of M. for Q. 
Fabius. M. Livius and L. Aemilius are taken to be the 
consuls of 219 (cf. Broughton, MRR 1.239, 241 n . 8), but it 
is not true tha t L. Aernilius Paullus is the only known mem

ber of the Aemilian fam ily ' in position to be ' a member 'of 
this embassy' (Broughton). L. Aemilius Papus cos. 225, 

censor 220 /2 19, triumvir mensarius 216, was available, and 
because of , en iority a more suitable candidate (cf. maiores 

natu in Liv. 21.18.1 ). It is a bad sign, too, that M . Livius 

is listed before L. Aerni lius (Paullus was prior consul, cf. 
MRR 1.236) ; likewise that C. Licinius, presumably the 

consul of 236, is listed a fter both. A suitable order would be 

restored if M . Livius were removed and replaced by a 
patricia n censorius ranking between M. Fabius Buteo and 
L. Aemilius Papus. Such a man, of course, is a lready in 

Livy's list - Q. Fabius Maxim us. It may be suggested 

that the ambassadors were, in order of senatorial rank: 
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M. Fabius Buteo (cos. 245, censor 241 /0), Q. Fabius Maxi
mus (cos. I 233, censor 230/29), L. Aemilius Papus (cos. 

225, censor 220/ 19), C. Licinius Varus (cos. 236), Q. Bae
bius Tamphilus (ambassador 220). (For precedence of 

censorii cf. P. Willems, Le Sinai de la R ipublique Romaine 

1.256 f.; but he assumes that dictatorii still had the highest 

precedence as late as the end of the 3rd century; that is 
improbable. Patrician censorii now have the highest pn.

cedence since their group normally suppl ied the Princeps 
Senatus; cf. ]RS 54 (1964) 47-8. ) It is easy to see what 
might have happened to the tradition. M. Fabius was 

dropped from the list by the later annal.ists so that the great 
Q. Fabius could step into the leadership ; and the pre
sence of L. Aemilius, inevitably taken as the well-known 

Paul lus, prompted the insertion of his colleague M. Livius 
in place of M. Fabius. That Q. Fabius M aximus was a 

member of this embassy is in accord with the fact that be 

recommended its institu tion (according to Dio, whose 
source on these transactions - also used, or rather 

a bused by Silius Italicus 1.675-94, cf. note 62 above - was 
not bad; cf. De Sanctis, 3.2. 197; K ahrstedt, 3.175 n. I ; 

note its prosopograpbical expertise in the case of L. Cor
nelius Lentulus as well as M. Fabius Buteo; cf. Scullard, 

Roman Politics 41. n. 3; A. Lippold, Consules 139-1 4 1). 
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* * * 

III. Chronology of the consular year 218 up to P. Scipio's assumption of command in 
Cisalpine Gaul 

We can now make some attempt to put events in order. P. Cornelius Scipio and Ti. Sem
pronius Longus assumed office as consuls on the Ides of March (ca . 3/4 March (Julian) ?) 218 
B.C. It was probably Scipio, as prior consul, (64 ) who presided over the meeting of the Senate at 
which it was decided: to send an embassy of five senior senators (more precisely, four senior se
nators and one lesser light) to Carthage to demand that the Carthaginians either surrender Hanni
bal or 'accept war'; and to instruct the consuls to promulgate, and as soon as possible to present 
to the Comitia Centuriata, a rogatio for the declaration of war. (6 5) In the discussion preceding these 
decisions it had been proposed that the consular provinces should be fixed at once, and Spain and 
Africa had been specified. But the Senate resolved to leave the matter of the provinces until after 
the return of the embassy. (There was after all the theoretical possibility that the Carthaginians, 
as in 237, might prefer to make reparation rather than accept war. ) 

When the embassy returned, probably a fortnight to three weeks later (66 ) (by ca. 25 Ma1ch), 
with the report that the Carthaginians refused reparations and ' accepted war ', the way was clear 
for the promulgated war-motion to be ratified by the People on the first available comitial 

(64) Compare the order in the Fasti (Inscr. It. 13.1.44 f. ), 
also Polyb. 4.66.9, Liv. 21.6.3, 15.4 f., Ascon. 3 C; etc. 
(MRR 1.237 f.) . 

(65) It is probable that a similar procedure had been 
followed at the time of the Roman seizure of Sardinia: cf. 
Walbank, CPh 1949,15 ff. and Comm . on 1.88.8, 3.10. 1, 
3.27 .7. However, when Polybius writes (1.88.10), ol 

'Pwµaioi n6J,.sµov i1P11<plaav1:0 neo, ·wvi; Kaex,116ovlov i; , 
it need not be assumed (with Walbank) that he means the 
People voted. ' The Romans ' as often probably means 
the Senate (e.g. 3.20.1,6). This is shown by the reference 
to the episode in 3.27.7: 'Pwµaiot Kaex,116ovloi <; n6J,.s-
1wv e.;SYt:yxdvu<; EW<; 66yµa-w<; emavv0fpm<; enoi~aav-
1:0 -wia-i!-rai;. Here 66y1m is most naturally interpreted as 
senatus consultum ( cf. Wal bank, Comm . on 1.11. I ) . The 
procedure implied by Polybius is a~ follows. On hearing of 
the Roman expedition to Sardinia, the Carthagin ians sent 
an embassy to Rome announcing their claim to the island 
and intention of recovering it ( 1.88.9; Wal bank, Comm. 

on 1.88.8) . Thereupon the Roman Senate passed a decree 
(66yµa) for a war-motion to be promulgated and presented 
to the People, and at the same time dispatched an embassy 
to Carthage ad res repetundas or, if the Carthaginians would 
not make reparation, to invite them to 'accept war ' (cf. 
1.88.12, e<p' c[! µ'f/ :>::ard ro naeov d v a 6 i.; a a 0 a i 

rov n6J,.eµov repeated with slight variation in 3.10.3). 

The Carthaginians agreed to reparations and so it became 
unnecessary for the People to ratify the war-decree. The 
rogatio will have been promulgated, but the Carthaginian 
capitulation must have become known before the People 
was required to vote. H ence the declaration ofwar was 
only lw<; 66yµaro<;, went no further than a senatus consul

tum. (Cf. Zonaras 8.18 for a peculiar story dated to 233, 
which has echoes both of the 237 affair and of the em
bassy of218; cf. Aulus Gellius 10.27.3-5.) 

It is worth noting tha t the Roman embassy was probably 
sent in spring /summer of the consular year 237 (cf. Wal
bank, Comm. on 1.88.8, on the chronology), which was the 
year L. Cornelius Lentulus Caudinus held office. Perhaps 
his opposition to an embassy in 218 was partly influenced 
by the fact that such an embassy in 237 had deprived him 
of the chance to lead a war against Carthage. 

(66) The embassy's later wanderings in N .E. Spain and 
Gaul reported in Livy 21.1 9.6-20.9 (cf. Dio fr. 56) can hardly 
be accepted (cf. Kahrstedt, 3. 160, 371 n. I ; De Sanctis, 
3.2. 182, ' il viaggio imaginario '); bu t there is no reason to 
disbelieve that there was some Roman diplomatic activity 
in the a rea (which will help to account for the annalistic 
stories); the forming of friendly relations with the Bargusi i 
(Liv. 21.19.7 ) iE supported by Polybius (3.35.4). See further 

the article cited in n. 43 . 
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day. The vote probably took place on VII Kal. Mai. (ca. 12/13 April (Julian) ?), the Roman 
calendar enforcing this delay. Immediately the Senate could proceed to name the consular pro
vinces, Spain and Africa. Spain fell to the lot of P. Scipio, Africa to Ti. Sempronius. (67) At the 
same time the consuls were authorized to raise the necessary forces. (68 ) About a month later 
Sempronius had completed his preparations and was able to set out for Sicily with his expe
dition. (69 ) But before P. Scipio could leave Italy, the Boii revolted, immediately on the es
tablishment of the colonies at Placentia and Cremona. Placentia was founded pridie Kal. Jun. 
(ca. 18 /19 ay (Julian)?); the revolt may be dated to about the last third of May. The Senate 
responded by dispatching the praetor L. Manlius with the 4th legion (Polyb. 3.40.11,1 4) . It is 
probable that this was one of the two legions raised by P. Scipio. (70) H ence the consul had to 
spend time recruiting a replacement. About three weeks to a month from the outbreak of the 
revolt (it may be estimated) (71 ) Rome received news that Manlius was beleaguered at Tannetum 
(Polyb . 3.40.1 4; Liv. 21.25.1 3 f., 26.1 f.). We are in the second half of June, probably. The Se
nate resolved to send the praetor C. Atilius with yet another legion. This must have been the other 

(67) The assignment of praetorian provinciae may, or may 
not, have been held up until the consular provinces had 
been fixed. M . Aemilius, the praetor cuius Sicilia provincia erat 
(Liv. 21.49.6), was in the province before Sempronius 
arrived, and organized the successful defence of Lilybaeum 
against a Carthagin ian fleet (Liv. 2 1.49.4-50.6). H owever, 
Sempronius reached M essana before the news of the sea
battle a t Lilybaeum got there (Liv. 21.50.7), so not very 
much, if at all, la ter than the da te of the ba ttle. Thus it is 
possible that . Aemilius could have been allotted his 
province after the consula r provinces had been se ttled 
(mid-April), proceeded to Sicily and had about a month 
in the island before the battle and the consul's a rrival a t 

M essana in late May or early June. 
Of the other praetors no detail is ava ilable abou t C. T e

rentius Varro, but he ' is tenta tively placed in the fourth of 
the regular praetorian provinces of this period ', Sardinia 
(M RR 1.240 n.5) , a satisfactory solution in that Varro is 
not mentioned in any opera tions or activities in Ita ly. 
C. Atilius, though later sent to Cisalpine Gaul because of 
the emergency, was probably praetor urbanus (MRR 1.240 
n.3). L. Manlius was probably praetor peregrinus and without 
a command (against Liv. 21.17. 7) until specially assigned 
to Cisalpine Gaul because of the Boian revolt (cf. MRR 
1.240 n.5; Walbank, Comm. on 3.40.11 ,14). Worth noting 
is the tradition · Appian Hann.5 that P. Scipio on arriving 
in Cisalpine Gaul and taking over the forces there dismissed 
Manlius and Atilius back to Rome. This fits the view that 
they had originally had the city jurisdictions. It accords 
with Liv. 21.62. 1, 10 - Atilius ac tive a t Rome during the 
winter - against: Liv. 21.63.15 - Atilius in charge of two 
legions in winte:r-quarters, which he handed over to C. 
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Flaminius on or about the Ides of March 217 a t Ariminum 
(a lmost certainly false: cf. Walbank, Comm. on 3.77.1). 

(68) Cf. Polyb. 3.40.2, neosxsielaavw niµmw µ era 
arearoni owv ... x. r .).. (mistranslated as 'with their ar
mies ' by W. R . Paton, Polybius (Loeb) 2.93). 

(69) See above p.1 5f. According to Livy, Sempronius had 
time for a voyage from Messana to Lilybaeum (2 1.50.11 ), 
an expedition to Malta (5 1.1 f.), post paucos dies his return 
to Lilybaeum (5 1.2), an expedition to the Lipari Islands 
(5 1.3), and his return to Sicily (51.5), before receiving (at 
Lilybaeum, Polyb. 3.61.9) the Sena te's message de transitu 
in ltaliam Hannibalis (51.5) . ' This must have been sent 
upon the receipt of news from Scipio; to have waited for 
H annibal's a rrival in Cisalpine Gaul would have been folly 
and implies an impossible chronology (De Sanctis, 3.2 .85; 
H allward, CA H, viii.40 n .2; Dunbabin, CR, 1931, 124-5) ' 
- so Walbank, Comm. on 3.61.9. H e nevertheless dates the 
departure of Sempronius as well as Scipio in August (Comm. 
on 3.4 1.2: Scipio 'a little before 15 /20 August' ), though he 
accepts De Sanctis' da ting (3.2.85) of the departure of the 
legionaries from Lilybaeum about mid-September (Comm. 
on 3.61.10). That leaves little over a month for Sempronius' 
activi ties in and around Sicily- not nearly enough. De 
Sanctis, while not seeking exact chronology for Sempronius 
in Sicily (3.2.85), in his chronological table (3.2.681) dates 
Sempronius' capture of Malta in summer, between May/ 
June (Boian revolt) and end of July. 

(70) Cf. De Sanctis, 3.2.87 f. ; Walbank, Comm. on 
3.40. 14 (wi th full discussion of other views). 

(71) Allowing time for ( I) news of the revolt to reach 
R ome, (2) Manlius' march, (3) news of his predicament to 
come. 
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of the two legions initially levied by Scipio. (72) Once again Scipio had to make a new levy. It is 
therefore not in the least surprising that he was not ready to leave Rome till early August. 

Scipio went from Rome to Pisa, embarked his troops, and reached the neighbourhood of 
Massilia in a voyage of five days (Polyb. 3.41.4) . He now learnt that Hannibal had crossed the 
Pyrenees. (73) H e apparently calculated on having time to intercept him. Disembarking his forces 
at the Rhone estuary, he allowed them a short period ofrest and recuperation (3 .41.8). Hannibal, 
however, had travelled fas t (3 .41. 7) and was already at the Rhone. The cavalry engagement 
between the Numidian and Roman reconnaissance forces was on the 7th day from Hannibal's 
arrival (3 .43.1, 44.2 f.). On day 8 Hannibal sent the infantry up stream (3.45.5), got his ele
phants across (45 .5-46.12), and set out to overtake the infantry. (74) 

Scipio had to spend time loading the baggage and equipment back on the ships when he 
received the reconnaissance report (3.45.4). He probably started up the Rhone on day 9. H e 
reached the crossing three days after Hannibal's departure, day 11 (3 .49.1). He immediately 
returned to the estuary (3 .49.2), arriving presumably three days later (day 14), and began reem
barcation. H e himself returned to Pisa (3 .56.5, cf. 49.4, 61.3), a voyage for which five days may 
again be allowed (cf. 3.41.4); so he arrived about day 20. He marched through Etruria to the Po 
valley, and took over the legions from the praetors (3 .56.6); and he was in position in good time 
to welcome H annibal near the Ticinus. 

Hannibal meanwhile had reached the ' Island ' after four days, day 12 (3.49.5); and the 
beginning of the ascent to the Alps after a ten days' march ( 3 .50.1). It is uncertain how long one 
should allow for his stay at the Island. (75) He now knew that Scipio had abandoned pursuit . 
The factor to make him hurry was the need to get down from the Alps before the snows made it 
dangerous . As it turned out, he proved to have miscalculated; snow fell while he was at the sum
mit (3 .54.1; Liv. 21 .35.6). Although Polybius gives a date for this occurrence - the near approach 
of the setting of the Pleiades (7 /9 November), it cannot be regarded as precise. The snowfall 
indicates a date in the third or fourth week of September. (76) We might suppose that the autumn 

(72) Liv. 21.26.2, C. Atilium praetorem cum una legione 

Romana et quinque milibus sociorum, dilectu novo a consule con

scriptis, auxilium f erre lvfanlio iubent . Poly bi us writes (3.40.14), 

Toi, cl' lv , fi 'Pwµn :neoa:nea6v-ro, OTL TO ,fraewv a,ea
-r6:neclov :nseieiJ..'Y}µµ i vov v:no TCVV Bo{wv :noJ..ioexsi,ai 
xa,d xed-ro,, -rd µiv T<p IIo:nJ..tqi :neoxex eieiaµiva 
a,ea, 6:nscla xa,d a:novcliJv l~a:niau:J..J..ov l:n i TTJ'V w v 
-rwv {JofJ0swv, 'Y}ytµ6va ava,fJaav-re,; i~a:niJ..exvv, aJ..J..a 
cli avvdyeiv xai xa-rayedrpeiv lx ,wv avµµdxwv mhqi 
:naefJyyeiJ..av. H ere -rd .. . a,ea,6:necla need not mean 
only Roman legions. The following lx ,wv avµµdxwv 
shows that Polybius has Allied as well as Roman troops in 
mind. H e does not specifically say that Atilius reinforced 
Manlius 'with both Scipio's legions' (Walbank, Comm. on 
3.40. 14), but expresses himself more vaguely. By calling 
L. Manlius' force ,o ,frae,ov a,ea,6:neclov, he has already 
indicated (consciously or not) that it was no.4 of the four 

consular legions of 218 (cf. 6.19.7-20.9). He now is not 
careful to distinguish tha t not just one Ua:ni J.. exv, but two 
in succession had Scipio's levy transferred to them. H e is 
more interested in the fact tha t Scipio as a result had to 
raise a whole new army of Roman and Allied troops. 

(73) Polyb. 3.41.6 says, dxovwv µiv v:neefJdJ..J..eiv r/<'l 'YJ 
-rd IlverJvaia ,ov 'Avv{{Jav, i.e. tha t Hannibal was cros

sing the Pyrenees. But presumably Scipio was capable 
of making some (though apparently not enough) allowance 
for the time this intelligence had taken to reach him. 

(7~) De Sanctis, 3.2 .81, puts Hannibal's own departure 
on the next day (9), but the extra day is not marked in 
Polybius and seems an unnecessary assumption. 

(75) Cf. Walbank, Comm. on 3.41.2, 'several days '. De 
Sanctis, 3.2.82, allows 5. 

(76) Cf. Walbank, Comm. on 3.54. 1 (cited inn. 11 above). 
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equinox provided Hannibal with a suitable target date for the completion of the Alpine transit. 
He lost three or four days on the descent (Pol. 3.55.7 f.; Liv. 21.37 .4) . Hence his arrival in I taly 
may be dated round about 25 September (cf. n . 37 above) . He will have begun the passage about 
8/10 September,(77

) and been at the summit about 16/18 September (evawi:o;, Polyb. 3.53.9) . 
So he left the Island ca. 30 August /1 September. It seems unlikely that he had spent more than a 
week there. We may put his arrival about 25 August. He therefore left the Rhone crossing ca. 
21 August, having arrived ca . 14 August. 

Consequently Scipio reached H annibal's crossing ca . 24 August ( day 11), having started up the 
Rhone ca. 22 August. The cavalry reconnaissance had been ca. 20 August. He must have arrived 
at the Rhon estuary about 15/ 18 August, having left Pisa about 11 /14 August. Working forward 
again, we can estimate that he returned to embarcation point ca. 27 August (day 14) and reached 
Pisa again ca . 2 September. H e thus had some three weeks to march to the Po valley(7 8) and get 
into position before H annibal completed the descent. 

* * * 

The results of this investigation are summarized in the following chronological table. For 
comparison a number of previous chronological estimates are included . (79) 

CHRONOLOGICAL TABLE 

Approximate Julian da tes 

2 I 9, la te April /early May 

ca. 5/20 May 

H anniba l starts from New Carthage 

Hann. reaches Saguntum, begins siege 

Spring (Lenschau). April (Hoffmann) 

About March (Groag). Spring (De 
Sanctis, H allward, Walbank). May, May/ 
June (Meyer) . July? (Pareti) 

219/8, ca . 10 Dec.fl0 J an. H ann. captures Saguntum 

(77) See Walbank, Comm. on 3.56.3 f., for detailed cal
culations of the diary of the transit - completed on the 
16th, 17th or 18th day. 

(78) The route Pisa-Pistoia-Bologna-Piacenza was cal
cula ted by De Sanctis (3.2.84) a t 313 km ., so that Scipio 
is allowed a leisurely 15 km. a day for the march (i.e. he 
must have arrived at P lacentia with a few days to spare, 
probably ca. 20 Sept. ). 

(79) See T. Le schau, RE 7.2323 ff. (Hannibal) ; U. Kahr
sted t, Geschichte der Karthager 3.370 ff.; G . De Sanctis, Storia 
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Autumn (Lenschau). O ctober (Groag). 
Late autumn (De Sanctis, Giannelli) . 
La te autumn /early winter (Walbank) . 
November (Hallward, Scullard). End
Nov./begin-Dec., or end-Oct. /begin-Nov. 
(Hoffmann ). January (Meyer) . February ? 
(Pareti ) 

dei Romani 3.1.416 ff. ; 3.2.79 ff. , 84 ff., 680 f. (specchio 
cronologico) ; K. J. Beloch, Klio 1918, 382 ff.; Eduard 
Meyer, Kleine Schriften 2.360 ff. and in M eister der Politik 

1.11 3 f. ; F. Mi.inzer, RE 2 A, 1430 ff. (Ti. Sempronius 
Longus) ; B. H . H allward, CA H8.25 ff. ; E. Groag, Hannibal 

als Politiker 68 ff. ; G. Giannelli, R oma nell' eta de/le guerre puniche 

148 ff. ; W. Hoffmann, Rh. Mus . 1951, 69 ff. and Hannibal 

44 ff.; H . H. Scullard, Rh. Mus. 1952, 209 ff.; L. Pareti, 
Storia di Roma 2.269 ff.; F. W. Walbank, Hist . Comm. on 

Polybius 1.327 ff. 



THE CHRONOLOGY OF THE OUTBREAK OF THE SECOND PU NIC WAR 

ca. 25 Dec./25 Jan. 

?Dec./J an. 

218, ?Jan./Feb. 

ca . 15 J an ./15 Feb. 

ca. 3/4 March (Id. Mart .) 

ca . 5 March 

ca. 15 March 

ca. 25 March 

Early April 

Early /mid-April 

ca. 12 / 13 April (VII K. Mai. ) 

ca. 18/19 April 

ca. 15 /30 April 

?ca. 15/30 M ay 

ca . 18/19 May (prid. K. fun. ) 

ca. 10/25 M ay 

Hann. reaches New Car thage again, 
sends envoys to Gaul 

L. Aemilius Paullus (& M. Livius Salina- Autumn (De Sanctis) 
tor ?) triumph 

P. Corneljus Scipio, Ti. Semproruus 
Longus, elected consuls 

News of fall of Sagun tum reaches Rome End-2 I 9 (Giannelli). J anuary (Hoffmann). 

P. Scipio & Ti . Sempronius take office 
as consuls 

War-motion promulga ted by consuls 
Roman embassy leaves for Carthage 

Roman embassy dep arts from Carthage 

Embassy reaches Rome again 

H ann. receives news from Carthage about 
Roman embassy 

H ann .'s envoys return from Gaul to New 
Carthage 

End-Feb. (Meyer) 

Late autumn (Groag). March (Giannellj ). 
La te M arch (Hallward). La te March , or 
more probably June (Walbank). March / 
April (De Sanctis) . Begin-April (Pareti). 
Before end-May (Scullard). June (Hoff
mann) 

Mid-March (Kahrstedt) 

H ann .'s troops assemble from winter- M arch (Hallward). March /rrud-April 
quarters (Karhstedt). End-April /begin-May, or 

spring (Hoffmann) 

Comitia Centuriata votes declara tion of war 1st half of M arch (Kahrstedt) . May 
(Meyer) 

Sena te decrees Spain & Africa as con- M arch /April (De Sanctis) 
sular provinces 

Colonists ordered to present themselves 
a t Placentia and Cremona within 30 days 

H ann . marches from New Carthage 

Ti. Sempronius depar ts fo r Sicil y 

Placentia & Cremona founded 

H ann. crosses Ebro 

Towards 20 April (Giannelli). End-April 
(De Sanctis, Scullard, Wal bank). End
April /begin-May, or end-April (Hoff
mann) . Begin-May (Meyer, Kahrstedt, 
H allward). Probably M ay (Lenschau) 

Begin-summer (Mi.inzer). August (Wal
bank). ca. 20 Aug. (Hoffmann) 

31 May (De Sanctis, Scullard). 13 June 
(Beloch) 

Begin-M ay (Pareti). M ay (Giannelli). 
End-May (Kahrstedt, De Sanctis, Hoff
mann, Scullard) 
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30 

ca. 21/31 May 

ca. I /25 June 

ca. 15/30.June 

Late July 

Early August 

ca. 11 /14 Aug. 

ca. 21 Aug. 

ca. 25 Sept. 

G. V. SUMNER 

Boii revolt 

News of Hann.'s crossing Ebro reaches 

Rome 

C. Atilius sent north to relief of L. 
Manlius with legion recruited by P. 

Scipio 

Hann. begins transit of Pyrenees 

P. Scipio leaves Rome for Pisa 

P. Scipio sets sail from Pisa 

Hann. completes Rhone crossing 

Hann. completes crossing of Alps 

May/June (De Sanctis) . Mid-June (Pa
reti). 

Early June (Walbank). June (Hoffmann) 

End-July (De Sanctis). End-July/begin
Aug. (Giannelli). Begin-Aug. (Meyer, 
Hoffmann). Mid/end-Aug. (Kahrstedt) 

A little before 15/20 Aug. (Walbank) 

Early Aug. (De Sanctis) . ca. 15/20 Aug. 
(Walbank). ca. 20 Aug. (Hoffmann). 
End-Aug. (Kahrstedt, Meyer) 

Mid-Aug. (De Sanctis, Giannelli). 23/4 
Aug. ( ?) (Scullard: cavalry skirmish 22/3 
Aug.). Towards end-Aug. (Hallward, 
Wal bank). Begin/mid-Sept. (Kahrstedt) 

20 Sept. (De Sanctis). ca. 20 Sept. (Gian
nelli). Towards 26 Sept. (Scullard). End
Sept. (Hallward, Walbank). End-Sept./ 
begin-Oct. (Hoffmann). 1st half of Oct. 
(Kahrstedt). End-Oct. (Lenschau) 

G. V. SUMNER, 
University College, Toronto 



THE IMPORTANCE OF ODYSSEY IX. 25-6 

OR 

HOW THE ODYSSEY CAME TO BE COMPOSED 

In ix.22-6 Odysseus is made to say of Ithaca 

aµcpi c5e vijaot 
no,Uai vaun:aovat µaJ..a axsc5ov a.J..J..17J..nat, 
LlovUxt6v TS .Eaµ'Y} TS uai vJ..17saaa Zauvv0o<;. 
av-r~ c5e x0aµaJ..~ navvnse-ra-rrJ slv cUi xsl-rat 
neo <; C6cpov - at M -r ' avsv0s neo<; 'YJW -r' 'IJsAlOY TS -

In my Odyssean Retrospect in the Proceedings of the African Classical Associations 7 ( 1964), p. 32, 
I stated my opinion that "there would be a sensible answer to every puzzle in the Odyssey, if one 
looked for it long enough. " I would now therefore return to the puzzle of ix.25-6, for which, with 
all its implications, no fully satisfactory explanation has yet been offered. I have had the clues 
to the right solution in my mind for years, I believe, but have hitherto failed to get them into the 
right perspective and see the picture clearly. 

I 

The two lines even so have already p1oved themselves, in my opinion, to be not less important 
than any two others in the whole history of Odyssean study. They are simply absurd as a descrip
tion of the real lthaca(1 ) and its attendant islands. And it was they in consequence that gave 
Samuel Butler his first clue in the case for Trapani-Ithaca (as I call it for short), with the island of 
Marettimo standing for Ithaca, furthest away to the west; and Isola Lunga, Favignana, and Le
vanzo standing for Dulichium, Same, and Zacynthus, close to one another, and well away to the 
eastward of "Ithaca". 

One awkwardness in the argument for that hypothesis has remained to the present day. In 
this passage, and in this passage alone, if Butler's idea was right (as I am now perfectly sure that 
it was), the poet has used Marettimo Island for "Ithaca ", whereas everywhere else in the poem, 
from Book i onwards, he has used features of the Trapanese mainland for it. This in one way 
has been nothing much more than an awkwardness (in Butler's theory and mine). But as such it 
has been a weakness also (particularly to me), (2) in as much as it is out of character for the one and 
only begetter( 3) of the Odyssey as we have it. 

(1) See Appendix III in M erry and Riddell for an honest 
statement. I reject energetically the subterfuge that " Ho
mer" was being just a little bit vague and poetical about the 
geography of Ithaca and its neighbourhood. 

(2) Who have found the poet elsewhere scrupulously 

exact in the topography of all places with fictitious names. 
(3) Though its "genes" indeed had come from a long way 

back. See my Odyssean Essays (= OE hereafter), Blackwell 
1965, Chaps. V and VII, and see below. 
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An explanation, therefore, if only of a personal or psychological nature, for what has un
doubtedly happened must be sought for and discovered. 

Butler himself was not one to be bothered by such little difficulties, a habit of mind which was 
his strength up to a point, and his weakness beyond it. In this instance he wrote (not unreasonably) 
in his book The Authoress of the Odyssey, p. 11 7: 

The lofty and rugged island ofMarettimo did duty in the writer's(4 ) mind for Ithaca, though 
as I have said, when details are wanted they are taken from Trapani and Mt. Eryx ... Ma
rettimo can hardly be seen from Trapani, being almost entirely hidden by Levanzo. From the 
heights, however, of Mt. Eryx, with which for other reasons I suppose the writer to have 
been familiar, it is seen "On the horizon all highest up in the sea towards the JiVest. "( 5) 

And at that Butler left it, as something settled and done with, once and for all. In some ways 
he was not fa r wrong. His guess in the main was right and in fact he was saying p1etty well what 
his eyes had told him, up to a point. But the word x0aµaA17 could hardly mean "on the horizon " 
(unsupported and all by itself); any more than it can mean "close to the mainland" as Strabo 
quaintly suggested (10.2.12 ), in this context and without any qualification;(6) or "slanting toward 
the west" as Rieu rendered it for his million. Nor is it clear what Butler meant precisely by "all 
highest up in the sea " . (Did he mean "highest vertically " or "farthest out in the sea " as some Edd. 
have suggested ?) But, what was most careless of all, he did not even mention the juxtaposition 
of the two fla tly contradictory epithets, x0aµd~ and navvnsrrra.-rrJ. (This startling contradiction, 
mentioned as such by Strabo, is played down, if mentioned at all, by the Editors also.) 

II 

But surely this can only have been a joke on the poet's part, an intentional whimsy of some 
sort, an obv10us "play upon words "(7) - one which must have been more or less obvious to the 
eyes ( or at 1 ast the knowledge) not only of the poet himself: but of the audience also which he had 
before him or in his mind. And obvious it sti ll may be to anyone visiting Trapani and willing 
to look. 

From ground-level in the old sea-girt town, Marettimo, the highest of all the Egadi Islands 
(2250 ft.) - which lies however twenty miles away, twelve miles beyond Levanzo (867 ft.) -

e) I agree wi t:h this word and sha ll use it throughout. 

I am not of the modern cult of Milman Pa rry, so far as the 
Odyssey is concerned , pied piper of Homeric scholarship 

though he is at the moment, and most worthy as is his work. 
That the Odyssey is written in the style of oral poetry is not 

to be denied: but if the poet had the assistance of an amanuen

sis, I feel sure he checked the results (excepting perhaps 

Book xxiv and the end of xxiii) as carefully as, I presume, 
Sir Winston Churchill will have done in his dictated works. 

(5) My italics. 
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(6) See Edd. ad Joe. 

(7) Strabo (x.2.12) remarks that there appears to be 

some sort of a contradiction here. But it has been the 
convention through the ages that " humour" is no more 
to be expected of "Homer" than it would be of Moses or 

Abraham (see e.g. Leaf's rather startled but pleasant note 

on Iliad vi.236). " Humour" in point of fact is very seldom 
far from the surface in the Odyssey and sometimes crops up 

in the most unexpected places (as in xxi.46 f.) and see below. 



THE IMPORTANCE OF ODYSSEY IX. 25-6 

is to be seen only as a long low ridge, just rising above and seeming to lie right on top of the whole 
length of Levanzo( 8) - especially in the rather misty conditions that prevail in these waters. 

For that scene lines 25-6 are a perfectly apt description ( of a mildly whimsical nature) for a 
local audience. For any other audience, or as applied to the real Ithaca, it could and can be 
nothing but utter nonsense - a convincing argument for the Trapanese origin of Book ix at any 
rate. 

Here then is our "play upon words " - "But Ithaca lies low to ground though the highest of all 
in the sea toward the west, while those others lie apart from it toward the dawning and the sun." 
And something is now cleared up that has lain hidden for two and a half thousand years, not to 
mention a multitude of other things of which the same may be said. ( 9) 

[The real Ithaca has the very much larger and loftier island of Cephalonia ( = Samos) lying, 
not avev0e near, nw, but immediately to the west of it; and the larger and loftier Leucas much closer 
to it on the north, than is the also larger and loftier Zacynthus to the south. There are also a dozen or 
more smaller islands between Ithaca and the Acarnanian mainland (some of them at least also 
subject to Odysseus in the Catalogue of Ships) which are not mentioned in the O<!Jss~y. In all this, 
Homeric scholarship from Strabo to the new Companion to Homer has seen nothing to justify the 
lightest doubt that the Odyssean description (in Book ix and elsewhere) was meant to depict the 
real island of Ithaca. It was NOT. In chapter IX of my OE I have sought to show that our poet 
knew the Dulichium of the Iliad (and therefore the whole Ithacan scene also) as well as he knew 
his own "Dulichium " in West Sicilian waters.] 

That the remaining twenty three books were also written for a Trapanese audience, or with 
one such in mind, is borne out by a number of other things also, consistently throughout the poem, 
and by the Porcelli-Swift Isles, the isle of Asteris-Formica, and the Hill of Hermes-St. Anna in 
particular. (10) There is in my mind no justifiable doubt whatever that it was on the pathway 
(now the road) that winds around the Hill of St. Anna (11) above the town of Trapani, that 
Eumaeus claimed to have stood and watched the Suitors' swift-ship (12) making in towards the 
deep harbour(13) of Trapani in xvi.470-5. 

(8) See my Sicilian Origin of the Odyssey ( = SOO hereafter), 
N. Z . University Press 1957 (now obtainable from Black
well's), p .23 at foot, and f. For the "misty seas" of Trapani 
see ib. p .160. (I now correct what I said in the second para

graph of SOO p . 24. RAO is also superseded in this matter) . 
(9) For the identifications of all other fictitiously named 

places I refer the reader to my Reality and Allegory in the 

Ody ssey ( = RAO hereafter), Hakkert, Amsterdam I 959. 
For the Sirens' Island see OE pp. 9 and 10. 

(10) For these three localities see RAO, subject index ; 
also Appendix below. I regard them as absolutely certain 

identifications, unique as they are in some respects and 
supporting each other as they do. No claims even for the 
last two are made at the real Ithaca and only a silly one 
for the Swift Isles - though a weed tha t has taken root (in 
the Isle of Oxia, I imagine). 

(11) See Plates II and III in RAO; and Appendix below. 
(12) For my hyphen cf. vii.34 : VTJV Ut 0ofiuw .oL ye 

:ne:noi06u, cpxeLT}ui. So also vijuoi 0oaL (SOO, 40; 
RAO, Index, s.v. Swift Isles) . 

(13) Cf. xvi .324. 
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III 

Having settled the matter of x0aftaA~ navvnq;rr:airJ, let us now return to the main point of 
the present discussion - the poet's motive for the undeniable switch from Trapani-Ithaca every
where else in the poem, as we have it now, to Marettimo-Ithaca in Book ix only. 

I made laborious search for an explanation both in my SOO and my RAO, a search which was 
not wholly wasted, though I failed to grasp one simple but crucial point - with the result that 
until quite recently I could do little better in fact than Butler himself and Professor B. Farrington 
(who wrote in Butler's support in 1929) (14) - and agree with them more or less that in this one 
case, "where an island scene was wanted ", Marettimo had simply been used for Ithaca,just like a 
convenient piece of movable stage scenery. With this explanation, however, though not impossible 
in itself, I could never be happy, and had felt indeed that this was the one stumbling-block in the 
whole of my case - until I suddenly realised at long last that if I looked for the switch from Maret
timo-Ithaca in Book ix to Trapani-Ithaca in the other twenty-three (instead of the other way 
round), all might be plain sailing in the search for a motive - and so for an explanation. For in 
RAO p. 96 § .5 at foot (and ff.) I had argued with conviction, eight years ago, that Book ix was an 
earlier work of the poet - I now think a very much earlier work - and the acorn indeed from 
which the oak of the Odyssey was to grow - and to flomish as long as homo sapiens and the written 
word endure. 

I hope I am right, for at this stage I am moved to quote the following words from A Nation's 
Security, 1955, p. 27, Dr. Oppenheimer speaking, concerning the invention of the thermonuclear 
bomb. (It is in the curious way the seeking mind may so easily and for so long miss an obvious 
solution, that the parallel lies.) 

In the spring of 1951 there were some inventions made, and from then on it became clear 
that this was a program which was bound to succeed. Why none of us had made them 
earlier, I cannot explain, except that invention is a somewhat erratic thing. Teller had been 
working on this from 1942 on, his heart was in it, but it wasn't till 1951 that he thought 
about how to do it right. 

Teller's (comparatively) simple idea was to use a uranium bomb to trigger the bigger bang. And 
it took him nearly ten years to think of it. 

My thesis now will be that the Polyphemus episode was a youthful work of our poet of the 
Greek-speaking section of the Elymi, written before the plot of the Odyssey (as we have it now) 
was conceived in his mind - and before he had ever thought of using his Trapanese scenery for 
the abode of Alcinous, or, in elaborate detail, for the Island of Ithaca. 

It was written, I think light-heartedly, for the amusement of his sea-going fellow-countrymen 
of Trapani, and as an absurd and far-fetched skit on their Sican neighbours, the tall ( ?), long
established, pastoral folk o• west and northwest Sicily. 

(14) Samuel Butler and the Odyssey, Cape 1929. 
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These the Greek-speaking settlers may very well have nick-named "Round-faces". The 
name was already familiar from the Giants in H esiod's Theogony; (15) and the Sicans, as we know 
from Thucydides 6.2.2, claimed to be earth-born and so "giants ". As parallels from other mixed 
relationships, "Boer " and "Rooineks " from South Africa come to mind - as do "Palefaces " 
"Squareheads", "Roundheads", "Red Men ", "Pygmies", "Mashonas" (meaning dogs), "Hotten
tots " (named from the way they talked), and so forth. 

So he used the Isle of Aegusa for the scene of the goat-hunting in Book ix, and the slopes of 
Eryx for Polyphemus and his fellow Cyclopes. Odysseus also he brought into his tale (a Greek 
to discomfort a Round-face) concerning whose adventures elsewhere in the western seas many 
legends, as we know from Hesiod, (16) had been current no doubt from very early days - an 
Odysseus, however, quite different in character from the bold but sagacious hero of the other 
twenty-three books, that were to follow in the years to come. 

Starting, however, largely as a local jest Polyphemus appears to have had an instantaneous 
success, proving itself at once the ancient equivalent of a modern best-seller, as it remains today. 
It crossed the sea to mainland Greece, and scenes from it soon figured on early Greek pottery, as 
is borne out by examples still surviving(17) - two of the Blinding, made at Argos; one of the Blin
ding, and one of the Escape from the Cave, both made at Athens. These four examples appear 
to be very early indeed, being dated approximately to 650 B.C. - at which date the rest of the 
Ocfyssry as we have it can hardly have been completed. No other examples from other scenes in the 
Ocfyssry are, I believe, anything like so early. 

That Polyphemus, however, received criticism as well as popularity is to be seen from the fol
lowing recapitulation of theories borne out by the climax to which they lead. 

IV 

(a) Book ix was a Trapanese skit on their Sican neighbours: and Marettimo-Ithaca was a splendid 
jest for the locals. 

(b) The switch to Trapani-Ithaca in the other twenty-three books (how and why it took place 
will be considered later) was not only a jest but a matter of profound interest to those same locals, 
as it is ( or ought to be) now to us. The "general" who knew not the "caviare" would not even 
know that it had taken place, as they do not, or will not believe, at the present time. Many would 
have said, as people say now: "The Ithacan scenery, perhaps, is not very exact, but that doesn't 
matter. It is poetry, don't you know. Homer was not writing for geographers. " (18) 

(c) But the misdescription of Ithaca mix. 21-5 is more or less rammed down our throats, for it is 
completely widdershins, save to the faithfu l few who still may say: "Yet under certain conditions, 
if you approach it from the right angle, Ithaca certainly seems to be furthest away to the west, 
not as a point of the compass, of course, but as a sector, you understand. " (I am afraid I don't.) 

(15) See my OE Ch. V, § 2. 
(16) For Circe, Calypso, Sirens, Laestrygonians, Wrath of 

Poseidon, see e.g. my OE Ch. V (pp.34, 37, 46 et al.) and 

see &ection VI below. 
(17) For these see e.g. RAO p.1 6 lf. 
(1 8) See e.g. Homer. Odys.,ey, W. B. Stanford, Introd. xii. 
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( d) So some honest critics certainly said in antiquity ( as is proved by what will follow) : 

"(i) But r thaca does not lie far away to the west of the other islands. It is absurd to say that 
Cephallenia in particular lies well away to the east of it. 

(ii) It is not the "highest of all in the sea ". Cephallenia and Zacynthus are both very much 
higher. 

(iii) Nor is Ithaca low-lying in any sense of the word. 

(iv) And there are a whole lot of other islands, the Echinades and the Oeniadae, that this poet 
never mentions. It is no wonder that his Odysseus took ten years to get back to Ithaca, if he 
was such an indifferent navigator as all that ! " 

( e) So in Book x, when it came to be written, the poet (for his own familiar audience) carries on 
the jest and makes fun of his critics for the amusement of himself and his friends. 

Having miscarried in his trip from the Isle of Aeolus to < the real> Ithaca - and having then 
been driven still further away to the Land of the Laestrygonians (past Castellammare in fact) , 
Odysseus and his surviving shipmates reach Aeaea (which is the Isle of Ustica) in x.1 35. 

There they rest on the sea-shore two nights and days . At sunrise on the third day (x. 144) 
Odysseus goes out alone to reconnoitre. It is a blazing hot day, for a stag comes down from the 
hills to drink ''for verily the might of the sun was sore upon him" (1. 160, tr. Butcher and Lang). 
Odysseus lays him low, carries him to the ship, and he and his men feast the whole day to the going 
down of the sun (183) . Then when the sun had set (185) they laid them down to sleep. When ro..ry
fingered Dawn appeared Odysseus calls a council of his fellow mariners. "We don't know where 
the darkness is" he said "or where the Dawn, where the bright sun sinks to rest or where he rises < I really 
am the world's worst navigator and geographer, as my critics say> . Shipmates, let us all put our 
heads together (cpeaCwµe0a, 193) and see ifwe can make a plan at all. Myself, I do not think we 
can, for I climbed a rocky hill of outlook (194) and saw the whole of this island girdled round about 
with absolutely nothing but the boundless sea ( 195). < There are no other islands here at all ! > 
But this one really does lie low I" (afn:ry CJe x0aµa'J.ry xei:rai - 196) .(19) 

I have coloured the translation here and there. But it is the poet's joke, not mine. 
For the complete puzzlement that 190-3 have caused ( and the scholastical nonsense that has 

been talked about it) see Merry's honest but typical note on 190. Stanford has decided that silence 
is the best policy. See the very brief note on 191-2 to which he confines himself. 

V 

From the foregoing several things become clear - that like William Shakespeare our poet 
"could not < always > escape laughter " and that "his wit was < indeed> in his own power": 
that he had begun Marettimo-Ithaca as a jest for his fellows of Trapani and was now capping it 

(19) For this characteristic of Ustica (which is now quite 

obviously Circe's (Odyssean) island), see map of northern 
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with an intentionally absurd one : that he was of course well aware of the "switch" he had made 
from Marettimo to Trapani-Ithaca: and that he was not going to alter a single word of ix.21-6. 

For one thing it will have been already in circulation and so have achieved its own textus 
receptus, so to speak; <1;nd for another it will have also achieved a certain sanctity in the poet's mind. 
For surely it was from the use of Aegusa for the isle of the goat-hunting, of Mt. Eryx and its neigh
bourhood for Polyphemus and the Cyclopes, and of the island scene from Isola Lunga to Maretti
mo for Ithaca, that he had now developed the most unique and ingenious topographical method 
for what has proved the most remarkable work of allegorical fiction in the history of literature. 

For already by Book x he had now used S. Cusumano Bay under the name of the harbour 
Rheithron, in Ithaca, where Athena left her ship in i.185, and where Laertes lived on his farm 
(i.190 and cf. xxiv.212); for the harbour of Phorcys, in I thaca, where Odysseus lands in Book 
xiii; and also for the bay near Scheria where he landed in Book v, and met Nausicaa in vi - all 
for the joyful interest of those who knew the ground; and the blissful ignorance of those who did 
not. 

Book ix.25-6 is indeed important, for it is from that point that the wonderful jig-saw puzzle 
began in which every fictitiously-named place fits into its own proper niche and in that one only. 
You can't just guess at a jig-saw ! 

It is to be noticed that away from the western corner of Trinacrian (or "Thrinacian "(20)) 

Sicily no other place is used in the Odyssey for more than one scene, save that Syracusan Ortygia 
is the Island of the Sun and Eumaeus's father was lord of Syracuse and Ortygia - under fictitious 
disguise of name. 

VI 

Are there, however, any details in Book ix incompatible with its having been an earlier work 
than the rest of the Odyss~y in its present form? None, I think, that are not susceptible of ex
planation. 

(i) Alcinous had appeared in earlier tales of Odysseus in western waters, but a different 
Alcinous and not in any such place as Scheria.(21) See Fr. 49 in Evelyn White's Loeb ed. of H e
siod: "Hesiod regarded Arete as the sister of Alcinous, says the Schol. on Od. vii.54. " (Nausithous, 
father of Alcinous in the Odyssey, is the son of Odysseus by Calypso in H esiod - see Theogony 
1018). For ample evidence of Hesiod's anterior date and our poet's knowledge of his works, see 
my Odyssean Essays, Ch. V, passim, and note 28 in particular. 

(ii) The opening lines of ix.1-15 certainly follow very slickly on the songs of Demodocus in 
viii .499 f.; but there could have been a different prelude to Book ix, the place of which has been 
taken by the end of Book viii as we have it . 

(20) The generally accepted derivation from 0eiva~ I feel 
sure is wrong ; and that @ewaxiri is only a mild Odyssean 
disguise-name. We are in the world of disguise-names for 
real places; and Thucydides (vi.2) was better informed 
than later opinion and Liddell and Scott. 

(21) Which is wholly and solely Odyssean, named, I 
think, for Drepanon and the fractured point of its "scythe
blade" (the last piece of it being the " Phaeacian Ship" 
of xiii. 159f. ) iv axeerfi or "continuation" of the peninsula. 
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(iii) Book ix.29-30 (17 µiv µ' airr:60' levxs KaAV?j)W Ma 0sawv ev aniaal yAa<pveoial) appears 
indeed to refer back to Odysseus's narrative in vii .244 f. But Calypso, and her caves presumably,(22 ) 

had also appeared in Hesiod ( Th. 359, 1017), and see Ox. Pap. 1358 (quoted in my OE p. 46) 
where, if the restoration 

er; ie Ks<paAA]'l]vwv dye(!WXWV <pVAOV O(!OVaav, 
[ oijµov 'Oovaaijor; r:aAaat<p(!OVOr; 8v µsdnen:a 
eleye lloael]OaWVl KaAV?j)W n6-i:vw vvµ<p'Yj 

in fr . 2 of 40 A, after line 30, is correct, she appears also as the imprisoner of Odysseus at the 
instance of Poseidon. 

Note also wr; o' av-i:w r; Ktex'YJ x. -i:.).. jn ix. 31 -2. Our poet has used Circe also and her love for 
Odysseus quiite freely from Hesiod ( cf. Th. 956 f., 1011 f., Cat. Fr. 46), though he has used a 
different island (Sicilian instead of Italian) for her - see my OE p . 37f. But unlike Calypso, no 
mention whatever of Circe has been made by Odysseus to Alcinous in Books vii or viii. This 
omission appears to have been a slip on the poet's part when writing Book viii at a later date 
(and not when writing Book ix) - for Alcinous would not know to what Odysseus was referring in 
his mention of Circe in Book ix ! 

(iv) The Cicones in ix.39f. (important for the gift of the very strong wine), and the Lotus
eaters (82f.), may or may not have been traditional in bringing Odysseus to the western world, 
but in no way conflict with Book ix having been an earlier work than the rest of the Odyssey. 

(v) The curse of Polyphemus in ix.526 f. requires fuller discussion. It is of outstanding im
portance of course, inasmuch as the Wrath of Poseidon is used as the Jons et origo of the Odyssey, 
as the Wrath of Achilles is in the Iliad. 

The Cyclopes, as West Sicilian pastoralists, and blasphemers against Zeus (ix.272f., the name 

only being taken from Hesiod, see OE§ 2 p. 35), are, so far as we know, wholly and solely Odys
sean (barbarian Sicano-Phoenicians, according to my views, (23) as opposed to Zeus-fearing men 
of Greek descent). 

So the wording of the prayer to Poseidon in ix.532-5 might well be taken as suggesting an 
already formed knowledge of the whole story of the Odyssey as we have it now. 

But no ! It would not be the whole story. There is nothing about Penelope and Telemachus 
and the Suitors in it. And iflines 25-7 of40 A in Ox. Pap. fr. 2 (see Evelyn White, p. 604 and my OE 
p . 3 7), as well as 30, 30a, 31 - quoted above - that follow, are Hesiodic or earlier than the 
Odyssey, and rightly restored (as there seems little reason to doubt), there will have been an earlier 
Wrath of Poseidon, and quite likely some earlier prayer to him, of which we do not know (as there 
was an earlier mention, also, of the Laestrygonians as his offspring, in these old tales of Odysseus 
in the west, a mention that has turned up purely by chance in recent years). 

In an earlier tale, moreover, the hero may have been shipwrecked, much as he was in Od. 
xii.403f., which would explain the 8th century vase, published by R. Hampe, Ti.ibingen, 1952, 

(22) There appear to be two different entrances, one 
from the "Caleta de la Reina", one from the "Caleta del 
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and reviewed in C.R. 1954, 228-9 (if it is to be accepted as Odyssean), (21
) which portrays very 

closely the scene described in Od. xii.417f. - with the men "like seagulls" in the water, and the 
hero upon the wreckage. But in the Odyss~y there are all sorts of things that are new, and charac
ters as fresh and alive today as they were in the poet's mind. The now immortal tales of Tele
machus, then, and Penelope and Eumaeus and the Suitors, all in their marvellous real "fairy
land ", will all have resulted in large measure from the famous success of silly old Polyphemus, in 
what we now know as Book ix. 

VII 

To complete the argument, the following is a resume (taken from my RAO of 1959, p. 97f.) 
of other points which suggest that Polyphemus was an earlier and probably juvenile work of the 
poet. 

(i) It is absurd, in the completed Odyssry as we have it, to make Odysseus come as a castaway 
to the land of the Phaeacians (presumably for the first time in his life), and then (having been 
duly introduced) to tell Alcinous, as a strange and marvellous tale, his adventure with the mon
strous cannibal Cyclops. For, as we have been told in Book vi, Alcinous' father Nausithous had 
brought the Phaeacians down from "Hypereia " to "Scheria ", in order to get them away from those 
same bullying Cyclopes: and in Book vii.56f. that Nausithous also was the son of Poseidon, so 
that Polyphemus was the paternal uncle of both Alcinous and Arete - a relationship that Al
cinous again insists on in vii . 201-6 : enet a<pl<YlY syyv0eY elµiY, w~ nee KvuAwni~ u uai aye w (25) 

cpv).a I'tya.YTWY (lines that will also include the Laestrygonian "Giants" in Book x) . 

(ii) The character of Odysseus in Polyphemus is very inconsistent with the Odysseus of other 
episodes. Elsewhere he is always "the wary and calculating hero ". H ere, to quote Monro, Homer's 
Ocfyssry (which it wasn't) p. 291, he is "the leader who thrusts himself, against the advice of his 
wiser companions, into the monster's cave, who tricks and then provokes him by useless and fool
hardy threats. " In other words in this episode he is the primitive "trickster " of universal folk-lore 
- not the hero of the Greek epic. 

(iii) There are many marks in Polyphemus of a more juvenile or "Grimm's Fairy-tale " style. 
The poet has not bothered to be in the least consistent about the size and nature of Polyphemus. 
Sometimes he is a real Giant "like a wooded peak of the mountains " ( 190-1 ). H e can throw huge 
mountain crags far out in the sea at Odysseus's ship. Yet he can get into the cave along with 
Odysseus and his men, and milk his ewes and make his cheeses like any ordinary mortal. The 
stone he sets in the cave-mouth in 240-2 is of such a size that "two and twenty strongly-built four
wheeled wagons(26) could not raise it from the ground" - (an operation harder to envisage than the 
building of the pyramids). And his staff was like "the mast ofa twenty-oared black ship, a broad-

(24) Cf. Webster, From Mycenae to Homer, 176-7: ? " ... early 
a theme of mainland poetry." 

(25) Note that ay (!ta in 206 does not necessarily mean 
" fierce" or "wild" (as the translators have it, from Butcher 

and Lang to Rieu). It means of course "country-dwelling", 
like agrestis in Latin : "Country Folk of the Giants" is the 
best rendering I can think of - with a capital F. 

(26) Every word is hilariously absurd. 
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beamed merchantman, that crosses the wide spaces of the sea" - an extravagance which in the 
years to come suggested Milton's "tallest pine hewn on Norwegian hills " - carried by Satan of all 
people ! J n t e Odyssey the humour is intentional. 

VIII 

It will not be beside the point, I think, in the present argument, if I take this opportunity of 
mentioning a small matter that has been on my mind for years. In a brief discussion of the poet's 
similes in my RAO (p. 182), I remarked that he seemed to enjoy getting something deliberately 
wrong or inappropriate in them; and quoted as an example iv.332 f., where Menelaus likens the 
suitors in Odysseus's house (if Odysseus were to return) to "two fawns " that a hind has left hidden 
in a lion's lair, while she goes off to "graze in the grassy hollows ". 

It was not until quite a long time after the publication of that book that I remembered with 
something of a shock that years before while staying up in our neighbouring high country I had 
gone out with a .22 to collect a hare for the larder. And not very far from the cottage in which 
we were staying I came across two fawns hidden in the long grass by their dam, who sure enough 
would be grazing in "the grassy hollows " above. On both of them, being homo crudelis, I am rather 
ashamed to say "awda n6-rµov lrprj-xa". For not only are young fawns good to eat, but their still · 
dappled skins are prized for the making ofladies' wallets. My daughter, I find, after some twenty
five years, still has a belt and a wallet made of the skins in question. 

My "den " was a mistranslation of ~vMxcp - and lions do usually lie up in the grass rather 
than in "den:;". Hinds often have twin fawns, but never more than two. Hence aµrpodeouu in 
the simile (fo:r there must be more than one !) and hence the limit to two ! And it is the practice 
of hinds (I am now informed) thus to leave their fawns hidden, whilst they go off and graze, fawns 
having no scent at that early age. 

The poet then knew his animal lore (as also, no doubt, did his pattern in some respects, the 
author of the Iliad ) and he gets it right, as he does his topography. So also as regards Od. x. 159-60. 
I inquired of a back-country friend if it was in order to have a stag coming down to drink in the 
hot morning sun. The answer was yes. They drink after feeding; and they graze in the dark, and 
the early morning, and may certainly drink after sunrise, before going back to their forests. 

Another simile that interests me in a personal way is the one of Odysseus's skin being stripped 
from his fingers in v.432 f. like the skin of an octopus, (27) dragged from his lair in the rocks. (Poly
pus is a rather favourite dish with the Sicilians, as my son and I found out at Trapani in 1952) . 
In my South African childhood, when living close to the fishing folk at Kalk Bay, these small 
octopuses (known locally as 'catfish' or 'white-bait ') were used for the hook-and-line fishing. 
It was one of our occupations, amongst the rocky pools of the sea-shore, to find these creatures for 

(27) ote that the nov).vnov, of v.432 is strictly speaking 
not a "cuttle-fish" , as the translators have it, but the eight
armed octopus. I t is he (still called polpo in Italian) that 
lurks in the tidal rocks. The ten-armed "squid", "cuttle-
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my father's fishing expeditions. For this we used sticks with a hook or barb at the end, and I can 
still fully appreciate the realism of the poet's simile. 

But the matter of the fawns in particular has given me a new interest in and appreciation of 
all our poet's similes. He had of course the analogy of Homer's splendid use of animal similes. 
But he consciously brings his similes down in scale to a simpler and every day reality (just as he 
uses Hesiod's mutual greeting of Night and Day, as they pass close by one another, morning and 
eve, at the Threshold of the World of Darkness (.Th. 748 f.), for the mutual greeting of the cowman 
on his 'journey of the night ' and the shepherd on his 'journey of the day ' - as they pass close by 
one another, at dusk and dawn, on the road leading down to the town of the Laestrygonians -
(Castellammare del Golfo to wit) in x.82 f.) (Traditional scholarship has got it all sadly wrong.) (28 ) 

So now I find I can share the fun and follow his mind in all his similes, whether they are skits 
on those in the Iliad, as in vi.130f. (cf. Jl.xii.299f.), and in xxi.46-50 (cf. Jl.v.748f.)(29), or his very 
own, such as v.394f. (Odysseus at the sight of land rejoicing, like children at their father's recovery 
from a long and serious illness): or x.410f. (his comrades rejoicing around Odysseus, like calves 
frisking round their mother, as they come in from pasture to the dungyard): or xii.43 lf. (Odysseus 
like a bat hanging on a tree from dawn to dusk) : or xxi.14 (Odysseus in his anger likened to a bitch 
with pups): or at xx.25f. with Odysseus in his wrath and restless sleep likened to a blood pudding 
being turned on a spit, this way and that continually w~ a.r/ o y' ev0a xai l v0a O.taae1:o µse
µ'Y)etCwv. They are not only funny, they are good; and like everything else in the poem from start 
to finish characteristic. 

IX 

This matter of the similes, I submit, is germane to the present paper and supports its ar
gument. For in them we find the same wit at work as in the passages we have dealt with from 
Books ix and x. They bear the imprint and reflect the individuality of the author of the Odyssry 
( as other things also do) almost as clearly, to my mind, as fingerprints prove the individuality 
of us all . 

There is not much :n the material used in this paper that has not previously appeared in my 
RAO. But an argument must be presented as a whole. And I hope the present arrangement and 
direction of my argument is now very much better - and that it will be as helpful for others to 
study, as it is pleasing to me to have got that "switch " from Marettimo- to Trapani-Ithaca clear 
in my mind at last, and to have realised the full importance of ix.25-6 for the understanding of 
the poem. 

My work is not the result of the modern "craze for tourism" nor "a delusive subject for factual 
research" as one "reviewer " has written. I went to Trapani in 1952 because I had seen for years 

( 28) Compare the scholastic approach of Edd. (and the 
Companion to Homer p.284) on Od. x.82f. ("high northern 
latitudes" etc.) with the commonsense of Aelfric's rustic 
pupils in They Saw it Happen (55 B.C. to 485) (Blackwell 

1957, p. 20 at foot)-not to mention RAO 57f. 
(~9) In this particular case the word "debunk" is not to 

be avoided. (It is a double debunk- RAO p. 183 - if not 
quadruple - Homer, two goddesses, Penelope, and himself.) 
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that Butler had a strong case for Trapani-Sch~ria at least. And the work has been done ever since 
in Christchurch, New Zealand. I will go so far as to say that every single argument I have stated 
comes straight from the poet's pen - or, if you prefer it, from the horse's mouth. It is in no way 
an ostentatio artis or a flimsy display of the "higher " criticism. It is plain common sense and an 
honest piece of historical research, based on real evidence, hypothesis and proof, and getting into 
character - as was my little book on Vatinius written forty years ago. I do not write unless I have 
something worth saying. And I hope that with.in another twenty-five years or so some honest 
German scholar will have included also this Odyssean work in yet another supplement to Pauly
Wissowa. 

X 

As this may be the last oftl-tese Odyssean papers I shall permit myself yet another ceteru.m censeo. 
It concerns the poem's date - and it is well within the poet's humour, and the topographical 

method which we have been studying. I still feel convinced, though I cannot give any further 
positive proof, that line 295 of Book xv 

f3av bi naea Keovvov c; xai Xa?.x[ba xaAAl(!Se0eov 

refers to the Chalcidian colony of Himera, with its Springs (the present Termini Imerese) and its 
three rjvers, marked on the automobile map - a place only a day's sail, with a fair wind, from the 
Porcelli- "Swift Isles " and from Formica Island, which is the "Isle of Asteris" at Trapani-Ithaca: 
that the line in question stood in the poet's original work (and as one of his topographical jests) 
immediately before the present line 299 (lv0sv b' a-J vfJaowtv lnmeoirixs 0o'fjatv): that it was 
shifted, by some ancient hand, back to its present position at 295, to try to get it into right relation 
with the real Island of Ithaca: - and then dropped altogether because no Keovvo[ were to be 
found near the Alpheus river, or anywhere else in that locality. This is not merely a guess on my 
part. It is a reasonable conjecture, made on the evidence I have found concerning the poet's 
method - no harder to accept as such than is Asteris-Formica, which I know to be a certainty. 

And Himera was founded, as a Grecian colony, by men of Chalcis, at the traditional date of 
648 B.C. (30) 

As I have said, I have no further proof to offer, but I think I have the poet at my elbow. 
And as a final confession of faith (founded on evidence and deduction and on histoncal facts) 

I shall repeat my belief that beneath the surface of the Oc!Jssry there are characters drawn from real 
people, di sguised of course but recognisable to men and women of Trapani. Otherwise why this 
immense insistence on the Trapanese locale ? 

That Poseidon stands in large measure for Phoenician seapower and domination of Western 
Sicily, I remain convinced. It went on for a very long time, some six centuries - not to mention 
Solomon with his ships of Tarshish and his treaty with the King of Tyre in yet earlier days. 

In this paper (and elsewhere) I have likened the Odyssean scheme of fictitiously named 

(30) Cf. also th~ remarks on Pharos and ( ?) Naucratis, RAO p. 159. 
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places, with clues to their real identity, to a jig-saw puzzle, in which every different piece must fit 
precisely. 

It was Victor Berard's misfortune, over sixty-five years ago, to have begun his investigations 
with the Phaeacian scene placed firmly in Corcyra, and the Nekyia in Italy - for neither of which 
is there one atom of evidence in the Odyssey. This threw the whole of his work out of gear, with the 
one notable exception of Perejil Island in the Straits of Gibraltar for Ogygia . This was a great 
help to me - and his title Les Pheniciens et l'Odyssee has proved to be prophetic. I wish to acknow
ledge the value of his pioneer work, and I believe that if he had started as I did from Butler's 
Trapanese discoveries he would long ago have reached much the same conclusions as I have. 

APPENDIX 

Fig. 1. Modern Trapani, as approached from the N.W. 

( 1) Od. vi. 204-5 

OlXcoµsv o' &n6.vsv0s TlOAVXAVO'Up svi n6vr:cp 
eaxaiOl . ovoi uc; a.µµ l fJeo-r:wv sniµlayc -r:al G.A.Aoc; . 

(There is no thing much between Trapani and the Straits of Gibraltar - though Nausicaa 
exaggerates a little: see S00,12. In antiquity the buildings were on the peninsula - not also on 
the mainland as now (see Ibn Jubayr's description - SOO 1,2: RAO 126,127 - A.D. 1185). 
The place has changed much even in the last ten years. 

The "Phaeacian Ship" lies just off the picture to the left. (The rocks leading to it from the 
point lie almost awash at low tide, the rise and fall being about two feet.) 

(2) Od. vi. 263 

xaAoc; oe Alµ?JV ex6.ue0s nOA'YJOc; 

(The deep harbour (xvi. 324, Alµivo c; noAv{Jsv0eoc;) taking ships up to 500 fet in length (Med. 
Pilot) is on the right: the left-hand Alµ1v is xaAoc;, but usable only by small craft.) 

(3) Od. vi. 264 

ABni~ o' cla[0µ17 

(Prior to A.D. 1830 or so the causeway from mainland to peninsula was so low and narrow that 
waves might wash right over it, and some old maps show Trapani as an island. (So Ibn J ubayr -
"But it lies in the throat of the sea, which encompasses it on three sides . It is joined to the land by 
only a narrow strip and the yawning sea waits to engulf the rest "). The clat01-l'Y/, however, has 
now been fully widened and raised to the adjoining land-levels.) 

(4) Od. vi. 264-5 
vfjsc; o' ooov &µcpteAlO'O'al 

clevaial . naalV yae SnlO'ilOV SO'ilV ex6.a-r:cp . 

(As today: the fishing vessels lie beside the road and the embankment which run almost the 
whole length of the· deep harbour - the nets drying upon it, and other gear being attended to.) 
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chcr:w;caic5exarn c5' B<pClY'Y) 0(2Ba cnu6evra 
yalric; <PaifJxwv, o0i r' ayxiarov ne?.ev avrcp · 
e'iaaro 6' we; OU gtYOY BY TJB(20Blc5el n6vrcp 

(In the left background is the rounded height of Mt. Eryx, looking (from out at sea) "like 
a shield upon the misty deep ". It is misty more often than not, in this neighbourhood.) 

(6) Od. xvi. 47 1-2 

1c5ri vnee n6},wc;, o0i "Eeµawc; J.o<po c; larlv, 
lja xiwv ... 

(The rounded ridge on the right-hand flank of Eryx is now known as the Colle di Santa 
Anna, but was, and is, the "Eeµawc; J.o<poc; of xvi. 471 at Trapani-Ithaca. (See also below, and 
illustrations in RAO Pl. III, or VII in S00.)) 

Fig. 2. Panorama taken from Erice, showing Marettimo-Ithaca neoc; C6<pov out at sea, 
Aegusa-Favignana-Same and Levanzo-Zacynthus avev0e neoc; TJW r' rJeAiov u (.ix. 26). At left is 
to be seen the notable Punta Sottile of Aegusa-Favignana, the isle of the goat-hunting, which has 
caused the poet (familiar w.ith it) to give us in ix.116-7 

vijao c; lneira J.axeia naeex ?.iµevo c; uravvaral 
yalric; Kvx?.wnwv ovu axec5ov ovr' anO't''Y)AOV 

- although the rest of the island is hilly, rugged and rocky. That J.axeia = lJaxeia is borne out 
by x.509, where the reference is quite certainly to the low-lying ela{0µ'Y), which leads to the pe
ninsula of Almina at Ceuta (RAO 76, 78, 79. See also Van der Valk, Textual Criticism of the Odys
s9, 98). 

Midway in the sea between Favignana and the old town of Trapani on the peninsula, lies 
the all-.import:ant .isle of Formica-Asteris. For this see below. 

In the left foreground is the Hill of Hermes again, with the road from Trapani up to Erice 
winding below and above it. That it is the "Hill of Hermes " of Trapani-Ithaca is proved by the 
Island scene of ix.25-6, as set forth in this paper; by the conjunction of both of them with Formica
Asteris; and by the facts (admitted by the Companion to Homer) that neither the Island scene as 
described in Book ix, nor the Isle of Asteris, nor the Hili of Hermes, is to be found at or near the real 
Ithaki. (And yet they refuse to mention either Trapani or Gibraltar or any place west of Greece !) 

I have been publishing my hypotheses, and their proofs, during the last ten years. But aca
demic hypotheses, it appears, require propaganda as well as, or even more than, proof - as 
Boucher de Perthes found out between 1832 and 1854, in trying to show his learned colleagues 
(on irrefutable evidence) that flint hand-axes had not fallen from heaven, but had been fashioned 
by man. I shall refrain from quoting his bitter words, but I shall permit myself the space to 
parade without much further comment, the seven passages .in the Odyss9 which show how im
portant "Aster.is" and its exact position were in the poet's mind. 
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(1) Od. lV. 669-71 

(2) Od. lV. 844 f. 
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(Antinous speaking) 

' ' ' d).).' ay' eµoi Mu vfja 0o~v xai el,C0(1 eTal(!OV~ 
ocpea µiv avTov l6vra A.oxfJaoµai 'YjCJe <pv.A.Mw 
, 

noe0µ([> '10d.x'Yj~ eV T e Ea.µoi6 T e nainaA.oi<1<1rJ~. 

( the poet speaking) 

ea ri CJi Tl~ vfjao~ µiaan ci).l, 

µe<1<1'YJYV ~ ' 10&.x'YJ ~ T e Ea.µoi6 
'Aauet~, ov µeyO.A'YJ" ). l µ i V e ~ () ' e V l 
aµ <p [ CJ V µ 0 l" Tfj TOV ye µivov AOXOWVU~ 

neT(!'YJe<1<1a, 
Te naina.A.oi<1<1'YJ~, 

vaiUoxoi avTfj 
'Axaiot. 

(The Isolotto Formica, half-way in the noe0µ6 ~ between Trapani and Favignana, is a 
rocky, low-lying, roughly star-shaped islet, with double "berthing places " between its south-west 
shore and a straight reef that runs closely parallel to it. These "berthing places " are enterable 
from either side, but almost separated from one another in the middle by the shallowness of the 
water at one spot. The more westerly one is not now in use; but the easterly one is in regular use 
(though we were told it is dangerous) in connection with the fish-factory on the islet. There is 
none other available.) 

(3) Od. xiii. 425 f. (Athena speaking, to Odysseus) 

11 µiv µiv AOXOW<1l viol avv V'Y}t µdatvn 
tiµeVOl ,CU£Val 7C(!LV naT(![CJa yafov [,r,fo0ai. 

(4) Od. xv. 28 f. (Athena to T elemachus) 

µv'Y}<1T'YJ(!WV a' eniT'Y}CJe~ aeiaTfje~ A.ox6waiv 
ev noe0µ([> '10&.x'YJ~ T e Ea.µoi6 Te naina).oiaa'YJ~ 
UµeVOl ,r,uivai neiv naT(!iCJa yaiav [,r,ia0ai 

(5) xv. 299 f. (poet speaking) 

ev0ev ()' aiJ V 'Y/ (1 0 l (1 l V enineoi'Y}Xe 0 0 fi (1 l V 
oeµatvwv rj XeV 0avaTOV <pvyoi 1? X e V aA.WrJ. 

(The Swift Isles being the Scogli Porcelli, some six kilometres to the north of Formica Island. 
Safely passing them, Telemachus puts in at the "shallow harbour " of Phorcys (xiii.96f., xv.495-
507, in S. Cusumano Bay) where Laertes lived en' ayeov v6acpi n6A.'YJO~ (i.185, 190; xv.504-5; 
xvi.330; xxiv.212, 308), bidding his men go on by ship to the deep harbour of Trapani-Ithaca 
(xv.503; xvi.324, 330). Line xv.300 of course refers to Formica-Asteris.) 

(6) Od xvi.364 f. (Antinous speaking) 

dJ nonoi, W~ TOVCJ' tlVCJ(!a 0eat ,r,a,r,OT'YJTO~ BAV<1av. 
fjµarn µev axonoi lCov en' axeia~ 'YJVeµoiaaa~ 
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QteV BnQaavueoi . aµQ o' iJeU ,p %QWOVV"Cl 
av nor' in' iJndeov VV%T' a.aQµ Bv, llAA' 
v11 i 0o fl n.?,,dovu~ lµlµvoµev 'Hw oi'av 
T11UµQxov Aox6wvu~ ... 

> I / BVl nov-r:q> 

(The writer in the Companion to Homer p. 405 (who was looking, so to speak, in a haystack for 
a needle that was not in it) assumes that the "windy heights" of 365 were on the little island. But 
that was not so. The look-outs will have succeeded one another on the windy slopes of Mt. Eryx 
above S. Cusumano Bay in the day-time, which command a very wide view. As visibility waned in 
the evening the Suitors took to their ship, patrolled the more distant approaches, or lay up in 
readiness at low-lying Formica Island, as we have been told already in iv.844 f. and elsewhere. 
(Incidentally Antinous expresses himself splendidly - and not only here. One is glad to have 
met the villain, like some of our Tudor rascals.)) 

(7) In xvi, 465f. Eumaeus, most perfectly sketched of characters, says to T elemachus 

OV% eµeUv µot TQVW µeraAAijaat %QI, leea0ai 
a.a-r:v %QTQ/3Awa%OVTQ 

and continues m 470f. (one is happy to quote him at length) 

a.Uo oi TOl -.6 ye olOQ · TO yae i'.oov ocp0QAµoia tv. 
fJ011 vnee n6.?,,w~, 80i "EeµQw ~ Mcpo ~ l a.tv, 
?}a %£WV, 8u VijQ 0onv lo6µ11v %Q"ClOVaav 
Er; AtµEv' 'YJµE-r:f.{!OV · noAAol d' l aav O.v~eer; l v a'V -r:'fj, 
{3ef3el0ei Oe aa%Baal %QI, eyxeaiv d.µcpiyvotal · 
,mi acpia~ wla011v TOV~ eµµevai , ovoi u olOQ. 

"Q ~ cparo · µ do11aev o' fren l~ TrJABµaxow 
l~ nQTB(!' ocp0QAµoimv lowv, a.AeBlVB o' vcpoef36v. 

Well - there is my propaganda. It is all true. And time is my ally, as the poet's servant. 
I add to my creed, or belief (I had better say), that the poet wrote xxiv and the end ofxxiii: 

but he had been ill, and didn't revise them, as he should have done. 
I feel very sure that more than merely oral composition made the Oc{yssey what it is. 

(31) A postscript. Is it not strange tha t the obvious identi
fication of the Planctae, Charybdis and Scylla in the Straits 
of Vulcano has attracted so little a ttention ? - bad for the 
Tourist Traffic, I suppose, and other institutions. (See RAO 

Plate VII, facing p. 81.) 
I think the poet intended his work to be understood some 

day, like Samuel Pepys with his diary. It is a pity we don't 
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know his name (as we do not really know Homer's). I call 
him Drepanodorus. The "H omeric" creed of the Greeks, 
as applied to the Odyssey, I feel sure is a false one: and it has 
got us all into a great deal of tedious and unnecessary trouble 
(see the new Companio11 to Homer - in many places). It is 
high time, I think, that we looked for a better one. 

(32) (Postscript regarding the Adivo, ov66,, p . 31 (at 
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foot) in my Odyssean Essays) T elemachus's descent, in 
xvii .26f., from Eumaeus's farm to Ithaca, is told a t great 
speed. H e comes out through the farm-yard high up on 
Mt. Eryx, reaches Odysseus's house a t 1.28, comes through 
the mlJ.?j (not mentioned), enters the house by way of the 
ash-wood ovo6, (not mentioned by name), leans his spear 
in 1.29 against one of its pillars of cypress-wood (cf. xv ii.399-

40), and then goes over the ovo6, of stone ( vn iefJTJ J.divov 
ovo6v) at line 30, where he finds Eurycleia and her maids 
tidying up the chairs and tables on the < raised > banqueting 
floor of the µ iyaeov. All of this appears to fit my suggested 
plan very nicely. 

(33) (Postscript regarding the Elymi) Subject to correc
tion, I do not believe tha t there ever was "a little-known 
Elymian language" . Phoenician was surely spoken e .g. 
at Motya and Lilybaeum. There were doubtless Sican 
dialects in western Sicily. Such Greek place-names as 
Panormus and Drepana indicate that Greek-speaking 
se ttlers bestowed them, and did not forget their native 
tongue - or, it seems, their script. (The strange words 
inscribed in Greek characters on M otyan pottery go far to 
prove that, and will probably turn out to be Phoenician or 
possibly Sican words.) What language the purely Trojan 
settlers spoke, we do not know: but coming from where they 
did they probably did know Greek. Thucydides certainly 

calls the Elymi fJdefJaeoi, as subject allies of the Cartha
ginians. But he also tells us that there were men of Phocian 

or Phocaean descent among them. That this was so, and 
that they retained their na tive tongues, is supported by 
Strabo vi.272; by the fact that the folk of Segesta (" tho
roughly H ellenised by the 5th century B.C." - see O .C.D . 
s. v. ) believed themselves to be of both Trojan and Phocaean 
descent; and by the Odyssey. (In the Cape Province of sixty 

years ago there were three languages in genera l use -
English, Cape Dutch (then grammarless), and H olland 
Dutch - used in the Dutch R eformed Churches and for 
the printed word, which many Afrikaners did not under
stand. People do not easily discard their na tive tongue qui 

trans mare currunt.) Thucydidt.s finally was human, and 
might err or misjudge. (There are for example no cliffs at 
Epipolae from which the 1;oor hoplites could plunge to their 
death below. Some of his interlocutors, no doub t, had been 
drawing the long bow, as soldiers do.) 

(34 ) With regard to my aspersions on certain chapters in 
the Companion to Homer, I wish to say they were not intended 
in any way to reflect on those by Prof. J. A. Davison -
to whom I am very greatly indebted for his fair-mindedness 
and helpful criticisms during the past decade. I must a lso 
record my thanks to Vincenzo Barrabini of Trapani for the 
views of Figs. I and 2 above and much interesting corres
pondence. Finally I express my gratitude to the Edd. of 
P.A.C.A. for the hospitality of their pages. Ex Africa saltem 

aliquid novi. 
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Mr. Dalton (1
) must have been very fortunate indeed not to have encountered criticisms of a 

study of Latin from Africans. I envy him his good fortune because it has been my constant duty 
as a Latin (and, worse still, Greek) teacher in igeria always to defend my profession against a 
barrage of accusations not always devoid of malice nor well-informed. Curiously enough, it is 
the secondary schoolboy and the young university undergraduate who indulge most in this 
criticism. One of the reasons may be that the present generation is notoriously more lazy than that 
of Dalton's day and even though in possession of that good "memory" which Dalton rightly 
commends is unwilling to employ it in the service of Latin. owadays Latin, rather than being 
regarded as a "soft option " in school certificate, is the first to be "dropped" from the candidate's 
list of subjects. The pupils are offered no incentives and encouragement, but subtle deterrents. 
They are all too mindful of the Aristotelian dictum that a good income is a desirable adjunct to 
intellectual life and it is in pursuit of science and technology that this is readily borne out. The 
science teacher, for example, is in greater demand and is better paid than the arts teacher, besides 
having more opportunities opened to him in industry. Apart from this general competition of the 
arts with science to the disadvantage of the former, Latin is further called upon to engage in a more 
fierce competition w:ith modern languages, patricularly French. Nigeria is surrounded by French
speaking countries, and the incentives to a student of French are tremendous. Of these, a trip to 
France or a French-speaking country, entirely financed by a university or U ESCO grant, and 
an open gate to a career in the diplomatic service may be mentioned. By compar~son with French, 
Latin is regarded merely as a dead language which is better buried, with no regrets. In fact, 
some Nigerian schools have embarked upon a systematic replacement of Latin by French on their 
timetable. Latin seems to be fighting a losing battle on all fronts. 

And yet, all that Dalton says about the similarit:es between early Roman and African re
ligious, social and domestic customs is very true. Indeed, hundreds of instances may be added to 
his already impressive catalogue which should argue for a study of the classical civilization in 
Africa. But how many African pupils actually read and enjoy Latin and recognize these parallels 
with their own indigenous tribal cultures ? For many schoolboys, Latin is not a language in the 
sense that English is and they cannot be convinced that a book of Vergil is a book of literature in 
the same sense that a play of Shakespeare, for example, is. Essentially Latin is for them a jigsaw 
puzzle, and you have to put together scattered bits of the puzzle before the true picture emerges. 
The process is often frustrating as the end product is not always the correct one. A scho0lboy 
does not "read " his Latin book - he "works" through it, rendering the ablative absolutes in the 
traditional English (which he will admit is not spoken by anyone), finding the adjective which 
agrees with the noun, hunting the object of the finite verb and tearing up the sentence to such an 
extent that in the long run it cannot hav~ any meaning for him. Eventually, he adopts the simple 
expedient of committing the "key " to the set book to memory to be "poured down " at a given cue. 
To catch the unwary, omit one or two sentences from the passage ! 

(1) R . H . F. Dalton, ' Latin in Africa: the cultural point of view ', Greece and Rome 10 (1963) 183-8. 
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On the other hand, many of the Africans who ever achieve the feat of reading Latin fluently 
and understanding it have by that time been so detribalized that they can hardly draw upon their 
experiences of the traditional life any longer. Some may not even have had the experience if they 
are the children of ardent converts to Christianity who have effected a sharp breach with their 
ancestral practices or live in sophisticated urban areas where little of this is any longer in evidence, 
or worse still, belong to rich families and have been educated entirely in a foreign country -
England or America. 

Generally speaking, in his pursuit of an education, the African is greatly handicapped by the 
linguistic barrier, but much m01e so in his study of Latin. English, his medium of expression, is 
to him in most cases a second language over which he has not got absolute mastery. Latin becomes 
a second unknown. In translating a piece of Latin, therefore, he first translates it into his own 
vernacular and then attempts to render it in good English. This is not only unneccessary but very 
often fails to show the extent to which the pupil understands the Latin. Many a time the Latin 
author and his African pupil are able to communicate directly in the vernacular in expressions 
that are similar in the two languages but entirely unknown to English. For example, many Afri
can languages count inclusively as Latin does, so that Tuesday will be for the Roman as well as 
the Yoruba 3 days from Sunday, but not for the English. Again crines solutae has an implication 
for the Roman and the Nigerian that it has not for the English. English is the needless barrier 
that prevents an African in many instances from a thorough enjoyment of the classical authors. 

The solution to the problem is simple and obvious - to teach Latin and Greek in the ver
nacular and thus assure for them an undisputed place in the timetable in many African schools. 
And just now the time is ripe for the exercise. Many African countries which have just become 
independent of colonial rule take a justifiable pride in their cultural heritage and are doing all 
they can for its preservation. Considerable interest is shown in the development of a literature in 
the vernacular. In Nigeria, for example, the question of making one of the local languages the 
lingua franca has been raised. But many African languages have very little written down that 
can be called real literature. In some instances, the very orthography is still a matter for dispute. 
Grammar and syntax are still to be systematized. In cases where all these questions have been 
satisfactorily settled, there is still an appreciable dearth of reading material. This is where 
Graeco-Roman literature has a very good chance to render invaluable service to African literature 
and at the same time be itself preserved. The African classicist has a duty and an unrivalled 
opportunity in this regard. By simply translating it (with minor necessary adaptations) Oraeco
Roman literature can be p1 esented to the African in his own language and he will enjoy it immen
sely. Instances of the similarities in the cultures which have been noted will readily ensure a 
communion of feeling between the ancients and the African. The rising tide of nationalism can 
thus be arrested and the enthusiasm channelled to produce worthwhile literature in the ver
nacular as well as interpret Graeco-Roman culture to the African. What is very much discussed 
in Africa at the moment is the synthesis of cultures. It is generally admitted that the new Africa 
has a lot to assimilate from the western tradition to which it has been for some time exposed. 
If the Graeco-Roman culture which is the foundation of this western culture can be brought 
into direct contact with the African, so much the better. As a matter of fact, some efforts are al
ready being made in this field. The Iliad is reported to have been translated into one of the ver-
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nacular 1, nguages in Ghana. A play of Plautus (Mercator), adapted for the Nigerian stage, in one 
of the major Nigeri an languages, has been very well received. A translation of the eighth Eclogue 
of Vergil has been repeatedly broadcast on the Nigerian radio and a Yoruba version of Oedipus 
Tyrannus may soon become a school text-book in western Nigeria. With the linguistic barrier 
removed, Africans will have a great interest in and derive much pleasure from reading Graeco
Roman authors. 

It may perhaps be argued that there are very many local languages and dialects in Africa 
and therefore a translation into any particular language is likely to reach only a few. But it would 
be worth the effort for the sake of the few. After all, missionaries have learnt languages spoken 
by only a few thousand people and Bibles and hymn-books have been written solely for the few. 
There are some languages which are spoken by millions of people - Swahili, H ausa, Yoruba and 
Ibo come obviously to mind. Translations from Graeco-Roman authors, if well done, can enjoy 
a surprisinglly great patronage. In the first place, the books will come in handy both at the ele
mentary and the secondary schools in which there is a notable dearth of reading material in local 
languages at present. Secondly, thanks to the proselytizing zeal of Christian missionaries of the las t 
few decades, there exists in Africa a substantial proportion of the population which is literate only 
in the vernacular and all there is for them to read is the Bible. The appetite for reading has been 
whetted in these people and their hopes have been raised only to be unfulfilled. No writer seems 
to cater for their interest . These translations from Graeco-Roman literature will very obviously 
satisfy their need: for one thing they are the very people who have not been entirely detribalized 
and will thus more readily appreciate the similarities between their own religious, social and 
cultural conditions and those of the Greeks and Romans. Graeco-Roman literature could be 
the renaissant force that will cause African literature to attain its promise. 
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GIBBON AND THE NOBLE SAVAGE 

The absence in Gibbon's Decfine and Fall of any analysis of the causes of what he described 
as a "revolution which will ever be remembered and the effects of which are still felt, by the nations 
of the earth "(1) is well known and has often been remarked upon. It is true that there are a few 
suggestions to be found scattered through the earlier chapters but they are never elaborated. 
The "licentious fury " of the praetorian guards following the death of Commodus was the first 
"symptom and cause" of the decline of the empire, (2) and associated with this judgement on the 
place of military anarchy in the next centuries is the remark that posterity ''.justly" considered 
Septimius Severus as the principal author of the decline for pandering to the soldiers.( 3) The 
emphasis on purely military causes appears again in the criticism of Constantine's reform of the 
army as "preparing the ruin of the Empire " and the introduction of barbarians into the Roman 
forces as being "every day more universal, more necessary, and more fatal ".(4 ) Of the other 
phenomena of late imperial times which are emphasized by modern historians, only one was 
specifically mentioned by Gibbon; the laws of Majorian revealed "the character of an emperor 
who .. . had studied the causes of the decline of the Empire "( 5) - i.e. fiscal oppression. 

In one place Gibbon offers a somewhat more sophisticated view; this is in the ' General Ob
servations on the Fall of the Roman Empire in the West ' included in the 38th chapter but which 
were written many years before the publication of the volume in which they appeared. 

The rise of a city, which swelled into an empire, may deserve, as a singular prodigy, the 
reflections of a philosophic mind. But the decline of Rome was the natural and inevi table 
effect of immoderate greatness. Prosperity ripened the principle of decay; the causes of 
destruction multiplied with the extent of conquest; and as soon as time or accident had 
removed the artificial supports, the stupendous fabric yielded to the pressure of its own 
weight . The story of its ruin is simple and obvious; and instead of inquiring why the Roman 
empire was destroyed, we should rather be surprised that it had subsisted for so long. The 
victorious legions who in distant wars acquired the vices of strangers and mercenaries first 
oppressed the freedom of the republic and afterwards violated the majesty of the purple. 
The emperors, anxious for their personal safety and the public peace were reduced to the 
base expedient of corrupting the discipline which rendered them alike formidable to their 
sovereign and to the enemy; the vigour of the military government was relaxed, and finally 
dissolved, by the partial institutions of Constantine; and the Roman world was overwhelmed 
by a deluge of barbarians . (6) 

This is as far as Gibbon goes, except to discuss very briefly two views put forward by others . 
The first of these was that the decay of Rome was due to the growth in power of Constantinople. 

(1) I, I. References to the Decline and Fall are to the 
volume and page of the Everyman edition. 

( 2) I, 101. 
(3) I, 123. 

(4) II, 108, 112. 
(5) III, 423. 
(6) IV, 104, 5. 
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Gibbon, who elsewhere never concealed his dislike of many features of Byzantine civilization, here 
admitted its achievements but concluded that "the foundation of Constantinople more essentially 
contributed to the preservation of the East than to the ruin of the West. " The second was that 
Christianity played some part. That Gibbon held this is obvious, but in the paragraph under 
discussion, a little masterpiece of ingenious phrasing, he limited the influence of Christianity con
siderably. Even an obvious point such as the flight from the world by a significant number of 
Christians is mitigated: "The sacred indolence of the monks was devoutly embraced by a servile 
and effeminate age; but if superstition had not afforded a decent retreat, the same vices would have 
tempted the unworthy Romans to desert, from baser motives, the standard of the republic. "(7

) 

The phrase "the stupendous fabric yielded to the pressure of its own weight" has been 
described as a meaningless metaphor but defended by Professor A. H. M. Jones as expressive of 
the fact that the later Empire could not sustain the large army and administration needed for its 
survival. (8) Gibbon was, of course, reproducing a classical explanation of another "Decline and 
Fall " - that of the R oman R epublic: 

fert animus causas tantarum expromere rerum 
immensumque aperitur opus, quid in arma furentem 
impulerit populum, quid pacem excusserit orbi. 
invida fatorum series, summisque negatum 
stare diu, nimioque graves sub pondere lapsus, 
nee se Roma ferens. ( 9) 

or, as Augustine had it, 

R oma ... tamquam se ipsa ferre non volens, sua se quodammodo magnitudine fregerat. (1 0 ) 

The "philosophic mind " (of Polybius) had thus properly reflected on the rise of Rome, but 
similar reflection on its decline was apparently unnecessary. In any case, even if Gibbon's subject 
had been that of Polybius or Livy, it is unlikely that we would have had any more profound 
analysis of the rise of Rome than we have of its fall ; Gibbon's strength was his mastery of his 
material, as Coleridge saw clearly enough : "Gibbon was a man of immense reading; but he had no 
philosophy. "(11) This is not to say that Gibbon was unaffected by the ideas of his own time and 
of thinkers such as Montesquieu. H e was to some extent in sympathy with the latter's view that 
Roman militarism ultimately worked toward the destruction of Rome itself, as in the passage 
quoted above, and was capable of a criticism of aggressive imperialism both ancient and modern. 
"The Romans who so coolly and so concisely mention the acts of jnstice which were exercised by 
the legions, reserve their compassion and their eloquence for their own sufferings when the pro
vinces were invaded and desolated by the arms of the successful barbarian. "(12) And note also 
"60,000 blacks are annually embarked from the coast of Guinea, never to return to their native 

(7) Ibid. 

(8) ]RS, vol. XXXVIII (1948), p . 150, in a review of 
F. W. Walbank, The Decline of the Roman Empire in the West. 

(9) Lucan, Phars. I , 67 ff. 
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country; but they are embarked in chains; and this constant emigration which in the space of 
two centuries might have furnished armies to overrun the globe, accuses the guilt of Europe and 
the weakness of Africa." (13) Gibbon was not of the temperament to build his vast narrative round 
a single theme of this type, however. More important, because applicable to so many aspects of 
the process which he was describing, are two ideas fashionable, even commonplace, in his own time, 
and which perhaps seemed to provide so evident an explanation that no further analysis was 
needed. These ideas are those of the "Noble Savage " and its complement, the decadence of civi
lized man, together with the connexion between the former and political liberty and the latter and 
despotism. 

There are passages in which Gibbon seems inclined to accept the cult of the primitive in its 
entirety. Describing the wars of Septimius Severus in Scotland, he writes: "if we could, with 
safety, indulge the pleasing supposition that Fingal lived, and that Ossian sung, the striking 
contrast of the situation and manners of the opposing nations might amuse a philosophic mind ... 
the untutored Caledonians, glowing with the warm virtues of nature, and the degenerate Romans, 
polluted with the mean vices of wealth and slavery. "(14) This is the antithesis between the Savage 
and the Civilized in a nutshell. The idea recurs in his ninth chapter which deals with the state of 
Germany before the Volkerwanderung, and the primary source of which was T acitus' Germania, a 
work of the greatest importance in the history of the cult of the primitive. The thesis here is not 
only that the Germans, without cities, letters, arts and money, had a great compensation in their 
liberty, but that "their poverty secured their freedom, since our designs and our possessions are 
the strongest fetters of despotism ". (15) Their institutions ( such as they were) also ensured that they 
had a high sense of honour and independence, and "their climate, their want of learning, of arts, 
and of laws, their notions of honour, of gallantry, and of religion, their sense of freedom, impa
tience of peace and thirst of enterprise all contributed to form a people of military heroes. "(16) 

By comparison, the other main enemy of Rome, the Persians of the Sassanid Empire, "long since 
civilized and corrupted, were very far from possessing the martial independence and the intrepid 
hardiness, both of mind and body, which rendered the northern barbarians masters of the 
world. "(17) 

Gibbon held that climate had something to do with it, though he rejected more extreme views 
of the significance of this factor in history which had been developed since Montesquieu. "We may 
assert ... that the keen air of Germany formed the large and masculine limbs of the natives, who 
were, in general, of a more lofty stature than the people of the South, gave them a kind of strength 
better adapted to violent exertions than to patient labour, and inspired them with constitutional 
bravery, which is the result of nerves and spirits. "(18) In fact, he developed a trick of style when 
he needed periphrases for the names of the various peoples of northern Europe; the following is a 
by no means exhaustive list from the early volumes - "the fierce giants of the north ", "the bar
barians of the north ", "the hardy children of the north ", "the hostile tribes of the north ", "the 
shepherds of the north ", "the savages of the north ", "the martial swarms of barbarians that 

(13) II, 507, 8. 
(14) 1.126. 
(15) 1.218. 

(16) 1.226. 
(17) 1.205. 
(18) 1.210. 
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seemed to iss e from the north ".(19) The ring of the phrases clearly tends to create a sympathe
tic attitude towards the barbarians, particularly when we find them contrasted with the ' soft' 
inhabitants of the south. 

Yet it is in the chapter in which much of Tacitus' favourable account of the Germans is 
reproduced that we have a different view; not simply a defence of civilization as such, but a just 
appreciation of the real nature of barbarian life. The Germans "passed their lives in a state of 
ignorance and poverty which it has pleased some declaimers to dignify with the appellat1on of 
virtuous simplicity. "(20) There can be no doubt that among the ' declaimers' whom Gibbon is 
criticizing was Rousseau . The following passage from the Discours sur Les sciences et Les arts comes 
after an explanation of the fall of Graeco-Roman civilization as due to over-development, and 
contrasts the Germans "dont une plume, lasse de tracer les crimes et les noiceurs d 'un peuple 
instruit, opulent, et voluptueux, se soulageoit a peindre la simplicite, !'innocence, et les vertus. "(21 ) 

Gibbon has a reminiscence of this passage: "Whenever Tacitus indulges himself in those beautiful 
episodes in which he relates some domestic transaction _of the Germans or of the Parthians, his 
principal object is to relieve the attention of the reader from a uniform scene of vice and misery. " (22) 

He was not, however, convinced of the virtues of the savage state. We read, after a description of 
atrocities committed by German allies of Attila, "Such were those savage ancestors whose ima
ginary virtues have sometimes excited the praise and envy of civilized ages. "(23 ) Gibbon also 
shows in several passages a comprehension of the nature of warfare in the period of the declining 
empire, whic contrasts with the complacency with which he regarded violence against women 
and the sufferings of Christians. "War in its fairest form implies a perpetual violation of humanity 
and justice; and the hostilities of barbarians are inflamed by the fierce and lawless spirit which 
incessantly disturbs their peaceful and domestic society. "(24) Wnting in the period of the En
lightenment, when the wars of religion were being forgotten and before the French Revolution had 
inaugurated the still more destructive era of popular wars, he could contrast the limited conflicts of 
the mid-18th century with the position during the invasions of the Empire when "the happiness 
and security of each individual were personally attacked, and the arts and labours of ages were 
rudely defaced by the barbarians of Scythia and Germany. "(25 ) Gibbon writes in a similar vein 
of the pastoral economy of these peoples. The "sober historian " is forcibly awakened from a 
pleasing vision, and is compelled, with some reluctance, to confess that the "pastoral manners, 
which have been adorned with the fairest attributes of peace and innocence, are much better 
adapted to the fierce and cruel habits of a military life. "(26 ) 

But if these criticisms of the romantic view of the primitive represent Gibbon's more serious 
thought on the subject, there still remams the point that the savages, even if not "noble ", may still 
be militarily superior to civilized powers. Some of the passages already quoted show that Gibbon 
accepted a correlation between a simple way of life and military prowess. In others, he seems to 

(19) 1.58, 125, 211 , Il.499, III.4, 69, 330. 
(2°) 1.213. 
(21) Ch.18. 
(22) 1.189. 
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assent to the classical commonplace that civilization itself, or at any rate its abuse, had a deleterious 
effect on the Roman Empire. The thesis is that civilization made people soft and unwarlike and a 
prey to despots, with the result that they were unable or unwilling to face an emergency with 
courage and decision. Thus, the peasants of Illyria who so successfully resisted the Goths in the 
third century are compared with the "soft and wealthy provinces of Asia" who allowed the Goths 
to plunder at will;(27 ) the senatorial nobility of Rome were "luxurious and unwarlike", (28 ) the 
urban proletariate "an unwarlike populace enervated by luxury" . (29) Gibbon approved the 
judgment of Zosimus, who blamed Constantine for destroying military discipline by stationing 
legions in the wealthy Syrian cities, and referred to the "timid and luxurious inhabitants of a 
declining empire ", who were afraid to serve in the army. (3 0 ) 

Luxury was characteristic of the Orient and so was despotism: "the effeminate luxury of 
Oriental despotism " (31) was introduced into Rome by Elagabalus; in the late Empire, "the sim
plicity of Roman manners was insensibly corrupted by the stately affectation of the courts of 
Asia. "(32) Similarly the Persians were "long since civilized and corrupted "(33 ) and lacked the 
martial independence of the Germans . (But they were nevertheless still "barbarians" ; there was 
no need to deplore the destruction of their palaces by Julian since "a simple, naked statue, finished 
by the hand of a Grecian artist, is of more genuine value than all these rude and costly monuments 
of barbaric labour. " (34)) The same words, civilized and corrupted, are used of the Greeks of the 
Hellenistic and Roman periods.(35) We may also observe the decline of one time Noble Savages, 
though here the "South " rather than the "East " was to blame; before the death of Geiseric, the 
Vandals were "enervated by the luxury of the South " and within three generations of the conquest 
of Africa their "hardy virtue" was dissolved and they "became the most luxurious of mankind ". (26 ) 

A connexion between a wealthy civilization and despotic government - a commonplace, 
like the idea of the corrupting effects of material wealth, in a number of Gibbon's sources - was 
taken for granted by him; the phrase "effeminate luxury of Oriental despotism " is used more I han 
once, and in a passage already quoted "our designs and our possessions are the strongest fetters of 
despotism ". (37) What, however, were the results of despotic government ? The opening chapters of 
the Decline and Fall, with their favourable picture of the state of the empire in the second century 
A.D., can give the impression that Gibbon half approved of benevolent despotism. But it is a fact 
that his criticisms of the imperial system even at its best are formidable. His view of Augustus is 
notable; not merely were his constitutional arrangements ( "an ar tful system ") in reality "an 
absolute monarchy disguised by the forms of a commonwealth "; he was a crafty and subtle tyrant; 
he was cool, unfeeling, and hypocritical. (38) Furthermore, in the paragraph which immediately 
follows that containing his famous judgement of the period from Nerva to Marcus as being that 
in which the human race was most happy and prosperous, we are reminded that this felicity 

( 27) I,254. 
( 28) I,313. 
(29) III,24 I. 
(30) II,108,111. 
(31) I,141. 
(32) II,89. 

(33) I ,205. 
(34) II,426. 
(35) I,38. 
(36) III ,429, IV,220. 
(37) II ,2 18. 
(38) I,61-72. 
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depended upon the character of one individual: "the ideal restraints of the Senate and laws might 
serve to display the virtues, but could never correct the vices, of an emperor." An evil successor 
to a "good" emperor would find that "the corruption of Roman manners would always supply 
flatterers eager to applaud and ministers prepared to serve the fear or the avarice, the lust or the 
cruelty, of their masters. " In fact this had already happened; the age of the Antonines had been 
preceded by an age of iron under '~he dark unrelenting Tiberius, the furious Caligula, the feeble 
Claudius, the profligate Nero, the beastly Vitellius, and the timid inhuman Domitian ".(3 9) 

Despotism as well as luxury was responsible for the decline of traditional Roman virtues. 
Gibbon noted the successes of the military organization of the Empire "at a time when every 
other virtue was oppressed by luxury and despotism "; (40) but later "the discipline of the legions, 
which alone, after the extinction of every other virtue, had propped the greatness of the state, was 
corrupted by the ambition, or relaxed by the weakness of the emperors. " (41 ) Gibbon described 
how "virtue " was "extinguished " by despots in terms which anticipate Seeck's "Ausrottung der 
Besten " - "the timid policy of reducing whatever is eminent, of dreading every active power, and 
of expecting that the most feeble will prove the most obedient. " (42) The very success of the Em
pire in preserving peace had a similar effect: "long peace, and the uniform government of the 
Romans, introduced a slow and secret poison in the vitals of the Empire. The minds of men were 
gradually reduced to the same level, the fire of genius was extinguished, and even the military 
spirit evaporated. "(43) He concludes the thi1d introductory rhapter, not with praise for the 
situation under the "Five Good Emperors" from which the "Decline and Fall " began, but with 
a final criticism of the imperial system. The situation of the Romans was particularly hard under 
their despotic rulers, because their education was rooted in the conceptions of a free republic and 
because they were helpless in view of the all-embracing size of the Empire; "the world became 
a safe and dreary prison for (the emperor's) enemies ... to resist was fatal and it was impossible to 
fly"; and he ends with the words of Cicero to Marcellus, "wherever you are, remember that you 
are equally within the power of the conqueror. " (44) 

It was primarily fear that led despots to take measures which were detrimental to the empire 
as a whole. Gibbon criticized the separation of civil from military power, which "relaxed the 
vigour of the state while it secured the tranquillity of the monarch ", and the division of the army 
between palatini and limitanei, which "corrupted military discipline and prepared the ruin of the 
empire ".(45) Jovian, in order to establish his position as emperor after the death of Julian in 
battle against the Persians, made a disgraceful peace with the enemy instead of fighting his way 
out of a difficult position. How different was the behaviour in similar circumstances of Xeno
phon's Ten Thousand ! "Instead of tamely resigning themselves to the secret deliberations and the 
private views of a single person, the united councils of the Greeks were inspired by the generous 
enthusiasm of a popular assembly, where the mind of each citizen is filled with the love of glory, 
the pride of freedom, and the contempt of death. " (46) 

(39) 1,78,79. 
(40) I , 17. 
( 41 ) 1,189. 
(42) Il,110. 
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If the inhabitants of the empire had become soft and servile, it might seem logical for Gibbon, 
with his hostile attitude to ecclesiasticism, if not to Christianity itself, to anticipate the conclu
sions of 19th-century German rationalism and argue that they were thus an easy prey for "the 
religion of slaves " and that Christianity had accelerated the fall of the Roman Empire. In fact, 
however, the famous 14th and 15th chapters are no more than what they claim to be, an attempt 
to describe and account for the spread of Christianity in rational terms, and in his discussion of the 
motives which led people to adopt the new religion, Gibbon does not allege that it appealed to what 
he considered the degraded servility of the Later Empire. This is not to say that Gibbon did not 
attribute to Christianity a share of responsibility for the "Decline and Fall". In one way, monks 
at any rate were as bad as the invaders because of their destruction of pagan temples: "the ruin 
of the fairest structures of antiquity still displays the ravages of those barbarians who alone had 
time and inclination to execute such laborious destruction. " (47) More serious was the fact that 
Christianity "introduced new causes of tyranny and sedition", (48 ) and it is here that we find the 
new religion associated with the despotism Gibbon so deplored. The emperors began to insist on 
conformity with their chosen creed, and to distribute favours to ecclesiastical advisers ("the Ro
mans languished under the ignominious tyranny of eunuchs and bishops").(49) Public order and 
even loyalty were disturbed by conflicts between the Christian sects and between pagans and 
Christians ("the most implacable enemies of the Romans were in the bosom of their country").(50) 

In chapter 21 Gibbon writes in a caustic manner of the theological controversies of the fourth 
century, and his hostile judgment on almost every feature of Constantine's reign strengthens the 
impression that Christianity was not only a symptom of the decline of the empire, but also an 
aggravation of it. 

The themes of the Noble Savage and of the demoralizing effects of material civilization were, 
as has been said, commonplaces in the classical authors which Gibbon and many of his readers 
knew so well. Furthermore, in his own lifetime they were enjoying a notable revival; both in 
England and on the Continent there was a current of criticism of the "classical" outlook of the 
mid-eighteenth century, together with a superficial rejection of urban civilization and a romantic 
idealization of the virtues of the simple life. The work of Rousseau encouraged this attitude as did 
the frequent reports of the discovery of allegedly happy primitive societies in America and the 
Pacific. But the personality of Gibbon was not of a sort to be seriously influenced by such literary 
and social affectations; the man who "sighed as a lover but obeyed as a son" when ordered by his 
father to break off his engagement had little real sympathy with those who "glowed with the warm 
virtues of nature ". His criticism of the idealized picture of the early Germans is matched by his 
cool attitude to the "savages " of his own day. "The discoveries of ancient and modern navigators, 
and the domestic history or tradition of the most enlightened nations, represent the human savage 
naked both in mind and body, and destitute of laws, of arts, of ideas, and almost of language. "(51

) 

Elsewhere he writes, "If we contemplate a savage nation in any part of the globe, a supine in-

(47) III,129. 
( 48) II,311. 
(49) II ,32 4. 

(50) II,456. 
(51) IV,110. 
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dolence and a carelessness of futurity will be found to constitute their general character. "( 52) 

When Boswell spoke about primitives in the South Seas, Dr. J ohnson crushed him: "Sir, don' t 
cant in defence of savages. "( 53) Gibbon would have approved. 

Even if the reappearance of the theme at various points in the work was a literary device to 
add colouring to the narrative, it might seem that the criticism of R oman society for being the 
slave of material comforts and tamely acquiescent in despotic government is so strong that Gibbon 
evidently believed that the advantages which a civilized state ought to have over barbarians could 
be dissipated; but here too we find that Gibbon's realism made him explicitly reject, a t least in 
par t, what he had apparently accepted as a literary device. What had happened to the later 
Roman Empire was not an inevitable consequence of civilization. "In a civilized state, every 
faculty of man is expanded and exercised; and the great chain of mutual dependence connects and 
embraces the several members of society. The most numerous portion of it is employed in con
stant and useful labour. The select few, placed by fortune above that necessity, can, however, fill 
up their time by the pursuits of interest or glory, by the improvement of their estate or of their 
understanding, by the duties, the pleasures, and even the folli es of social life. "(54) Furthermore, 
civilized states were not necessarily inferior in fighting qualities to mar tial barbarians. Gibbon 
records a silly story from Zonaras, in which the Goths are said to have refrained from destroying 
the libraries of Athens on the ground that as long as the Greeks continued to devote their time to 
literature they would never be able to resist their a ttackers, and calls such reasoning ignorant 
and barbarous : "in the most polite and powerful nations, genius of every kind has displayed itself 
about the same period ; and the age of science has generally been the age of military virtue and 
success . "( 55) The height of op timism is reached in the well-known conclusion to chapter 38, where 
Gibbon seeks to show that the European civilization of his day was safe from the fate of the Roman 
Empire. H ere we find no doub ts at all about the worth of the civilization of Europe, including 
Russia, "whose various inhabitants have attained almost the same level of politeness and culti
vation ", and whose common enemies are "the savage nations of the globe ". O wing to the march 
of science, Europe was now safe from any future irruption of barbarians, since "before they can 
conquer they must cease to be barbarous ", that is, master the techniques required for modern 
methods of warfare; this would be accompanied by "an improvement in the arts of peace and Clvil 
policy ". ( 56) 

There were other reasons for optimism in the existence of factors which would prevent the rise, 
or inhibit the excesses, of despotic government. One of the worst features of the political system of 
the Roman empire was that there was no escape and its only competitors were barbarians; but 
the division of modern Europe into a number of independent states was productive of beneficial 
consequences to liberty; a modern tyrant, if one arose, would be restrained by "the examples of 
his equals, the dread of present censure, the advice of his allies, and the apprehension of his ene
mies". (57) England was particularly fortunate in its institutions; in the Roman Empire, the lack 

( 52) I, 215. 
(53) Life of J ohnson, Everyman ed ., II, 532. 
( 54) I,2 15. 
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of any fixed rule of imperial succession had played some part in bringing about the anarchy of the 
third century; Gibbon therefore defended hereditary monarchy against the "philosophic " 
ridicule to which it was being increasingly subjected. (58) Furthermore, "a martial nobility and 
stubborn commons possessed of arms, tenacious of property and collected into constitutional 
assemblies form the only balance capable of preserving a free constitution against the enterprises 
of an aspiring prince. " (5 9) This descrip tion could be loosely applied to the constitutional situation 
in England since 1688, and we may recall that Gibbon entered Parliament as a Whig and retained 
his Whiggish outlook in spite of his acceptance of a place from Lord North. 

One reason for the immediate success of the Decline and Fall was that its political implications 
appealed at once to the instincts of its English readers and to many on the Continent who admired 
the liberties which existed in England. Even the passages critical of Christianity, though they 
inevitably attracted the attacks of the strictly orthodox, were acceptable to a broad section of 
readers; many of them were concerned with the theological controversies of monks and eccle
siastics and with other aspects of the early church which could be considered peculiarly "Romish " 
and to that extent disagreeable to bishop-baiting Whigs and their radical successors. The story 
of the Roman decline was "simple and obvious" to others besides Gibbon; whatever common
sense might say about the Noble Savage, the vices of despotism were easily comprehended; the 
Roman Empire seemed to lack all the political and social virtues on which most of the thinkers of 
the 18th and 19th centuries congratulated themselves and to display all the abuses of government 
against which they were waging an apparently successful struggle. The whole tenor of Gibbon's 
narrative pointed the debilitating effects of the lack of political liberty and the inherent weakness 
of a cruel, corrupt, superstitious and greedy despotism. The implicit or explicit approval of 
liberal and humanitarian policies was approved by Gibbon's readers who will in the majority of 
cases have sought for no other "cause" of the fall of the Roman Empire than their absence from it. 

(58) I,163f. (59) I,59. 

B. H. WARMINGTON 
University of Bristol 
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HORACE, Epode I. 7-10 AND THE SUPERFLUOUS 

INTERROGATIVE ENCLITIC 

utrumne iussi persequemur otium, 
non duke, ni tecum simul, 

an hunc laborem, mente laturi decet 
qua ferre non mollis viros ? 

Engaged as I am in the task of preparing a commentary on the Epodes, I have frequently 
consulted with profit A New Latin Syntax by Professor E. C. Woodcock. On this passage however 
my trusted guide shed no light, or - to be more exact - very little, since he does observe on page 
128 that "-ne may be used as well as or instead of utrum " and cites appositely the question utrum tu 
masne anfemina es? (Plaut. Rud. 104). But utrumne and similar formations (e.g. uterne and quantane) 
are not to be found in the Latin Index. Gildersleeve and Lodge's Latin Grammar is more helpful. 
I quote Note 1 of section 458: " Utrumne - an is found once in Cicero (/nu., I. 31.51), not in 
Caesar or Livy, occasionally elsewhere (H., Epod., I, 7); utrum - ne - an is more common. " 

If we look up the Ciceronian passage we shall find within a few lines utrum illudne an tuum malis? 
and utrumne tuum malis an illius? Between these two is sandwiched a more common type of Direct 
Disjunctive C~uestion tuumne an illius malis? 

The Horatian examples of the unnecessary enclitic -ne are worth referring to: 

(a) utrumne with an: 
( 1) Sat. 11.3. 250-4. 
(2) Sat. 11.6.73-4 (utrumne / diuitiis homines an sint uirtute beati). 

(b) uterne: Sat. 11.2.107-8 (uterne / ad casus dubios jidet sibi certius?). 
(c) Sat. H.3. 316-7 (illa rogare / quantane?). This example comes from the attractive fable 

of the mother frog whose young, all but one, were crushed by a calf's hoof. 

It may be significant that the intrusive -ne is not to be found in the more polished Odes and 
Epistles. 

After the Augustan Age utrumne appears from time to time, mostly in the poets. In Senecan 
tragedy we find it at Herc. Fur. 618-20, Oedipus 309-1 3, ibid. 1036-7, Thyestes 1032-3, Agamemnon 
579 and Herc. Oet. 1254-5. Martial has three examples; 111.20.2-5 (this epigram perhaps creates 
a record for disjunctive questions!), Vll.7.10 and Xll.65.4-6. See also Tacitus, Dialogus 35.2, 
37.4 and Ausonius XVIII.12.44-5. 

Before leaving the expression of questions in Latin, let us look again at A New Latin Syntax. 
On p. 129, section 171, examples are given of immo in its usual meaning 'nay, on the contrary'. 
The paragraph continues: 

"Sometimes, however, immo is strongly corroborative: Cic. Att. 9, 7, 4. Causa igitur non bona 
est? immo optimal 'Then is not our cause a good one? -Nay, it is excellent. ' " 

This is surely a clear example of the regular use of immo. The question means ' Is our cause 
non-bona (i.e. mala) ? ' and non, as not infrequently, makes negative only the word which follows it. 

HERBERT H. HUXLEY 
60 University of Manchester 



ATHENS, DELPHI AND ELEUSIS IN THE LATE 420s 

In the preamble of the one year's Truce of spring 423 B.C. Athens was once more conceded 
free access to the Delphic sanctuary and oracle.(1 ) The Spartans and those allies who signed the 
truce then pledged themselves to cooperate with Athens in terminating certain unspecified abuses 
connected with Apollo's funds. The initiative in this seems clearly to have come from Athens.(2) 

Two years later the Peace ofNikias reaffirmed Delphic autonomy in the most categorical terms.( 3) 

Since we hear no more of the financial irregularities it would seem reasonable to conclude that 
they had since been remedied. Threats of fines or of exclusion from the sanctuary may have 
sufficed to compel the offending parties to make proper restitution. (4 ) Athens would then have 
won a minor diplomatic victory. Was this offset, however, by the ' autonomy clause ' of 421 B.C., 
which some have seen as a concession reluctantly wrung from Athens, earlier the champion of 
Phokian control of Delphi ?( 5) I do not think so. We must remember that Phokian gratitude had 
proved remarkably short-lived. By 431 B.C. they were already counted among Athens' enemies 
and, though Demosthenes hoped to win them back in 426 B.C., his alliance with the western 
Lokrians and disastrous failure in Aitolia spoiled all chances of success. They joined Eurylochos' 
campaign against Naupaktos in the late autumn and this intimidated most of the Lokrians, who 
now deserted Athens. (6) Despite this experience Demosthenes still continued to count on a pro
Athenian group in Phokis and in autumn 424 B.C. he planned to seize Siphai and Chaironeia in 
concert with them and a number of Boiotian exiles. Another Phokian promptly wrecked this 
enterprise by informing Sparta, who duly forewarned Thebes. Demosthenes' consequent with
drawal from the area contributed to the disastrous failure of the other half of the Athenian master
plan at Delion. (7) By now Athens had good reason for repudiating the Phokian connection and 
reconsidering policy towards Delphi. 

Since Athens' grudging recognition of its autonomy in the treaty of 445 B.C. Delphi had 
steadily become more and more pro-Spartan. In 434/3 B.C. Apollo crushed Athens' claim to be 
the mother-city of Thourioi by asserting that he was himself the oikistes. After this victory of the 
Peloponnesian party in the colony Athenian influence progressively waned. ( 8) In 432 / 1 B.C. 
Delphi was encouraging those Peloponnesians who pressed for war with Athens by firm assurances 

(1) Thuc. 4,118.1-2. The Boiotians and Phokians did not 
sign the truce and access must have depended on their 
goodwill. This slightly precarious arrangement remained 
even after the Peace of Nikias: see Aristophanes Birds 188 
(414 B.C.). 

(2) See Gomme's commentary on I 18.3 in his Thucydides 

iii, 598. 
(3) Thuc. 5,18.2; TO o' leeclv uai TOV vewv TOV lv LleJ.

cpoir; Tov 'An6J.J.wvo r; uai LleJ.cpovr; ml.ov6µovr; clvai 
uai av.o.eJ.eir; uai avTootuovr; uai aih:ciiv uai Tijr; 
yijr; Tij r; eaVTWV UUTa Ta ncfreta, 

(4) Gomme doubts this (op. cit. iii, 598), but without good 

reason. For the methods available see Thuc. 5,49 (Elis 
bars Sparta from Olympia); JG ii2 1126 (Syll. 3 145), 3-22 
(Amphiktyonic law copied at Athens in 380/79 B.C. ); 
Aischines iii,122 (action against Amphissa, 339/8 B.C. ). 

( 5) See for example Gomme, op. cit. iii,667. 
(6) Thuc. 2,9.3; 3,95 and 101-102.1. 
(7) See Thuc. 4,76 and 89-91 with Gomme's comments 

(iii,558-60). 
(8) Diod.12,35. On the period c.450 to 431 B.C. see the 

useful remarks by H . W. Parke and D. E. W. Wormell in 
The Delphic Oracle (1946) i,185-7. On Thourioi after c.435 
B.C. see Ehrenberg, AJPh.69 (1948), pp. 165-70. 
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of Apollo's active alliance. When later the plague struck Athens in wartime and spared her ene
mies men readily saw this as the fulfillment of the god's promise. ( 9) In summer 426 B.C. Delphi 
sponsored the Spartan colony of Herakleia Trachinia - a project which Athenians saw at the time 
as a deadly threat - and soon after was the base for Eurylochos' campaign against Naupaktos.(10) 

All in all Delphic hostility had cost Athens heavily. There was wisdom in trying to placate Apollo's 
priesthood and if the price was explicit rejection of the Phokian claim few Athenians after 424 B.C., 
I think, would have considered it too high. It now suited Athens to stress the international cha
racter of the Delphic sanctuary and secure the widest agreement possible that the town should be 
no one's base of operations, the oracle the servant of no one state's policy and the treasury free 
from all danger of becoming the war-chest of one side in a conflict between Greeks. (11) The 
Athenians could appeal to the role traditionally played by Alkmaion in the war by which Delphic 
autonomy was first established in the 590s. (12) Another champion then had been Kleisthenes of 
Sikyon, whose daughter married into Alkmaion's family in the next generation. The son of this 
marriage strengthened Athens' claims on Delphic gratitude by rebuilding Apollo's temple on the 
most lavish scale in the decade 520-10 B.C. In return the Pythia by tireless exhortation finally 
persuaded King Kleomenes to expel the Peisistratid dynasty from Athens and let the Alkmaioni
dai return. (1:1) Athens' support for Phokian control of Delphi in the mid fifth century could be 
excused by the Delphic priesthood's lamentable record of medism in the Persian Wars and dis
counted as a. temporary aberration from the norm. (14 ) 

Such reasoning may well have commended Athens' cause at Delphi. Certainly there is good 
evidence that Athens made prompt use of the renewed right of access. We know that Hyperbolas 
was appointed hieromnemon about this time and that surely implies Athenian participation in the 
Amphiktyonic meetings. (15) It is likely enough also that even after the lapse of the one year's truce 
Athens was admitted to Delphi at least for the Pythian Games of summer 432 B.C. (16) Moreover 
Chairephon's famous private consultation of the oracle can most plausibly be dated in this period, 

(9) See Parke and Wormell op. cit. 188f. on Thuc. 1,118.3 
and 2,54.4. 

(10) Thuc. 3,92-93 and 100-101.1. On this see Parke and 
Wormell op. cit. 191 f. 

(11) Parke and Wormell also recognise a rapprochement 
between Athens and Delphi c.423 B.C., stressing Delphi's 
clear interest in romoting an end to the war (p. 196 f. ). 
I differ from them only in their suggestion (p. I 9 If.) that in 
426 B.C. anyway the idea of using Delphic funds as a war
chest (Thuc. 1,127.3 and 143.1 ) may have been carried out. 
With Gomme (iii ,598) I would dissociate from this question 
the financial irregularities denounced in 423 B.C. 

(12) See Aisch. iii, I 07 ff.; Plut. Solon 11. 
(13) Schol. on Pindar Nern. 9,23 (Kleisthenes); Her. 6, 

125-131 and 5,62-65 . On the temple contract see Parke 
and Wormell, op. cit. 143-8. Archaeological evidence 
suggests that the building was completed in the next decade, 
still under Alkmaionid management. 
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( 14) For Delphic medism see Parke and Wormell, op. cit. 
14lf. and 160-2, 165-76. Was ' the slur of Medism for
gotten' (p. 176) quite so quickly as they think? Athens and 
Phokis had suffered most of all the Greeks from the Per
sians. The real motives, of course, active around 450 B.C. 
were Phokian impatience with Delphi's anomalous auto
nomy and Athens' desire to gain influence with the oracle. 

(15) Clouds 623 ff. For the Pylaia see RE xxiii, col. 2089 f. 
For a later period (c.407 /6 B.C. ?) note Aristophanes frg. 
322 (K ), on which see Edmonds Frg. Gk. Com. i, 661 and 
666 f.: 

ciyafJa µ eyd.}.a 1:fi n6}.ei 

ijxt:tv <pieov-r:d.c; <paai 1:ovc; Jlv}.ay6eac; 

< ano 1:fjc; Jlv}.aiac; > xai 1:0V leeoµv~µova. 
(16) Gomme (iii,629) believes that the truce was followed 

by another that ran until after the games, when Kleon sailed 
for Thrace. 
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when he was becoming a favourite butt of the comic poets for his frenzied devotion to Sokrates.(17) 

If we cannot point with assurance to any public consultation this may simply be due to the defi
ciencies of our evidence - or of our understanding of what we have. In fact Apollo's help does 
appear to have been sought on at least three occasions, but only two of the relevant inscriptions 
seem to have ever been seriously considered in this particular context. 

I would like to begin by examining Philoxenos' decree concerning the cult of Apollo Pythias. 
The relief carved over it shows the Delphic omphalos and eagles between Apollo and a female figure 
pouring a libation.(18 ) Oliver's restoration of the broken first clause must be substantially correct: 
l"Ol ['AnoAAOVl 0vaat,en] su5e avsi'Asv eav.ov exasysd[v TOV aya0ov 'A0svafo]tc;- - . (1 9) Apollo was later 
regarded as the nal"(!to c; e~'Y/Y'Y/•'Y/£; of Athens, as is clear from Plato Republic iv, 427 c and a clause 
in an Attic decree of c.200 B.C. The first passage recalls Philoxenos' decree by linking Apollo's 
role as exegetes with Delphi's position 'at the centre of the world'; the second possibly echoes 
Philoxenos' very words. (20) For dating the Apollo decree the only real help is the name of its 
proposer. I have no hesitation in following Bannier and identifying him with the effeminate 
son of Eruxis, whom the comic poets regularly ridiculed from c.423 B.C. (21) In Eupolis' Cities 
(March 422 B.C. ?) someone - perhaps, Edmonds suggests, the prophet Hierokles - produces 
an oracular response alluding unmistakeably to this man: 

eanv n c; 0fJAsta cptM~svoc; ex L'I toµslwv. 

This would be particularly topical and appropriate if Philoxenos had recently proposed his 
honours for Delphic Apollo - inspired as they were by an oracular utterance favourab le to the 
Athenian community as a whole. If the speaker really is Hierokles there may indeed be an addi
tional comic point, as we shall presently see. 

I must now turn to the Prytaneion Decree and to one of its most keenly disputed clauses. The 
remains are tantalisingly incomplete and involve a major crux (lines 7-10): [x]ai e[t nvsc; - -
- - 16 - - ]v nae a 'A0sva£ov xa.a .a [ o]sooµ [ eva - - - - 17 - - - - ]v ho 'An6,Uov 
avheA[ e]~ ex[ a] syoµs[ voe; l"Cl nal"(!ta tvat l"O'Vl"Ot]c; afre<TtV - - - . (23 ) Should we take exasyo-

(17) For the enquiry see Plato Apo/. 21 a and Parke and 
Wormell , op cit. 402-4. They make unnecessary difficul ty 
for themselves by dating it before 431 B.C. Was Sokrates, 
they ask, already sufficiently famous? Chairephon's disci
pleship can be traced back only to 429 B.C. (Plato Charmides 
153b: seen. 65 for its dramatic date). For the comic poets 
see Clouds 144-168; Wasps 1408 and 1412 ; Eupolis frg. 165 
(Flatterers, 422/ 1 B.C. ). 

(18) JG i' 77; SEC x 63 and xii 25 (bibliography without 
text: decree dated c.430 B.C. ). 

(19) AJPh. 75 (1954), 166-9 and SEC xiii 6. 

(20) .. . OVOE X(!'Y}<J6µc0a e/;'YJY'YJ•fi ci.V,' 7) -r:cp na-r:e{qi· 
oifro, yae 017nov 6 0so, m,ei -r:a -r:oiaifra nii.111v dv0ew
not, nd-r:ew, el;17y'Y},TJs ev µiaq> -r:ij, yij, eni -r:ov dµ 
qia.J.ov r.a017µsvo, e/;'Y}yci-r:at (Plato) ; ... vndexst oe 
i.:al 6 Ilv0to, &iv -r:oi, 'A0'Y}valot, na-r:ew10, ,mi e/;'Y}
Y'Y/•'Y/s -r:wv dya0wv (Ath . Mitt. 1941 , 184 line 8£.). On 

these see the good comments by O liver (Loe .cit.) and Me
ritt (AJPh.84 (1963), 419 f.) , who usefully adds Dem. De 
Cor. 141. 

(21) For Philoxenos see Clouds 686; Wasps Bl and 84; 
Athen. 6 b (a notorious glutton). For Bannier's view see 
Rhein. Mus.77 (1928), 284 f. 

(22) See Eupolis frg.235 in Edmonds i,396f. Hierokles is 
addressed as {30. -r:tau X(!'Y}<Jµwowv aval; in the same play 
(frg.212). Parke and Wormell suggest this dating for the 
decree (op . cit.197) and so too apparently does Oliver (op. 
cit.1 68) . In SEC i 4 it was actually dated 4 18 B.C. 

( 23) My text is a conservative version of Oliver's revision 
of JG i' 77, for which see op. cit. 172f. and SEC xiii 4. I have 
made two slight changes in line 10. M . Ostwald read 
dvhO.[c]t (AJPh.72 (1951 ), 38), but the~ seems reasonably 
assured by the combined authority of Wade-Gery and Dow 
(see H. Bloch, AJPh.74 (1953), 416). 
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µevo,; as a present participle singular agreeing with Apollo or a plural agreeing with the object of 
aveiAe, in the sense of 'while they expound '. (24 ) The second alternative is ambiguous and in
elegant, as Oliver rightly stressed, but more serious than this is the damning evidence of the Philo
xenos Decree. In that Apollo was honoured for declaring himself 'the ancestral expounder ' of 
Athenian religious law; here we seem inescapably faced with Apollo 'expounding ancestral law 
in his response '. Once this point is reached I think that we must make one further step and date 
the Prytaneion Decree after Philoxenos' measure - that is, either in 423 /2 or 422 /1 B.C. It has 
normally been put before the Archidamian War. (25) 

No cogent reason for this conventional dating has ever been advanced. Certainly Wade
Gery restored the proposer's name as Perikles, but there are many other possibilities, where the 
conscientious editor cannot venture in print beyond [ ... J~x[}.Je,;.(26) I suggest just three who 
would fit the 420s admirably. An Antikles proposed a rider to the decree for Apollophanes in 
427 /6 B.C., there is the general Charikles of 413 /2 B.C. and finally the secretary Archikles, who 
is known from two proxeny decrees passed on the same day. Elsewhere I have shown reason for 
dating these 422/1 B.C., so that Archikles would seem the strongest candidate.(27 ) 

In the Archidamian War the privilege of public maintenance in the Prytaneion had been 
extended beyond the traditional categories - the Eleusinian priests, the male descendants of 
Harmodios and Aristogeiton and the victors in the four great games. (28 ) Kleon was apparently 
the first to receive this reward for a military victory (Pylos), whereas Perikles had not received it 
even on the grounds of his statemanship and unrivalled record of public service. (29) Nor was this 
criterion admitted, it seems, in the fifth century. Demos could offer Kleon's privilege to the Sau
sage-seller only in the context of Aristophanic comedy where anything can happen. (30) The 
grant of maintenance enjoyed by Hierokles, oracle-monger and prophet, appears to have been 
won for services during the Archidamian War and the same may be true of the more reputable 
Lampon. (31) In Aristophanes' Peace Trygaios counters Hierokles ' obstruction with the threat that 
peace will come and may result in the loss of his cherished privilege (lines 1084 f. ) : 

ovnou /Jemv~aet ,; l!u -roii AOtnOV 'v llev-ravelrp, 
ovo' ini up neax0frn not~aet,; VGU(!O'V ovoev. 

(21) For nominative singular are Hiller in JG i• (quoting 
JG i' 78 in support) ; Ostwald (op. cit. 37-9); Oliver (op. cit. 
173 f. ). For accurntive plural are Wade-Gery, Brit. Sch. Ath. 
33 (1932/3), 126; J acoby, Atthis, 8; Bloch, op. cit. 417. 

( 25) The two decrees have been associated by most of the 
scholars quoted, but in SEG (x 40 and later) the Prytaneion 
Decree is put c.435 B.C. and Wade-Gery (BSA 33 (1932/3), 
134) wanted it dated in the early 430s. 

(26) Wade-Gery thought that there seemed to be traces 

of a letter like B , B or Jl in the first space (op.cit. 132 f. ), but 

did not press this, allowing several formal possibilities: 
Oliver added to r.hem, being sceptical of Perikles (op. cit. 

169f. ). 
(27) JG i' 59, 3; Thuc . 7,20; JG i' 144 + 155 + (A TL ii, 

D 23), 2 and JG ii' 15,2. On these last two see P.A.C.A. 
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7 (1964), 53 f. 
(28) See Ostwald, op. cit. 28-35 and 45 f. for these. 
(29) For Kleon see Knights 280-3, 39lf., 702, 709 and 766; 

for other generals wanting the same see 573-6; for Perikles 
see 284 and the scholia. 

(30) Note the preparation for this in the prophecy of line 
167 and Demos' exclamation in line 786: 

a.v0ewn s, ,lr; sl; µwv l~yovo r; sl ,wv 'Aeµootov -r:i r; 
i-xetvwv; 

Demades was probably the first politician to receive the 
honour (Deinarchos 1, IO I); Aischines (ii,80) complains 
that it does not come to ambassadors. 

(31) For Lampon see the scholia on Clouds 332 . Hierokles 
is found active as a chremwlogos in the Chalk.is Decree (IC 
i' 39=A TL ii , D 17, 64 ff. ). This must surely be dated 
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I think that Ostwald is right in assuming that there was talk of post-war reform aimed to cut down 
appreciably the number of recipients of free maintenance. (32) 

The Prytaneion Decree will have ended all such speculation. It seems to have preserved all 
existing grants, whilst carefully defining the eligible categories and insisting that these criteria be 
met in the future. Unfortunately the crucial clauses are rather badly damaged. In lines 7-10, 
which I have already quoted (p. 63), some scholars have divined two distinct classes and I suspect 
that they are right.( 33) But only the latter part concerns us here. This clause must surely cover 
the grants made to Lampon and Hierokles. Apollo's precise role remains uncertain. Was Delphi 
content to indicate that the god's gift of prophecy should be honoured by this public recognition, 
leaving the choice of individuals to the Athenian Assembly? Or did the god single out the two 
men himself? In Aristophanes' Hades seats in the Prytaneion were reserved for the supreme 
practitioners of every art (Frogs 761 -5) and Dionysos, as the divine expert on dramatic poetry, had 
to decide between the rival claims of Aischylos and Euripides. This may perhaps make it rather 
more likely that Apollo, the divine mantis, had played a similar role in the audience's memory. (34) 

Apollo's intervention anyway could well be identified with the occasion in 423 /2 B.C. when he 
declared himself ' ancestral expounder' for Athens. This was the period when Nikias' influence 
was at its height and his interest in prophecy hardly needs stressing.(35) I would add just one last 
point. Sokrates apparently felt that he had a special relationship with Apollo, not unlike that of 
the professional manteis. Precisely in 423 /2 B.C., as we have seen, the Delphic god had singled out 
Sokrates as the wisest of mankind in answer to Chairephon's enquiry. Surely then Plato's Sokrates 
must be thinking of Lampon and Hierokles when he proposes at his trial the reward of public 
maintenance in the Prytaneion. But, whether from prudence or eironeia, he prefers to justify his 
claim by weighing it against that of the victors at Olympia with pair and four-horse chariot. (26) 

Both in the decree of Philoxenos and the Prytaneion Decree we find Apollo Pythios recognised 
as the 0eo~ na-req'Jo~ of Ionian Athens. Delian Apollo, of course, had long played this role and his 
cult was common to the cities and islands traditionally colonised from Athens. (37 ) Early in 425 

424/3 B.C.: see my article in JHS 81 (1961), 124-32 and my 
new arguments in Ehrenberg Studies 66ff. Unlike Hierokles 
Lampon's reputation was made long before 431 B.C., but 
it is reasonable to assume that they were given this signal 
honour at the same time. 

(32) Op. cit. 43f. 
(33) See the texts of Ostwald and Jacoby and Bloch 

(SEG xii 17 and xiii 4). Grants to successful generals were 
perhaps covered later: note nee/ ·ro a-cea-c[- - - ] in 
line 19 . 

. (~4) In Plato's state (Laws •vi. 759 d-e) three exegetai were 
to be chosen oy the Pythia from a short-list submitted to her; 
perhaps this was the process used in the 420s. As can be 
seen, I agree with Ostwald (op. cit. 38-45) and Oliver (op. 
cit. 169-174) that JG i' 77,9 f. concerns manteis and not exege
tai (as Jacoby and Bloch believe); those appointed by 
Apollo enjoyed sitesis much later, but their very existence in 

the fifth century is uncertain. 
(35) Oliver (op. cit. 16) challenged the traditional reading 

0e6vov rn exaeJ.ev lv "COL ne[v-cavelo i] in JG i' 78,51. and 
he and F. Sokolowski have refused to restore it: see SEG 
xiii 6 and xxi 38. I therefore base no argument on it. 
For Nikias and the manteis see RE xvii col. 333 and schol. 
on Knights 1083 (Diopeithes Ntidov l-caieo,); Eupolis frg. 
211 - from the Cities - and Plut. Nicias 23 with 4 (Stil
bides). 

(36) See Plato, Phaedo 60 d and 84 e-85 b ; Phaedrus 20 c; 
Apology 21 a and 36 d (sitesis). The reputation of manteis 
and chresmologoi slumped after 413 B.C. (Thuc. 8,1.1) and 
seems still to have been low c.400 B.C., if we can trust Pla
to's Euthyphro (Euth.3 b-e). All their privileges probably 
went also. 

(37) See Her.l,146 f. (colonisation); Plato Euthydemos 
302 c and RE ii, col.63 (Apollo Patroos). 
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B.C. the Athenians purified Delos by removing all the graves and forbidding births or deaths 
there in the future; neighbouring Rheneia must be used instead. This was the prelude to the 
reestablishment of the four-yearly festival on a more ambitious and comprehensive scale - an 
obvious attempt to foster religious unity over a wide area of the Empire. Thucydides says that 
the purification was carried out xara xeifaµov ofJ uva, the particle surely conveying some doubt 
as to the oracle's authenticity or relevance. If it was a Delphic response it must have been an 
old one, now conveniently disinterred and interpreted by the chresmologoi.(38 ) In summer 422 B.C. 
Athens went further and expelled the whole population of Delos, under pretext of ritual impurity. 
But this evidently provoked some reaction at Delphi and two years later the then more chastened 
Athenians obeyed Apollo's oracular command to bring his people home. (39) About this very 
time Euripides' Ion made the equation between Apollo Pythios and Apollo Patroos quite explicit 
and shows how the story of Ion was being used in Athenian propaganda as a bond to keep the 
allies faithfully attached. (4 0) 

In the autumn of 4-25 B.C. all Athens' allies had been required to offer a cow and panoply 
at the Great Panathenaia. This obligation would be paid for the first time at the festival of sum
mer 422 B.C. (41) Now as that occasion approached Athens proceeded to exploit the mystique of 
the Eleusinian cult as another means of founding a deeper loyalty. Proposals were duly formulated 
by a special commission and passed through the Assembly in the course of 423/2 B.C., when the 
Panathenaia lay some months ahead. Hopes were still high at Athens that the one year's truce 
might lead to a lasting settlement. (42) Delphic Apollo played his part by calling on the Athenians 
and other Greeks to send first fruits of wheat and barley to Eleusis according to 'ancestral custom'. 
The allies were obliged to conform, other Greeks would be invited by whatever means lay open 
to follow Apollo's lead. (43 ) 

The prophet Lampon is found proposing a very puzzling rider to this decree. One of his 
aims was to regularise conditions in the area known as the Pelargikon. The archon basileus must 
delimit the sanctuaries within it and for the future no new altars were to be estabfohed without 
express official authorisation. Stone was not to be quarried there nor were earth or stone to be 
removed. (44 ) A Delphic oracle had once declared that the Pelargikon was best left unoccupied. 
This had been neglected in overcrowded war-time Athens and many saw the plague as Apollo's 
punishment for disobedience.(45) Already in 425 B.C., according to Ephoros, Athens had tried 

(38) Thuc.3, 104. On the 1517 see Gomme ii ,414, who 
recognises the irony. 

(39) Thuc.5,1 and 32. 1; Parke and Wormell op. cit. 194. 
(40) See L . Parmentier and H. Gregoire Euripide iii 

(1959), 159-68 for an excellent discussion of the da te 
(418 B.C. ?) and significance of the Ion. J . Barron (]HS 
84 (1964), 48) also stresses this well , but prefers a dating 
4 12-408 B.C. I t was surely too late then for any such appeal. 

(41 ) See JG i' 63+ (A TL ii A9), 54-8. Barron states its 
significance clearly, linking it with the Delian festival (op. 
cit. 47). 
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(42) JG i2 76; Thuc.4, 11 7. 1 and 118.6 with 13f., 119.3. 
I accept Ziehen's date for JG i' 76 (Leges graec. sacrae ii, 1 
n . 4), which Dittenberger followed in Syll.3 83. See further 
my Appendix. 

(43) JG i' 76,5-37. xm:d Ta :nO.T(!ta xal dv µavulav 
iy LI dtpov recurs three times (lines 4f. ; 25f. and 34). As 
Parke and Wormell remark (op. cit. ii p. 72 no. 164), we 
must assume a recent renewal of old arrangements (see 
Isoc. 4.3 1). 

(44) JG i' 76,54-9; Lucian Pisc. 47 ; Pollux 8,101. 

(45) Thuc. 2,17,1-2. See Gomme's comments (ii,64 f.). 
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to placate this anger of the god by purifying Delos and in 422 B.C., as we have seen, they went 
further and expelled the Delians, feeling that they had not yet done enough. (46) The restoration 
of the sacral nature of the Pelargikon was another obviously required act of atonement and yet 
one hardly possible before this year. (47) 

What is less obvious is the connection between this clause and the main decree. Had Apollo's 
oracle about the firstfruits suggested that the Pelargikon required attention too ? In that case one 
would have expected Lampon to mention the oracle in recommending his measure. (48) I think 
that it may be possible to make a little progress by investigating the location of the Pelargikon. 
It lay under the Acropolis on the north-west slope and its boundaries can be roughly defined by 
the Panathenaic Way on the north-west, the Anakeion on the east and the cave of Pan and the 
' long cliffs' on the west. This last area indeed may well have lain within the Pelargikon and its 
caves could be the 'nests and crannies' in which Athenian refugees were still camping as late as 
spring 424 B.C.(49) In another cave near Pan's we know that Apollo was worshipped in R oman 
times and Philostratos apparently refers to it c. A.D. 200 as 1:0 Ilv0wv. (50) We cannot prove that 
the cult here is genuinely ancient, but Euripides' Ion locates the fateful meeting of Apollo and 
Kreousa in Pan's cave and line 285 is particularly important for my present purpose, since it 
testifies to the early Apolline associations of the 'long cliffs ' : 

uµfj. acpc Ilv0wr; aa1:eanat u Ilv0tal. 

The Delphic lightning is ' the lightning through Harma ', which already in the fifth centu~y was 
the signal for Athens to despatch a 'Pythais' to Delphi - an event that occurred at long and 
unpredictable intervals.( 51 ) Our detailed evidence for this sacred pilgrimage unfortunately comes 
from a very much later date, but should not be judged irrelevant on that count alone. From the 
celebration of 128/7 B.C. stems the famous Delphic Paian of Limenios. H e describes how Apollo 

(46) Diod.12,58.6-7 ; Thuc.5,1 (ieai aµa f ).).im:, arplatv 
elvat wiiw) . 

(47) Note Aristophanes' evidence (K11ights 792 f.) for 
overcrowding still in 424 B.C. Only in that summer did the 
Athenians k11ow that Attika was safe from further invasion 
(see Thuc.4,41.1: the Pylos ' hostages'). The countryfolk 
could begin to return to their farms and wait for peace -
the situation, it seems, at the heart of Aristophanes' Farmers. 
See Edmonds i,598-603 for the fragments and date (424 
B.C. ?). From now on prayers for bountiful harvests 

(IC i' 76,44-6) cease to be mockery. 
(48) A point well urged by Guarducci (op. cit. 293f.). 
(49) Good discussions of the topographical problem can 

be found in J . Fraser, Pausanias ii ,357 f.; Gomme ii,63-5 ; 
A. W. Parsons, Hesp. 12 (1943), 191 f. and 264-6 (ancient 
sources on Klepsydra). For a map of the Acropol is see 
Gross. Hist. We/tat/as i (1954), 22 - the Anakeion lay north 
of and below the Aglaureion - and for the northern ap
proaches R. E. Wycherley, The Athe11ia11 Agora iii (Testi-

monia), Pis. I and II. For the Anakeion's site ibid p . 61· 
Thuc. 2, 17.1-3 (Pelargikon-homes in the :nveyot ) can be 
profitably compared with Aristophanes Knights 792f: 
ieai :mi>, av rptAei, , 8, roiiwv oewv olieoiivr' iv rai, 

rpu5dievaun 
ieai y V :7l a (! L O t s ieai :7l V (! y t O L O t s fro, oy

OOOV ovie €Aealee1, ; 
(50) See IC ii' 289 1-293 1 and Wycherley, op. cit. 179 for 

additions from the Agora Excavations; Phil. Vita Soph.2,1.7 . 
(51) For orav dar:ealJ!n otdllviev6, inan unknown comedy 

see Edmonds i,968 f. (frg.49), who thinks of Perikles (c.f. 
Ach.530 f.) and quotes the relevant sources for Harma. 
Against the scepticism of Ziegler (RE xxiv coll. 554-8) and 
Gomme (ii,55-8) we can probably now se t, with Meritt 
(Hesp.26 (1957),79), the late sixth century dedication to 
Apollo built into the H ellenistic parapet of Klepsydra -
just under the ' long cliffs'. It was not likely to have been 
moved far, being very bulky. 
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left Delos and came to the craggy, echoing north slopes of the Acropolis, visiting first Attica which 
first gave corn to mankind ( 11 f.): 

7,'0U AlnW'V Kvv0tav vijaov l[ns,Ba 0eok 
new[ io]"aenov "Awav 'A i0ti5' lni ya11[ 6rpq, newvi] Teiiwvtbor;. 

Can we project back safely into the fifth century this intimate connection of Pythian Apollo with 
both the Pelargikon and the concept of Eleusinian firstfruits ?(52) 

We must clearly allow for the possibility that this was a comparatively recent development. 
In the fourth century the links between Pythian Apollo and Eleusis were certainly closer than before 
and this trend may have continued. Around 360 B.C. we find Apollo's oracle supporting with its 
authority the proclamation of the sacred Eleusinian truce. (53) In the late 360s Athens quarrelled 
with Megara over the cultivation of the ' sacred orgas' on the Attic /Megarian border. The dis
puted land was finally delimited in 350 /49 B.C. after a military demonstration in the Megarid 
and, on the advice of Apollo, was left idle instead of being leased-out to provide funds for the con
struction of a new Prostoon to the Telesterion. (54 ) But even if we discount the evidence from the 
later celebrations of the Pythias as simply showing a further stage in the entente between Delphi 
and Eleusis, there remain a few significant clues from the fifth century. Ephoros connected serious 
crop-failure with one onset of the plague and, though Gomme doubts his story, it may receive 
some confirmation from Sophokles' linking of the same two phenomena in the Oedipus Tyrannus. 
Perhaps then the Eleusinian deities also needed placating on this score, so that this could be the 
main motive behind the firstfruits decree itself. (55) At the very least the Pelargikon, lying just off 
the Panathenaic Way between the Eleusinion and the Propylaia, either bordered or included the 
' long cliffs' which Delphic Apollo honoured and so might seem of natural interest both to him and 
to Eleusis, the sponsoring powers behind JG i2 76. This consideration suggests one possible minor 
motive for action at this precise moment of time. In summer 422 B.C. the great allied and Athe
nian procession would be accompanying the new robe from the Agora past the Pelargikon to the 
Acropolis and Athens' honour required that crowds of strangers should not witness ugly disorder 
and neglect of heaven on the way. (56) 

Lampon's rider then is relevant and peculiarly appropriate to the period before the Peace 
of Nikias. (57) The Firstfruits Decree forms an impressive part of the reconciliation between Athens 

(52) For the P ythias see RE xxiv, coll. 552-8 and Parsons, 
op. cit. 235-8. For Limenios see Syll.3 698,20 and J. U . 
Powell , Collect . Alex. (1925), 149f. Sy ll.3 711 D, 40 (106/5 
B.C.) links dnar.xat with Pythian Apollo in some way. 

(53 ) See B. D. Meritt, Hesp. 26 (1957), 52f. no. 9,9f. ; 
SEG xvi 50. 

( 54) See Sy ll.3 204 (JG ii' 204) with Dittenberger's useful 
notes; G. Mylonas Eleusis (1961), 131-5. In 353/2 B.C. 
Athens had regulated the fir&tfruits afresh (IC ii' I 40; Sy ll.3 

200), perhaps again on Apollo's prompting: F. Sokolowski 
restores [,m't'a 't' 'YJV µav?" ] s lav in line 28 f. (Lois sacries des 
cites grecques Suppl. (1962),34-6). 

(55) See Diod.12,58.3-5; Gemme ii,148f.; Sophokles 0 . T. 
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22-9, 168-1 77. According to the 'Suda' (s.v. el(!EGL<hvri) 
and Harpokration (s.v. ~ Aflae11;), who draw on Lykourgos, 
Apollo first instructed the Greeks to send aparchai to Athens 
after a plague. If we could be sure that J..o,µofi (and not 
J.. tµov) is the correct reading this would be most significant. 

(56) See Philostratos' description of the route of the Pana
thenaic ship from the Agora to the Acropolis in the mid 
second century A.D. (Vita soph.2, 1.7). For the ' Panathe
naic Decree' see p . 66 and n.41. 

. (
57

) M . Guarducci (Riv. Fil.39 (1961), 292f.) has justly 
pointed out that the Pelargikon abuses could not be left 
unreme1ied until 416/5 B.C. ; but d spite this Meritt still 
maintains his dating (Class. World · 56 (1962/3), 39-41). 
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and Delphi. I now want to try to demonstrate its relevance for the history of the Eleusinian sanc
tuary and in particular for the dating of the ' Periclean ' Telesterion. Elsewhere, reverting to 
Noack's view, I have suggested the years 430 to 424 B.C. as the period of its construction. (58) 

Meritt and Wade-Gery have answered me and put the inception of work back to c.445 B.C. The 
basic evidence is the decree appointing Eleusinian epistatai (SEG x 24), which I dated 432 /1 B.C. 
and they would put fifteen years earlier. (59) Despite the skill with which they deploy a number of 
other arguments, their whole case really rests on their interpretation of the imperfect tense in 
SEG x 24, 13. They recognise frankly and surely correctly (p. 112 f.) that the temple and statue 
referred to at this point must be the Parthenon and the Parthenos. This at once involves them, as 
earlier Kourouniotes, in an acute difficulty with line 12 f. and biea-rch:ovv.(60 ) Invoking Gilder
sleeve's ' Imperfect of Points Assumed ' and quoting Plato Laws 867 d as a parallel they paraphrase 
the key clause 'as those at Athens were to have charge ( as we have seen) of temple and statue ' . They 
confess (p. 114) that this would be a rare and probably colloquial usage - perhaps to be ex
plained by the liability of amendments to informal, rough drafting. They cannot, of course, 
deny that the normal and unobjectionable imperfect usage remains uncomfortably open. The 
consequence of opting for that is that SEG x 24, despite its three-barred sigma, can really only be 
dated 432 /1 B.C., since the Parthenon Commission did not go out of office until the previous year. 

A number of other factors support this dating. In 1945 Meritt published two fragments of a 
decree relating to the Eleusinion in Athens and dated it 434/3 B.C. (61) I am now fairly well con
vinced that this is the Athenian copy of the epistatai decree and that the Eleusis text fits in between 
the two fragments of SEG x 44 without any actual overlap.(62) Now SEG x 44 was inscribed by 
the same hand as JG i2.54, which Meritt and Wade-Gery still date c.437 /6 B.C., and indeed they 
are so close that it seems worthwhile to see whether a more precise dating can be established for 
the latter. I would certainly be hes_itant about putting them five years apart. (63) The key lines of 
JG i2 54 are 13-16, for which I now propose the following restoration: 

stoich. 56 
[- - - - snaiveaai M xai lleeixXei xai llae] 

ClAOl xai X aav0lnn oi xai -roi~ vi[ai TOl(; KA.evlo · avaAOV M, -ra xeeµaw] 
h6aa E(; TOV <pO(J,OV -rov 'A0evalov U A[e-rai, sneioav he 0eo(; EX(; av-rov Aaµ] 
{Javei -ra voµi C 6µeva. 

I am not very happy about line 14 and wonder whether the decree should not be restored with a 
slightly increased line-length; but I have no positive suggestion to make. The important point, I 

(58) H ist.10 (1961), 171-3; Noack, Eleusis (1927), 143 f. 
and 198 f. 

(59) JHS 83 (1963), 111-4. 
(60) See 'EJ..eva1vta)(d i (1932), 188f. (443/2 B.C. ?). 

Apart from three-barred sigma and an occasional sloping 
nu SEC x 24 has reasonably developed Attic lettering. 

(61) Hesp.14 (1945), 87-93 ; SEC x 44. The fragments were 

found near what is now certainly kn.own IQ b~ the site of the 
Eleusinion. For the revealing clause (line 2 f.) [- - h6nor;; 
av ho(!ta0st? )(a]l 0V(!00e1 •O [- - - -] see n.76. 

(62) Meritt repor ted that the two fragments could not 
be put less than four lines apart (op. cit. 87 and 93). 

(63) See Meritt, op. cit. 9 1[.; Meritt and Wade-Gery, pp . . 
cit. 105 n.35. 
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think, is the almost certain mention of Perikles' wards as well as his two sons. (64 ) Plato introduces 
all four as subsidiary characters in his Protagoras, the dramatic date of which can be fixed as 432 / 1 
B.C. by comparison with the Charmides. (65 ) At this time, according to a dubious anecdote in Dio
doros xii 38,3-4, Perikles being threatened with a storm of criticism over his vast expenditure of 
public money was advised by Alkibiades on the way of escape . Beyond this must lie some evidence 
that Alkibiades was coming into public notice just then. (66) ow according to the accepted res
toration of IC i2 54, 13 f., which can hardly be far wrong, Perikles with his sons and wards had 
offered to shoulder the cost of some new project of public works. The Assembly had evidently been 
worried about the expense - as is clear from one telling phrase in the first amendment - and 
this mood of retrenchment would admirably suit the short period between the end of the lavish 
Acropolis schemes and the outbreak of war. (67) 

What was the project for which Perikles' family had offered to pay? Unluckily we have only 
the very end of the Council's probouleuma and that is miserably broken. Meritt and Wade-Gery 
tentatively sugges ted (p . 109) that it concerned the Panathenaic approach to the Acropolis and 
that the first amendment envisaged a general overhaul of the city's water-supply. (68 ) The Agora 
excavations, however, rather bear against them. The South-West Fountain House and the 
related aqueduct are clearly too late to be connected with this decree. (69) I would prefer to return 
to the older view of line 17 and read something like hono r, av esoa[ w Ol oxs.oi we, xaAAlaW xai 
xa0ae6ww -- - - ]. That the main project involved subsidiary problems of water-supply is 
a fair assumption from re c;, ciyoyic; in line 5.(70) What Periclean building-scheme will meet the 
requirements ? With some hesitation I would like to suggest the Lykeion, the combined park, 
gymnasium and exercise-ground which Philochoros attributes to Perikles. As Kirnon earlier in 
the Academy and Lykourgos later in the Lykeion, Perikles will surely have planted trees and 

(6!1) Commenting (by letter) on my restoration in Hist. JO 
(1961), 164 n. 73 M eritt admitted the possibility of IO. evlo, 
but rightly insisted that I should not have omitted -i:oi:c;. 

(65) See Prot.3 14 e-31 5 a, 3 I 6a. Perikles' sons do not 
speak, but Alkibiades makes two effective interventions 
(336 b-e; 347 f. ) : K.leinias, not present, is mentioned in 
320 a in an anecdote a bout Perikles' guardiansh ip. Char
mides is another silent member of the group in K allias' 
house (3 15 a ) . Sokrates returns (Charm. 153 a -1 54 b) from 
a long absence at Poteidaia to find the boy he remembered 
turned into a remarkably handsome young man. The 

recent ba ttle in the north must be tha t near Spa rtolos in 
early summer 429 B.C. (Thuc.2, 79). Sokra tes and Alkibiades 
spent at least a summer and winter together in Chalkidike 
(Symp. 2 19 e - 220 e), so that the latest date for their de
p ar ture from Athens is summer 430 B. C. Gomme wonders 
(ii, l 65f. ) whether some of the original besieging force were 
not relieved by H agnon (Thuc.2,58.3) despite Thucydides' 
seemingly explicit contrary statement. Sokra tes and Alki

biades could have been among the replacements . 
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(66) In 429 B.C. Alkibiades was given the prize of valour 
on the insistence of the board of generals (:n:i_>oc; -i:ov i µov 
d ~ l w µ a dnofJJ..en6v-i:wv: Plato_ Symp. 220 e). 

(67) See ATL ii,D 19 and Meritt and Wade-Gery's new 
text in ]HS 83 (1963), 105f.) . The sense of d]J..iylawv 
xeeµd-i:o [v - - (line 7f.) is obvious, whatever the 
correc t supplement may be. Plutarch 's anecdote (Per. 14) 
still seems to me to concern this very episode. H e will have 
misdated it (mid 440s) , as M eritt and Wade-Gery concede 
would be quite possible. I agree with them (pp. 106-9) 
tha t I was wrong to bring down the whole buildings con

troversy between Perikles and Thucydides' party to the late 
430s (Hist . 10(1961 ), 162-6). 

(68) They explicitly make use in their tex t of some of 
Wilhelm's suggestions (]HS 68 (1948), 128 f. ) . 

(69) As they tacitly admit in n.53 on p. l 09. For the 
evidence see H . A. Thompson, Hesp . 28 (1959), 96 and 29 

(1960), 347 f. 
(7°) It was Wilhelm (see n.68) who changed the oxewl 

of JG i' 54 and A TL ii D 19 to xeevai. 
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organised the necessary irrigation. Indeed the plane-tree 'on the water-channel ', which Theo
phrastos mentions, may have gone back to Perikles' times. (71 ) The Lykeion was in use from the 
beginning of the Archidamian War, but we can trace it no further back and nothing prevents us 
from regarding it as part of Perikles' final preparations for the conflict which he now felt was 
inevitable. (72) One last point occurred to me quite spontaneously when I had reached this point 
in the argument. The letters ONIKO in JG i2 54 had long puzzled me. I felt doubtful whether 
they were really part of a proper name such as 'Jnn6vi-xoc; or Ni-x6µaxoc;, even though the latter 
appears as proposer of the first amendment a little later.(73 ) I began to think of other ways of 
dividing the letters and was at first inclined to believe that ONI might represent the dative ter
mination of one of the Attic months. Then, when I was studying something quite different, I 
suddenly realised that the proper restoration might be ['An6J.Jc]ovi - either at the end of a clause, 
with another sentence beginning with -xo-, or to be followed by some form of a verb such as -xoµ
tC siv. (74) As is well known the gymnasium was erected in a pre-existing sanctuary of Apollo Ly
keios !(75) 

However this may turn out, I think that the dating 432 /1 B.C. is reasonably certain for JG i2 

54. There is then no good cause for not allowing SEC x 44 an equally late date. It evidently 
orders the completion of work in progress at the Eleusinion in Athens and, as this involved the 
provision of a proper gateway, it could be seen as a last-minute drive to give the sanctuary the 
same immunity from wartime encroachment as the Acropolis already enjoyed .(76) O ther indi
cations in SEC 24 - apart from the imperfect insanh:ovv - point to this context and strengthen 
my belief that it belongs to the same decree as SEC x 44. Meritt and Wade-Gery have valuably 
improved our understanding of one passage (p. 111 f.) and I have been able to confirm Meritt's 
new readings in lines 30 ff. both by study of the stone and of photographs. The clause will thus 
run: ava[-x]aUv o[s a]no rec; aexic; aex[a]aµevoc; hs Ku[a]{[ai nae]¢[o]o-xsv ra xeeµara . 
The audit was to be carried back to the board of hieropooi 'who handed over the funds to Kte
sias '.(77

) Formerly I took avsJ.oµeva and aveJ.o.ai (lines 24 f. and 28) as fu ture perfects in the 
sense of 'what shall have been spent ' . Now I would agree with Meritt and Wade-Gery (p. 11 2) 
that this is past expenditure, which is to be most carefully checked before the new epistatai begin 
operating. The very next clause significantly insists that future expenditure shall be kept down to 
the very minimum.(78 ) This seems to rule out Kourouniotes' suggestion, which Meritt and Wade-

(71) See H arpokration s.v. Avxswv; Plut. Cimo11 13.7; 
JG ii', 457, 19 f.; Theophr. Hist . Pla11t. 1,7. I (xm:-a ,ov 
oxs,6v). 

(72) Aristophanes Peace 355 f.: 

xai yae [xavov xe6vov dnoV.vµs0a xai xarn
u,etµµs 0a n J..avwµsvo i 

e,; Avxuov xdx Avxdov ~vv ooei ~vv danlrk 
(73) Hiller in JG i', A TL ii and Wilhelm (see n.68) a ll, 

even if doubtfully, print [hinn ]6vixo[,;]. 
(74 ) In the sense of 'convey ', 'bring', ' in troduce' or 

'offer ' . 
(7°) See RE xiii , col. 2267f. 

(76) Meritt's restora tion of line 2f. (note h6 ,; exve6rnw ) 

is clearly influenced by Thuc.2. 17. l : ... (jJx17aa11 xai ,a foea 
xai ,a fJei(Ja navw 11',ArJV ,fj,; axeon6J.ew,; xal WV 
'EJ.eva1viov xai eZ u aUo f]ef]atw,; xJ.na-i:ov i}v. 

(77) I am much obliged to my former pupil Mr. F. Blagg 
for supp lying me with specially taken photographs of the 
stone. I add just a dotted nu to Meritt's text. In line 37 I 
agree with Meritt's x (p. 111 n.64) - the reading will be 

apparently - - - ]µiai naetoo~[ev - - - . The mu is 
certain. [I rather doubted it until I was able to study the 
squeeze which Mr. Blagg kind ly made for me]. 

(78) Line 28-30: avaJ.ta;,:ev IH, o u [µa]J.wrn Mei µs,d 
,ov lusetov ;,:a/ ,e,; f][oJ.)e,; f]o J.evoµtvo,; ,o J.om6v. 
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Gery accept (p. 11 3 f.), that the main part of the decree provided for the construction of a new 
Telesterion. (79) Instead we have a moratorium of at least a year or so, during which funds are 
to be assembled by recovery of debts, reestablishment of lapsed revenues and general economy of 
administration. (80) 

Now if SEG 24 really belongs in 432 /1 B.C. the ' Periclean ' Telesterion can only have been 
constructed in the years 430 to 424 B.C. Lines 24-7 show the architect Koroibos at work in the 
Eleusinion at Athens and we know from Plutarch that it was he who began the Telesterion and 
that he died during the course of work on it, leaving it to be completed by two other men. (81) 

Excavation unfortunately has provided little solid dating evidence. Meritt and Wade-Gery 
draw attention to 'the fairly numerous fragments of moulding which appear to come from the 
top course of the cella wall'. They are carefully non-committal, but their note (p. 114 n. 78) 
betrays slight embarrassment: ' They may indicate that the building was at least well advanced 
before the Spartan invasions began in 431. '( 82

) Noack and Schede were more positive about the 
fragments of the sima, whose flame palmette pattern alone points to the 430s, if not a later date. 
They judged it contemporary with the sima from the second temple of H era at Argos (c. 420 
B.C.). (83) The famous three-figured relief from Eleusis is often and, I think, rightly associated with 
the Periclean Telesterion, so that it is relevant to review the controversy about its date. Procopiou 
and Mylonas support a dating early in the decade 450-440 B.C., but Holloway has shown very 
good cause, in an excellent detailed study, for reducing this bracket to 440-430 B.C. and in this he 
is joined by Rhys Carpenter and W . Fuchs.( 84) Lullies and Schuchardt would even allow a 
dating shortly after 430 B.C. The work is in their view a subtle blend of older features of style with 
the innovations of the Parthenon frieze and the earliest grave reliefs. The explanation might be 
that the sculptor was bound by the conservative traditionalism of the Eleusinian cult. ( 85) 

Clearly there is genuine division of view on the stylistic dating here. But other more ob
tective evidence proves that there was building at Eleusis in the 420s connected with the Teles
jerion project. In the first prytany of 422 /1 B.C. the Assembly voted for building a bridge over 
the Rheitos at Eleusis with the blocks that had been taken from the 'old temple' and not used in 

(79) See 'E2evatviax6. i (1932), 188 f., where Kourouniotes 
makes the cost a nd splendour of the T elesterion a prime 
argument against elating SEC x 24 432/1 B.C. - despite the 
bieara.rovv crux, which he fully recognised. 

(80) The epistatai have to work closely in all this with the 
Council (lines 14-1 7, 28-30), their initiative carefully 
checked. Butrµi SEC x 44 frg. b) - from the second amend
ment? (see my p-.,69) -they are found doing something on 
their own, for the remains ee<; ovrov in line 15 must surely 
be. restored as [avroxea.ro]ee, ovrov. 

(81) Plut. Per.13.7. As SEC x •24 confirmed the association 
of Koroibos with Eleusis, so new epigraphic finds might 
tl>irow light one day on the otherwise unknown Metagenes 
and, Xei:io~les. The architect chosen for the Rheitos bridge 
(IC i" 81,17 f.) in 422/1 B.C. was Demomeles. 
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(82) They give detailed references for the mouldings, 
whose importance Professor Martin Robertson impressed 
on them. 

(83) See Hesp . 6 (1937), 41-5 for Homer Thompson's 
dating of die flame palmette as a decorative feature and the 
references for the Eleusis example. 

(84 ) G. Procopiou Athens (1964), 155; Mylonas, op. cit., 

193; R . R. Holloway AJA 62 (1958), 403-8; Carpenter 
M em. Amer. Acad. R ome 18(1941 ), 22 and AJA 64 (1960), 
390 f.; W. Fuchs Cnomon 33 (1961), 239 f. Gisela Richter 
also preferred the lower dating in Sculptors and Sculpture of 

the Greeks' (1950), 42. 
(85) See Lullies and Hirmer, Greek Sculpture (1960), 80 

(note on Pl.172 f.); W.-H. Schuchardt, Cnomon 30 (1958), 
487. 
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the construction of 'the wall'. ( 86) The previous year we find an architect working at Eleusis and 
not even needing to be named; he is instructed to build three storage-chambers (siroi) for the offer
ings of firstfruits 'wherever he and the hieropooi think fit'.( 87) Noack ingeniously recognised the 
siroi in a curious triangular reservation within the 'Periclean' fortification-wall. ( 88) Eleusinian 
accounts of the 420s reinforce the impression that this at least was still under construction c.425 
B.C.(89) 

Is it not altogether likely that this project was all of a piece with the building of the Telesterion 
itself - rather than separated by a gap of many years? In view of the terrible demoralisation 
caused by the Plague one can well imagine some Athenians with vision turning to the Eleusinian 
cult for an antidote to the prevailing cynicism and impiety and persuading the Assembly to 
resume - though on a less ambitious plan - the project which the war's outbreak had abruptly 
smothered.( 90) A fragmentary decree from Eleusis, which Wade-Gery pieced together and dated 
c.430 B.C., might even be thought to record this resumption. It limits freedom of movement and 
residence in Eleusis, whilst respecting certain pre-war rights, and there may be mention of 'ar
chitects '.( 91) But two phrases suggest an even later context to me. The clause eav be eeev[e 
yeve-ra,.? - - - ] would seem a trifle inappropriate at any time before summer 425 B.C., 
when at last there was serious talk of peace at Athens and firm Spartan offers. ( 92) The ban on 
harbouring deserters points to a more precise dating still. The one year's truce of spring 423 
B.C. stipulated that neither side should commit this breach of its spirit and that the respite from 
war should be used actively by both parties to achieve a lasting settlement. ( 93

) 

If I am right in all this the Firstfruits Decree, under Apollo's authority, inaugurates an 
important new era in the life of the Eleusinian sanctuary and with this demonstration my main 
purpose in this paper is achieved. But there is one small tail-piece that I would like to add. Lam
pon's amendment to JG i2 76 (lines 54-9) required the archon basileus to set up horoi in the Pelargikon, 
which has been shown to extend roughly from the cliffs by Pan's cave to the Anakeion.( 94

) Now 
in 1938 and 1940 Meritt published two remarkably similar horoi of poros, dating them before 450 

(86) JG i' 81 (Syll. 386), 5-9. For its date see my Appendix. 
Such reused blocks are perhaps mentioned in the accounts 
of the epistatai from the mid 420s which were published by 
Hondius (Novae Jnscr. AU. 91-107) and Raubitschek (Hesp . 

12 (1943), 34-7). 
(87) JG i' 76, 10-12. 
(BB) See Eleusis (1927), 189-91 and fig. 76; Mylonas, 

op. cit. 127 and figs . 4 and 36. 
(89) See n .86. Apart from the lettering the best dating 

evidence is the entry [!5cxdu] ,lrh:eov in line 6 of Hondius' 
fragment. Hondius linked this (pp. 101-5) with the ransom 
of Peloponnesian prisoners taken at Nisaia in 424 B.C. 
(Thuc. 4,66.3 and 69.3). He may well be right. It would 
be part of the 'tithing' of the Megarid in punishment for 
impiety that I postulated in Hist.JO (1961), 172 as a main 
source from which Eleusinian funds were swollen . 

(90) For the change of plan see the views of Noack and 
Dinsmoor as summarised by Mylonas, op. cit. 113-7. For 
the atmosphere in Athens c.430-427 B.C. see my remarks in 
CQ N .S.11 (1961), 164 n .4. I would add only that Diagoras 
of Melos was outlawed for impiety towards Eleusis (schol. on 
Birds 1073 f.), probably at this time. 

(91) BSA 33 (1932/3), 127-31; SEC x 60. 
(92) See Thuc.4, 15-22 and Gomme's commentary (iii, 

454-62). I have slightly altered Wade-Gery's supplement 

in SEC x 60,31. 
(93) Wade Gery's interpretation of lines 23 f. seems fairly 

sure, though all that survives is [- - - - -]a xaivov 
lxaia,o e[- - - c. 35 • - - -]µoJ.ov l lvexea 
[- - - - - -]. For the truce clauses see Thuc.4, 
118.6-8. 

(91) See my argument on pp. 67-8. 
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B. C. Their dimensions and lettering are virtually identical. (95 ) One horos defines the limit of a 
sanctuary of the Nymphs, which Meritt and Parsons plausibly located near Klepsydra and the 
cave of Pan, the other comes from the Anakeion. Can these be survivals of the delimitation which 
Lampon ordered ?(96 ) The letter-forms are certainly old Attic N , R, j and v. But SEGx 24 
proves that the sigma survived till c.430 B.C. and sloping nu and tailed rho occur in an inscription 
that must be put a few years later still. This is Leagros' choregic dedication for a victory won with 
the poet Pantakles .(97) Meritt in 196 1 published a fragment of yet another such base recording 
Pantakles and dated it, with its Ionic lettering, to the last decade of the fifth century. This must 
surely be right. (98) There can now be no reasonable doubt, I think, that Pantakles is the man 
ridiculed both by Eupolis c.423 B.C. and by Aristophanes nearly twenty years later in the Frogs 
(1036 f. ). The only other fixed date in his career is his entry for the Thargelia in 419 B.C. As for 
Leagros son of Glaukon the evidence strongly suggests that he was born not much before 450 B.C. 
His father was widely hailed as ;,,:aAo (;' on the vases of the 460s and was presumably then still under 
twenty. The son's dedication must fall a full generation later and there fits in admirably with all 
the known facts of Pantakles ' career. ( 99) The lettering of the horoi then can by no account be 
judged impossib1e for the 420s, especially when one considers the influence of religious conser
vatism. 

In this paper, however, I have been deliberately keeping on the whole within the boundaries 
imposed by what is still accepted epigraphic dogma. I have tried to show what new perspectives 
can open up, if the permitted freedom is really used to the full. Not only can greater precision of 
dating be attained, but we win a deeper insight into the Athens of Perikles and his successors. 

HAROLD B. MATTINGLY 
University of Nottingham 

APPENDIX 

The Conciliar Year 422 /1 B.C. 

The Rheitos Decree (JG i2 81) was passed when Prepis was secretary of Council. Now an 
Eleusinian document (JG 311,7 ff. ) has a double dating - a) by ' the Council for which Prepis 
was first secretary' and b) by the arch on Aristion. Consequently JG i2 81 is dated 42 1 /0 B. C. in 
SEG x 94 and Syll. 3 81. JG i2 370,5.f., however, clearly designates 42 1/0 B.C. as the year when 
Menekles of Anaphlystos was first secretary. M eritt has made several attempts to solve this crux 

(95) Hesp.8 (1939), 48 no. 14 and 10 (1941 ), 38 no.3. 

(96) See M eri tt Hesp.8 loc. cit. and Pa rsons, Hesp.1 2 (1943), 
234 f (Nymphaion). • 

(97) See Meritt, Hesp.8 (1939), 48-50 no.IS (dating it 
c .440 B.C. ). 

(98) Hesp.30 (1961), 266 no. 85. 
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(99) See my arguments in CQ N .S.16 (1966), 173-5, 
which I here summarise. Professor P. Corbett has kindly 

confirmed (by letter) my originally tentative dating for the 

vases with Glaukon's name. Glaukon's first known strate
geia is 441/0 B.C. (Androtion frg. 38). 
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one way or the other by rigorous study of the prescript to the Quota List of 421 /0 B.C. (JG i2 

220), but since A TL ii appeared has stood by the restoration (Prepis) which is printed there. 
Pritchett, in a recent study of the prescript (AJA 70 (1966), 173-5), concludes that 'we are left 
with an open choice between Prepis and Menekles ' and I think that he must be judged right. 
Now we all agree that the Conciliar and the archon year did not coincide and any failure to inter
calate in good time could cause really serious discrepancies. This might account for Prepis' 
Council continuing in office for some weeks into the archonship of Aristion. 

This, I believe, is the true explanation. Other evidence has led me independently to date 
JG i2 81 (and therefore Prepis) 422 /1 B.C. First there is the absence of archon-dating, whereas 
two decrees from perhaps the second prytany of 421 /0 B.C. already have it: see JG i2 84 and 82 
(with Dittenberger' s notes in Syll. 3 p. 109f.). Next there is the evidence about its proposer Theaios, 
whom we must presume to have then been a member of Council. The name is a rare one. May 
he not be the same man as the secretary of the proxeny decree for Lykon of Achaia (JG i2 93) ? 
The mutilated prescript of that decree can be restored with near certainly as follows: 

stoich. 21 
[ sootev -r: fjl (3oJ..fjl ,eal, 7:Wl b] 
[ 'YjµOl, , , , fi , , , e7£(2V7:QV£V£, @] 
[e]':1i"o c; e[yeaµµauve, IIoJ..] i [µ] 
atve-r:oc; enea-r:au · Ildaav 
oeoc; elne . 

If it does belong to the same year as the Rheitos Decree, then the prytany must be restored as 
Oineis. Elsewhere I have made out a quite independent case for dating the decree for Lykon 
422 /1 B.C.; see Ancient Society and Institutions: Studies presented to Victor Ehrenberg (1966), 213f. 
Even if my new suggestions are rejected, the lack of archon-dating makes a date later than early 
421 /0 B.C. unlikely and that year is surely ruled out by lines 9 ff.; it is inconceivable that Athens 
could have maintained a naval blockade so soon after the Peace of Nikias. A date before c.425 
B.C. is ruled out by what we know of Peisander's career. The year 422 /1 B.C. is ideal for his 
membership of Council, since Peace 394 f. shows him a determined champion of continuing the 
war and as Councillor he could have made his opinion felt. 

Prepis then does seem to have been first secretary in 422/1 B.C. and his Council will have 
continued in office at least a little way into Aristion's archonship. In other words there was no 
intercalation in Alkaios' year. I must confess that I was at first not pleased by the apparent 
consequences . Assuming intercalation in 422 /1 B.C. I had put the Firstfruits Decree (secretary, 
Timoteles of Acharnai: prytany, Kekropis) in 423 /2 B.C. and the Kallias Decrees (Mnesitheos, 
probably of Arraphen : Kekropis) in 422 /1 B.C. See P.A.C.A. 7 (1964), 53-5. Now, since JG i2 

76,53 ordains intercalation in the next year, I may seem required to shift this Eleusinian measure 
back into 422 /1 B.C. But two secretaries in the same prytany are hardly conceivable, except on 
the assumption that one died and was succeeded by another Councillor of the same tribe; here 
one belongs to Aiantis (IX), the other probably to Aigeis (II). Is my dating of the Kallias Decrees 
wrong then and should these be put back to the orthodox context of 434/3 B.C.? I do not think 
so and have recently added some more arguments for the later date: see Brit. Sch. Ath. 62 ( 1967) 
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(in press). One only need be invoked now. Wade-Gery long ago joined JG i2 179,169 and 61 as 
one decree (see BSA 33 (1932 /3), 131-4: SEG x 53, a better text) and tentatively suggested that 
the prescript could be restored exactly as in the Kallias Decrees. Now this decree is one of the 
four documents in the 'three chisel hand' which Wade-Gery identified and to which he and Meritt 
have convincingly added JG i2 54 and SEG x 44 ( J HS 83 ( 1963), 105 n. 35). In my text I have dated 
these last two 432 /1 B.C. and two of Wade-Gery's original four c.423 B.C. (the Eleusis Decree: 
SEG x 60) and 422 /1 B.C. (Prytaneion Decree) respectively. SEG x 44 has slightly wider lateral 
spacing than the others, four of which share the same horizontal and vertical spacing ( a fairly 
common pattern). The Prytaneion Decree has the closest lateral spacing of them all, with de
liberately calculated slight enlargement of the circular letters (see BSA 33, 134: but Wade-Gery 
prefers another explanation himself). The hand seems to me basically of the 420s rather than the 
430s (Meritt and Wade-Gery), especially as the same cutter is possibly seen at work - but varying 
his strict norms - as late as 416 /5 B.C. (Quota List 39 : see JHS loc. cit.). Thus if SEG 53 really 
was passed on the same day as the Kallias Decrees, this constitutes a new argument for dating 
them 422 /1 rather than 434/3 B.C. 

I believe that the Firstfruits Decree should be kept in 423 /2 B.C. and that Lampon's proposal 
about intercalation was simply not carried out when the time came. After all when he made it 
there were high hopes of a permanent settlement evolving from the one year's peace. As harvest 
approached i 422 B.C. the whole mood of Athens had changed (see Thuc. 5, 1-3). Kleon was 
soon to leave for Chalkidike with a powerful force designed to recover Tarone, Skione and Am
phipolis and intercalation may have interfered in some way with his plans. That this is not just 
special pleading can be shown, I think, with the help of McGregor's useful analysis of JG i2 311 
and the problems of the calendar (AJPh 49 (1938), 158-62 and 166 ff.). In the quadriennium 
422 /1 to 419 /8 B.C. the Eleusinian epistatai received four annual payments from the hieropoioi ano 
-r:o afro -r:e~ a:rrnexe~. The first record, from Alkaios' archonship, is almost entirely lost; the second 
payment was made in the archonship of Aristion in the last weeks of the old Council and amounted 
to five drachmai; the third was of thirtyone drachmai and the amount of the fourth is not pre
served. Now how can we explain these trifling amounts and the fact that the epistatai are never 
once mentioned in JG i2 76 in connection with the collection and disposal of the firstfruits ? I think 
that we must follow the view of Ziehen and Margharita Garducchi (see her article in Riv. Fil. 39 
(1961), 287 and 291). The sums transmitted to the epistatai are simply the paltry residue left after 
the bulk of the firstfruits had been spent on the sacrifices prescribed to the Eleusinian deities and 
the offerings to be dedicated in the sanctuary each year (JG i2 76, 36-44). Even the sacrifices must 
have taken place some long time after the harvest. Now the two first payments recorded in JG 
i2 311 must have been made in summer 421 B.C., if JG i2 76 was passed in 422 /1 B.C. - that is, in 
Skirophorion and Hekatombaion, which on McGregor's calculations correspond to the period 
May 15th-July 14th in the Julian calendar. Since the Attic harvest fell at the end of May, both 
payments are too early to be regarded as the result of JG i2 76. There is only one escape. The 
Firstfruits Decree must be dated 423 /2 B.C., as in my text, and intercalation must have been 
deferred for a year for some unknown reason. The first payment from the aparche to the epistatai 
was probably made in the second half of Alkaios' archonship, the next came to hand between 
Hekatombaion 1 and 21 in Aristion's year. 
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SOME EMENDATIONS IN THE AETNA 

Goodyear's(1) is a stimulating edition, and urges one to tackle the problems at least of those 
lines where the obelus appears. In what follows the text quoted is his, except where I have in
dicated otherwise. 

51-3 impius et miles metuentia comminus astra 
provocat, infestus cunctos ad proelia divos 
provocat tadmotisque tertiat sidera signis. 

Goodyear favours trementia on 53, but this is very tautologous after metuentia, and gives the line a 
rhythm unparalleled in this poem. Ellis was on the right lines: tertia = iertia. I would go further 
and suggest admotis ad inermia. 

68-9 tum pax est reddita mundo, 
ttum liber cessat venit per sidera caelum 

I agree with most of Goodyear's note on 69: the line is corrupt. However, we are not told in this 
passage that Jupiter after the battle ceases hurling his thunderbolts, and this line may contain that 
idea (cp. Ov. Met. 2.311 for the language): 

libratum cessat telum per sider a; caelum ... 

Tum on 68 caused the reversal at the beginning of 69, and venit was corrupted from telum, or re
placed it in order to make sense of per sidera. 

98-101 utque animanti 
per tota errantes percurrunt corpora venae 
ad vitam sanguis omnis qua commeat, tidem 
terra foraminibus conceptas digerit auras. 

The word at the end of 100 was probably replaced by item (to balance ut), which for the sake of the 
metre became idem. Illis probably stood there originally. 

105-8 , : •eb, -qualis acervus , ..... r "1 • > 

exilit imparibus iac•tis ex tempore saxis 
tut crebro introrsus spatio vacat acta charibdis 
pendeat in sese, ... 

The simile is that of stones loosely raised into a pile containing many empty gaps - such, proceeds 
the poet, is the structure of the earth. The last three words of 107 are seriously corrupt. Charibdis 

(1) F . R . D. Goodyear, lncerti Auctoris Aetna (1965), reviewed by the same writer ~elow, p. 85. 
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can only be an intrusive gloss, possibly on some part of vertex, taken as equivalent to gurges, but in 
fact meaning caput. The intrusion removed the nearby words, and vacat atque (which became acta) 
was interpolated after spatio. What may originally have stood in the line is some such phrase as 
sub vertice surgens (cp. 210, 285, 478-9). 

118-121 .. . tantos emergere fontis 
cum videt thac torrens uno se mergere hiatu? 
tnam ille ex tenui vocemque agat aptat necesse est 
confluvia errantes arcessant undique venas ... 

The poet argues that the existence of subterranean springs and rivers is proof of the existence of 
empty space:, in the depths of the earth (quis enirn non credit inanis esse sinus penitus - 117-8). On 119 
ac totiens is quite acceptable, and Goodyear himself approves of it, but does not print it. 120 is 
difficult, but can perhaps be restored as follows: 

nam nihil ex tenui torrens agat; alta necesse est etc. 

Torrens really belongs in 120, and the contrast is between ex tenui and alta: "for a torrent could drive 
nothing forth from a shallow bed; it is essential that confluents lie deep and summon meandering 
ducts from every direction ... ". 

161 fallere sed nondum tibi lumine certaque retro X 
Jalleris et nondum certo tibi lumine res est G 

Goodyear follows G with misgivings, except that he accepts Vollmer's addition of in before certo. 
However, a good line can be deduced from a comparison of X and G: 

falfrris et nondum tibi lumine certior est res. 

G, I suggest, was altered into difficult Latin for reasons of metre after the corruption of the end 
of the line. In X, r + est + res became retro, and after the loss of the comparative -que was added 
to make certa scan. Lumine certior is analogous to luce clarior. 

182 porrigit hinc artus penitusque exaestuat intra 
penitus quos exigit a intra Goodyear ultra X 

The printed text contains the interpolated readings of G . a is our only evidence for the latter half 
of the line, and it seems heavily corrupt. I suspect penitus, artus (which as a noun is nowhere else 
used of a mountain) and ultra, and restore tentatively as follows: 

porrigit /zinc cautes periturasque exigit auras 

The subject is Aetna ( 177), and auras are the vapours which the mountain emits even in its quiescent 
state. 

188-90 nunc opus artificem incendi causamque reposcit, 
tnon illam parvo aut tenui discrimine signis 
tmille sub exiguo ponent tibi tempora vera. 
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In 189 there is a stop to be placed after discrimine; parvo .. . discrimine is ablative of description: 
" ... no cause that of small or trivial importance ". On 190 G reads mille sub exiguum venient tibi pignora 
tempus, which I avoid on suspicion of interpolation; the text which Goodyear prints is almost the 
truth as obtainable from X and we simply need to restore tempore of H 2AR Vy. The last word of 
189 provides the subject - signa, which was corrupted to ignes in X and signis in G: 

szgna 
mille sub exiguo ponent tibi tempore vera ( or veram, sc. causam) 

"A thousand tokens will lay the truth before you in a moment of time. " 

212-3 thaec causa expectata ruunt incendia mantis, 
spiritus inflatis nomen, languentibus aer. 

213, which is sound, requires the word ventis somewhere to complete the sentence, for the defi
nitions are of different types ofventus. I find ventis in the quite otiose mantis at the end of 212. The 
rest of 212, with slight changes (I accept eiectata), refers to what has gone before: 

hac causa eiectata ruunt incendia. ventis 
spiritus injlatis nomen, languentibus aer. 

269 tsic avidi semper qua visum est carius istis. 

This is the reading of X. LG read quovis est carior ipsis and Goodyear seems to be attracted (by ipsis) 
into suggesting that the sense may be 'so always for the greedy ( avidis) anything is dearer ( to them) 
than themselves', which I find hard to swallow. With X the line needs a verb, as Ellis saw, except 
that he chose the wrong one. I find one in the peculiar istis of X: 

sic avidis semper quad visum est carius instat. 

"The greedy are always being pursued by the vision of greater costliness." This comes well after 
[eves cruciant animos et corpora causae on 266. 

343-7 hinc igitur cernis torrens ut spiritus ille. .. 
praesertim ipsa suo declinia pondere numquam 
corpora deripiat validoque absorbeat tarcu? 

"From this then do you understand how that rushing 'spirit' (cp . 213) ... never snatches down 
bodies, even those which are inclined to fall by their own weight, and sucks them in out of their 
strong arc?" The writing is obscure, but the reference here is to the fact that Aetna does not draw 
winds in through its crater, and the poet seems to be pointing to the evidence If missiles hurled 
across the crater. These are never sucked down, despite their tendency to fall. Arcu is used of the 
curved flight of a missile (cp. Virgil Aen. 5. 658) and is sound. 

4 70 pars lapidum domita est, stanti pars robore pugnat 

C read domita, and nearer than Schwartz's domita est, which is rather harsh, is domito, which 
was altered to agree with pars. We then have rather a good line: "some stones fight though their 
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strength has been broken, others with it still intact. " Domito ... robore pugnat suggests the metaphor 
of soldiers fighting on though the battle is lost. 

489-93 hinc terra solumque 
ips11,m adiutat opus faciemque sibi induit amnis. 

491 quod si forte cavis cunctatus vallibus haesit, 
492 utpote in aequalis volvens, perpascitur, agros, 

ingeminant fluctus et stantibus increpat undis 

This is not the order of lines as Goodyear prints them: he places 492 after 496, where there is the 
nearest lacuna, on no real grounds. Certainly 492 is poor after 491 (see Goodyear), but it is very 
meaningful before it, and so I suggest the reversal of 491 and 492. 492 may have been put in out 
of place after omission caused by homoeoteleuton (amnis /annos 490 and agros 492): "now earth and 
soil themselves aid the activity and take on the appearance of the stream. It (the stream) plunders 
far and wide in as much as it rolls over flat fields. But if by chance it lingers and is hindered in 
hollow valleys it redoubles its waves and chides its motionless billows. " 

• 
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THE GRAVEYARD 

SUNG AT THE BURIAL OF COMMON MEN 

What man's land is the graveyard? 
It is the crowded home of ghosts, -
Wise and foolish shoulder to shoulder. 
The King of the Dead claims them all; 
Man's fate knows no tarrying. 

From One Hundred & Seventy Chinese Poems translated by Arthur Waley, page 38, London: 
Constable & Co. Ltd. 

Hendecasyllabic Version: 

Cui sunt haec loca qua iacent sepulti? 
umbrarum domus est frequens catervis. 
prudentem premit imperitus; omne 
rex Orci sibi vindicat cadaver. 
mortem nempe hominis nihil retardat. 

HERBERT H. HUXLEY 
Brown University 
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The following report has come from Mrs. P. Oye
lola, Secretary to the Classical Association of Ni
geria, of the Association's Annual Conference held 
on the 25-27 April, 1966: 

The theme of this year's conference was "De
mocracy ", but in spite of its relevance to present-day 
Nigeria, a disappointingly small number of people 
attended. 

The Permanent Secretary of the Ministry of 
Education, M r. Adebayo, was unable to open the 
conference as arranged, but he apologised personally 
to the Chairman of the Classical Association of 
Nigeria and sent an address in the hands of his 
deputy, Mr. Solola. H e commented on the signi
ficance of events in ancient history and the ap
propriateness of the theme of the conference. 

Mr. Aroduclu delivered a paper on "Political 
ideology in ancient Greece" and this provoked a 
lively discussion on the motives behind Athens' 
commitment to democracy. 

Professor MacKendrick spoke on "Pompey the 
Great - a general in politics ". 

Professor Ferguson indulged in "Some rash re
flections on ancient and modern politics" and drew 
striking parallels between the political scene in 
Greece and Rome and that in Nigeria during the 
late First Republic. 

Dr. Sodipo showed us "The lighter side of the 
Greek philosophers " in a lecture peppered with 
amusing anecdotes, to which the audience added 
during question-time. . 

Mr. Okigbo, the poet, who recently won an 
award at the Festival of Negro Arts at Dakar, spoke 
on "The Classiics and the Nigerian man of letters" . 
He stated that both Classical societies and trad
ional African societies shared the feeling of "a 
nearness to earth ". H e stressed the importance of an 
individual and. imaginative approach to the Clas
sics at all stages of study. 

The Conference closed with a discussion on "The 
position of the Classics in present-day Nigeria ", 
led by Professor Thompson. He commented on the 
decline of Latin in schools since 1962, but was 
optimistic about the future considering : 

( 1) The success of the system whereby lecturers m 
Classics at the University of Ibadan went to 
schools to give lectures, 
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(2) The award of government scholarships for the 
study of Classics, 

(3) The growing appreciation of the Classics among 
educated people due partly to dramatic pro
ductions by "Hoi Phrontistai " of the Uni
versity of Ibadan, 

(4) The efforts of Professor Ferguson of the Uni
versi ty of Ibadan to bring the Classics to the 
public notice, 

(5) The work done by Mr. Esan of the University 
of Ibadan in translating Classical works into 
Yoruba, 

(6) The work of Mr. Ilevbare and Dr. Sodipo of 
the University of Ibadan in the field of Classical 
and Nigerian social science. 

A lengthy discussion ensued from which emerged 
the importance of lively, creative method and 
attractive texts in the teaching of secondary school 
Latin. 

The Conference was brought to a close by a 
cocktail party in honour of Professor John Ferguson 
who is leaving the University of Ibadan after ten 
years of vigorous service. Tributes were paid to 
the invabluable contribution he has made to the 
appreciation of the Classics in Nigeria, and in 
particular to his founding and energetic support of 
the Classical Association of Nigeria. 

* * * 
From Mr. M. M. H enderson we have received 

the following report of the Grahamstown Branch 
of the Classical Association of South Africa: 

Office-bearers 1966. 

Chairman 
V ice-Chairman 
Hon. Secretary/ 

Treasurer 
Committee Members 

Professor R. G. McKerron 
Professor B. C. Dietrich 
Mr. M. M. H enderson 

Professor J. L. Cattaneo 
Dr. R. F. Currey 
Mr. K. 0. Matier 
Mr. B. X. de Wet 
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Public lvleetings July 1965 - August 1966 
(all held a t Rhodes University) 

5th August 1965: Annual Latin Verse Reading 
Competition for Schools. 

25th August 1965 : Lecture by Professor E. Ba
dian, entitled The Early Ro
man H istorians. 

20th O ctober 1965 : Lecture by Mr. M . M. H en
derson, entitled Thucydides 
and Alcibiades. 

30th March 1966: ( l ) Annual General M eeting. 
(2) Lecture by Professor B. C. 

Dietrich on R oman Painting. 
lstJune 1966: Lecture by Professor J. L. Cat-

taneo, entitled The Oedipus 
Theme in D ramatic L iterature. 

5th August 1966: Annual Latin Verse R eading 
Competition for Schools. 

The following notes have been received from 
Professor J . Poucet of Universite Lovanium at 
Kinshasa in the Congo Republic: 

ACTIVITES DU DEPARTEMENT DE PHILOLOGIE CLASSIQ,UE 
PENDANT L' ANN EE ACADEMIQ,UE 1965-1966 

A. Publications des professeurs 

J. Mossay, Les fetes de la Noel et de l' Epiphanie d 'apres 
les sources litteraires cappadociennes du JVe siecle (Textes 
et etudes liturgiques, 3), Louvain , 1965, 96 pp. 

J. Mossay, Note litteraire sur la Lettre 28 de Gregoire de 
Naziance, clans Le Museon, t. 79, 1966, pp. 95-102 . 

J. Poucet, L 'origine sabine de la commutatio du -d- en 
-l-, un mythe linguistique?, clans L'Antiquite classique, 
t. 35, 1966, pp. 141-146. 

H. Silvestre, Un petit ex trait du De metris d' Aldhelm 
dans le ms. Verdun 36 (s . XII), clans Archivum Latini
tatis M edii Aevi, Bulletin Du Cange, t. 34, 1964, 
pp. 95-97. 

H. Silvestre, Nouveaux temoins pour fortis in armis, 
clans A.L.M.A., Bulletin Du Cange, t. 34, 1964, 
pp. 93-94. 

B. Mouvements de professeurs 

En mars, avril et mai 1966, le Prof. H. Silvestre 
a assure le cours de "Latin vulgaire et latin me
dieval " a la Faculte d e Philosophie et Lettres de 
l 'Universite d e Louvain, au titre d e professeur extra
ordinaire. 

Le Prof. M. Hofinger et le Prof. F. Leroy, res
pectivement d e l'Universi te d e Louvain et de l'Uni
versite Officielle du Burundi a Bujumbura, ont 
enseigne clans le d epartement comme p rofesseurs 
visiteurs pendant l'annee academique 1965-1966. 
Ils ont assure, l'un, le cours d '"Explication d 'un 
auteur grec", l'autre, le cours d '"Exercices philo
logiques sur la langue grecque " . 

En octobre 1966, le Prof. J . Mossay a ete nomme 
a la chaire de grec, en remplacement du Prof. J . 
Gorissen. Le Prof. J. Mossay sera titulaire des cours 
suivants: "Explication d 'un auteur grec", "Lecture 
a livre ouvert de textes grecs ", "Exercices philo
logiques sur la langue grecque ", "Histoire de la 
litterature grecque". Le Prof. J. Mossay a comme 
principal domaine de recherche la litterature 
grecque chretienne du rv e siecle apres J esus-Christ 
(specia lement !es Cappadociens). 

C. Divers 

Le Prof H. Silvestre a ete elu, en mars 1966, 
m embre du Comite de direction d e Scriptorium. 
R evue internationale des eludes relatives aux manuscrits 
(Paris-Bruxelles) . 

* * * 
Mr. P. Considine has submitted this report for 

the year 1965-66 of the Classical Association of 
Central Africa: 

Officers of the Association elected at the Annual 
General Meeting in October 1966 :-
Chairman Mr. L . M . Lambiris 
Vice-Chairman 
Secretary and 

Treasurer 

Sir H enry M cDowell, K .B.E. 

Dr. A. M. G. M cLeod 

In spite of the difficulties of the last year, a full 
programme of meetings has been held, and atten
dance has been considerably better than had been 
expected. The amalgam ation of the Association of 
Classical T eachers committee with the central 
Classical Association of Central Africa committee has 
strengthened the Association and greatly simplified 
its organisation. 

The one serious disappointment this year has 
been the cancellation of the Conference planned for 
September. Mr. Toubkin, the organising secretary, 
left for a post overseas, and it was not possible to 
find a replacement. It is hoped tha t it will be 
possible to hold a conference in 1967. 
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The following meetings m addition to specialist 
meetings for the Schools have been held since the 
last Annual General Meeting in July 1965:-

19th October, 1965: Four colour films prepared by 
Professor B. Knox of Yale Uni
versity: Oedipus Ty rannus, 

9th November, 1965: Professor R. H . Christie: Ro
man Law, 

24th February, 1966: Mr. M. Toubkin: New Me
thods of Language Teaching, 

4th May, 1966: Dr. H. T. Sorley: The Idealism 
of Plato, 

25th May, 1966: Professor A. P. D. Thomson: 
Ancient Greek M edicine (with 
reference to Herodotus), 

29thJune, 1966: Miss M. P. Forcier : The Greek 
Theatre, 

28th September, 1966: Professor H. F. Guite: Livy : 
or How to write bogus history and 
how Livy did it. 
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The Classics Department at the University College 
of Rhodesia will be much depleted next year. Pro
fessor Guite has resigned, Miss Forcier plans to take 
a post in America, Mr. Whittaker has been deported 
and Mr. Considine is leaving to take up an Alexan
der von Humboldt Research Fellowship in Freiburg. 
It is hoped that replacements will be found, but no 
appointments have yet been made. 

Dr. McLeod spent part of the year in London 
where he completed his thesis entitled Anatomy and 
Physiology in the Hippocratic Treatise :neel lceij, vovaov, 
for which he was awarded the degree of Ph.D. by 
London University. 

An article by Mr. Considine Some Homeric Terms 
for Anger is appearing in the next issue of Acta 
Classica. 

Professor Guite attended the biennial conference 
of the Classical Association of South Africa in 
July 1966. 



REVIEWS 

F. R. D. GooDYEAR, lncerti Auctoris 
AETNA. Cambridge University Press, 1965 
(Cambridge Classical Texts and Commen
taries, 2); pp. vii + 244; 55/-. 

This is an expensive edition of a rarely read minor 
Latin poem, which Munro aptly described as 
'singularly unattractive', and which is transmitted 
in a very corrupt form. Nevertheless, Goodyear has 
worked hard at the evidence, has provided an intro
duction, a long commentary and various indices, 
and in short has given us an edition which despite 
its shortcomings is the best available. One ingre
dient is missing: the editors of the series state that 
occasionally a text will be accompanied by a trans
lation, and the inclusion of one in this case would 
have both helped the reader and clarified some 
obscurities in Goodyear's text; for example, how 
does he take venis on 452, excoquitur on 483 and 
stantibus... undis on 493 ? 

A large part of the introduction, which is devoted 
mainly to discussion of manuscripts and editions, 
is taken up with a detailed evaluation of the con
troversial Gyraldine readings (G), pp. 29-52 . 
Goodyear's work here is valuable and he successfully 
upholds his high opinion of G against the scepticism 
of Ellis, who he shows wrongly rejected G in at least 
17 instances. However, unwarranted adherence to 
G leads him to accept very poor Latin on 161 , and 
on 182 a line too banal even for the poet of the 
Aetna; in the latter example, a reference to "inner 
seethings" is quite out of place in a line coming so 
soon after 178-80. On 161 and 182 G is inter
polated, and also probably on 190, where its sub + 
acc. is very peculiar Latin and where its weak 
venient resembles the equally weak veniunt of 208. 
Yet 190 is obelised, although a good text is deducible 
from the rest of the tradition. In short, Goodyear 
does not always abandon G when he should. If it 
is true that the readings of G are of the most diverse 
quality (p. 49), then Goodyear must interpret 
with care and judgment his statement that G by 
its superiority "necessarily acquires authority to 
back its readings where the truth is uncertain" 
(p. 52). Our editor's leaning towards G is occasional
ly amusing: on 162 G presents unmetrical nonsense 

and a an excellent line except for one slight corrup
tion (vacat for vacans), yet on p. 48 he informs us that 
he has given a "the benefit of the doubt" on that 
line! 

On the question of date and authorship, this 
edition has nothing new to offer, and contents it
self for the most part with recording the views of 
others. So the poem remains 'incerti auctoris' 
and pre-79 A.D. in date. 

We now proceed to the text and apparatus. 
The obelus is used on 55 lines, almost one for every 
12 lines of text, and I think it is overused; it could 
have been avoided, for example, on 79, 80, 119, 
281, 443, 601. On the other hand Goodyear intro
duces 34 alterations into the text, mostly emen
dations of single words, but including 5 new lacunae 
and 3 new alterations of the line order. Of these 
alterations about two thirds are acceptable, but 
few are as compelling as his placing of 302 after 
308, or his fine reddit ( for redit in) on 411. Hardly 
ever does he take a recalcitrant line by the scruff 
of the neck and shake it into shape. The apparatus 
is large - perhaps too large for some tastes: in
deed on p. 71 there are 14 lines of text to 25 of 
apparatus. But I do not find this reprehensible in 
so corrupt a poem as this, where the scholar and 
student welcome all relevant information to the 
elucidation of the text. 

The commentary is less satisfactory: some of the 
entries are laboured (5-6) or crammed with un
necessary detail (13) or ramble along (236, 323, 
4 70-72, 585-7) as if written without forethought but 
accompanied by afterthoughts in the form of foot
notes (which appear on most pages of the com
mentary). Again, he does not discuss important 
matters: DeRooy's securos on 15, verum on 76, 
Schwartz's attractive conscius horret on 84, the text 
of 221, Wight Duff's vilesque tacent on 259, Munro's 
vorat on 337, A. M. Duff's externa immotus on 526, 
plebis on 601. Th_is is merely a selection, and all 
deserve serious consideration. 

I am inclined to pass over the many places where 
I feel that Goodyear has wrongly established or 
interpreted the text, because there is much room 
for argument owing to the state of the evidence; 
but I cannot refrain from mentioning two examples, 
namely his placing of a lacuna before 504 and his 
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preference for regenti on 580. To take them in order, 
504 appears to begin a new sentence: 

emicat examen plagis, ardentia saxa 
(scintillas procul ecce vides, procul ecce, ruentis) 
incolumi fervore cadunt. 

The first three words and possibly the rest describe 
what happens when a mass of recently solidified 
lava bursts on impact with a hard object. Goodyear 
suspects the first three words, rightly, but adds, 
"either the words emicat examen are gravely corrupt 
or there is a lacuna before them", ignoring the one 
word which looks out of place : the reference to 
impact has b een made on 502, by ictus in the sin
gular, and does not merit repetition here by plagis 
in the plural. Perhaps flammarum lies behind plagis. 
Goodyear however opts for the lacuna and sug
gests an excruciating line for the gap : flammarum 
validis scintillarumque refulgens. 

5 79-80 read as follows in X ( except for Sparta, 
which became sparsa) : 

detinet Eurotas illic et Sparta Lycurgi 
et sacer in bellum numerus sua turba recenti. 
regenti Scaliger trecenti Sudhaus 

The reference is clearly to the three hundred Spar
tans who stood their ground at Thermopylae, and 
trecenti, explaining numerus, which otherwise re
mains obscure, is almost certainly correct. Good
year's arguments against it are mainly illusory, 
and he prefers the stylistically more attractive 
emendation, jus t as he alters raptumque profundo on 
578 for the sake of improvement, and bemoans 
but cannot correct the "abuse of language " on 
584. In all three cases there is loose, even obscure, 
writing, but the purpose of the critic is not to im
prove upon the work of the author but to discover 
what he wrote. On line 580 sua turba (with trecenti ) 
= sibi turba ".in their own eyes a multitude"; it is 
harsh, but makes sense and is possibly a colloquial
ism. In fact there are several examples of what is 
possibly sermo plebeius in the poem and Goodyear 
ignores them: e.g. scena on 76; intransitive tardare 
on I 67 ; nequiquam ... est on 214 ; opus est+ acc. on 
216; stolidus o 366; operae on 3 72 and 562; venis 
(= strength) on 452. 

Corruption is not always accounted for: on 49 
Goodyear prints premit as third word, but the mss 
read creat. Onerat or gravat are less pretty, but nearer 
to the evidence. On 2 14 semper was probably inter-
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polated under the influence of perennis in C/3 when 
violentia came to resemble a participle. On 261 
expenditur usus, which Goodyear silently reads, is 
so far from the tradition that it demands explana
tion. On 63 1 rapiunt was probably corrupted to 
rapu_J_ under the influence of ipsodantejidem beneath. 

Finally we find a bibliography, index nominum, 
index verborum and a short general index. The 
index verborum in particular is useful, but contains 
some unresolved monstrosities (fridicas, predas, so
pitaes ) and some inconsistencies : for example, ac 
and atque receive separate entries, but nee and 
neque do not; minus (adv. ) appears under parvus, 
but magis has a separate entry. There are some 
misprints in the book: for example, p. 35, 1. 25 
read 178 for 177; p. 44 on 259 Ellis is misquoted; 
p. 46 on 284 Ellis wrote nivis in sese; p. 146 fin. read 
634, 636; in the Index Verborum read pereo for 
perio. There is also the occasional inconsistency : 
for example, on 68 different opinions seem to be held 
on the value of natos in the apparatus and the com
mentary: p. 45 on 280 we are invited to look further 
in the commentary for arguments to support 
intendat, but we look in vain. 

This is a pleasing volume, well printed and 
clearly set out; the University Press has produced 
a fine book. If Goodyear had displayed a greater 
degree of critical ability, we might have had an 
edition to match. But his achievement is not 
nearly as great as Munro's was, and if the present 
edition is now the best obtainable, this is rather 
because Goodyear has included the best work done 
on the text during the century that has elapsed 
since Munro produced his slim volume of 84 pages. 

R. J. DICKINSO 

University of Durham 

Paul HENRY, H ans-Rudolf ScHWYZER, Plotini 
Opera, Tomus I (Porphyrii Vita Plotini, En
neades I-III). Oxford, Clarendon Press, 1964; 
pp. xxviii + 382 ; 42 /-. 

The appearance of Vol. I of H enry and Schwy
zer's editio maior of Plotinus, containing Porphyry's 
Life and Enneads I-III (hereafter H -S1 ) , in 1951 was 
p erhaps the most important event in Plotinian 
studies since Porphyry first published the Enneads. 
Their work became the standard text on publica-
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tion. For the first time readers of Plotinus had at 
their disposal a sound critical edition, based on a 
proper study of the MSS and equipped with an 
apparatus providing them with sufficient - and 
sometimes more than sufficient - information on 
the basis of which they could not only assess the 
text printed but even proceed to make emendations 
of their own. The present volume (hereafter H-S2

) 

is an editio minor of that work. There is no point in 
writing yet another review of the maior. Readers 
unfamiliar with the field who might wish to do so 
may refer to some of the twenty or so reviews that 
have appeared, and in particular to those of Cher
niss (Review of Metaphysics 6 (1952-3) 239-56), Dodds 
( Classical Review n.s. 2 ( 1952) 165-8), or Harder 
(Gnomon 24 (1952) 177-88). H-S 2 is not simply a 
boiled down version of H-S1• The two are separated 
by thirteen years in which a considerable amount of 
work on Plotinus has been done. The editors have 
taken into account a MS (C) of which they were 
able to make only partial use in producing H-S1. 

They have made a large number of changes in the 
text, at 229 places in the three Enneads and Por
phyry's Life of Plotinus. At about 45 of these places 
the changes can be traced either to reviewers' 
comments on H-S1, or to the Greek text appearing 
with the as yet incomplete second edition ofHarder's 
translation. Many of these changes, and many 
others besides, may be regarded as a concession to 
a widespread feeling among Plotinians that the 
text of H-S1 was excessively conservative. H enry 
and Schwyzer there tended to rely on the MSS 
for information on points that most would feel they 
cannot provide satisfactorily, in particular in matters 
of accent, breathing and punctuation. Further, 
encouraged by Porphyry's remarks about the 
peculiarities of Plotinus' diction and style ( Vita 
Plotini 13 and 14), and paying insufficient attention 
to his statement that he corrected mistakes (ib . 26), 
they printed phrases and sentences that many would 
consider unintelligible or at least untranslatable. 
Nevertheless some of the criticism levelled against 
them on these grounds is almost certainly unjustified, 
and good sense can be made of Greek that no under
graduate would, or should, be allowed to present 
in a piece of prose composition. Many of the pas
sages to which objection could properly be taken 
have been altered. Over threequarters of the chan
ges in H-S2 are clearly for the better, and only very 
few seem to be for the worse: some 30 make vir-

tually no difference. Of the first group a good 
number of small changes allow a sense unquestion
ably required by the context to be obtained legiti
mately from the Greek. The great achievement of 
H -S1 was to identify the tradition and remove a 
mass of more or less speculative conjecture, often 
masquerading as MS reading. Once that was done 
the remaining task was, by comparison, much 
easier. As Harder put it in his review, the need was 
now for a long period of "intensive Kleinarbeit." 
The phrase describes well the changes made in 
H-S2• Of the 229 places where this text differs 
from H-S1 (a full list is provided in the preface) the 
differences in some 140 involve changes of accent, 
breathing, punctuation, or a mere one or two letters. 
In making these changes Henry and Schwyzer 
have quite often departed from their earlier almost 
ritualistic devotion to the MSS. They have made 
about 40 changes in accent, breathing and punc
tuation, and while some represent a different choice 
from what the MSS offer, others are innovations. 
They are now much readier to make changes like 
avrr1 for mh:n or vice versa, and also such as fl for r/ 
or el for 17 where both members of the pair would 
have been homophones to the copyist. Perhaps 
most significant is the fact that some 39 emendations 
rejected in H-S1 are now printed. A striking in
stance of this trend is the adoption in III. 7 .12-1 3 
of 5 of Kirchhoff's conjectures, together with 2 new 
ones by Dodds, all convincing. Henry and Schwy
zer have even added a few conjectures of their own: 
some that appeared in H-S1 are, however, aban
doned. Further, the apparent oddity of their text 
has been reduced by their reversion to the practice 
of previous editors in nearly 100 places : besides 
admitting more emendations they have also re
adopted some MSS readings accepted prior to 
H-S1, to which they there preferred others. In 
another small but noteworthy group of changes the 
editors have obelized six passages which before 
they claimed to be able to translate. One may hope 
that this somewhat less rigoristic approach to the 
tradition will be manifested when Ennead VI appears 
in the maior. Yet in spite of the many changes that 
have been made, there are still a number of places -
opinion will differ as to how many - where changes 
which are most attractive, if not certain, might well 
have been incorporated. Examples of such are: 
I.6.3. 3 where H enry and Schwyzer still print a{h:ri 

Uyn, while Plotinus' theory of perception requires 
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Kirchhoff's avn7 with the alternative reading 
Uyei, and I.8.9.20-21, where they retain the almost 
certain dittog:raphy Zva ion .o ax6-.oc;. At II.4.13.22 
ov should clearly be deleted. Plotinus gives d'/Jorpta as 
an example of how a ad(!17atc; is t(!17µta :not6n7°17c; : 
this would be properly exemplified by we; 17 d1j!orpta 
1j!6rpov: we; 17 d1j!orpla ov 1j!6rpov makes no sense. At 
III.6.17. 15-6, in the sentence avvnet ovv .o fada.ov 
).6yov µe.d -.6 u µeya, olov Z:n:nov xai 15.ovoiiv aUov, 
xal .o µiv a.v.6 of H-S1, the editors now adopt 
Vitringa's µey17. for µiv but not their own suggestion, 
almost certainly right, of µi ya, for µe-.d: this is 
mentioned in the apparatus of H-S1 but not at all 
in H-S2• There are a few places where changes are 
not for the better. Such are I.4.14.22, I.8.10.15 and 
II.2.1.48. It should perhaps be said that many of 
the new readings make little difference to Plotinus' 
meaning as opposed to his locution. One that does 
make an important difference is the alteration in 
Porphyry's report of Plotinus' last words in Vita 2, 
where instead of rpfJaac; :net(!u.a0at .o tv fJµiv 0eiov 
dvayew :neoc; i-o tv i-ip :navri 0eiov we now find :net(!u.a-
0ai .ov tv vµ iv 0eov xd. Though Henry regards 
the new reading as virtually certain, it is not. But 
let it be repeated that the vast majority of changes 
are a distinct improvement, and as a text H-S2 

marks clear progress from H-S1• The latter however 
will remain indispensable for any serious work on 
Plotinus, since by the nature of this series the appa
ratus, which is so valuable a feature of H-S1, has 
been severely compressed. This means that one 
must still refer to H-S1 for a full report of readings 
and conjectures. There are some places where 
information about previous editors' ideas and practice 
would be useful and does not appear in H-S2• 

Missing too is the list of post-Plotinian testimonia. 
Fortunately the editors have not removed the 
index fontium, which must be of interest even to 
casual readers. It has in fact been enlarged. There 
are about half as many places again as in H-S1 

where reference is made to earlier authors. 
The inclusion of Plotinus in the Oxford Classical 

Texts might be said to mark the long overdue atta~
ment of respectability for Plotinian studies in Bri
tain. It is a pity that the volume is so much more 
expensive than others in the series. 
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H. J. BLUMENTHAL 

University of Liverpool 

E. R. Donns, Pagan and Christian in an 
Age of Anxiety. Some aspects of religious 
experience from Marcus Aurelius to 
Constantine. Cambridge University Press, 
1965; pp. 144; 27 /6. 

This work is based on The Wiles Lectures for 
1962-63, delivered in the Queen's University, 
Belfast and it still has the freshness and directness 
of the ~poken word. The body of the text offers an 
interesting and readable introduction to the subject, 
while the copious footnotes expand the book into 
a reference work for those who wish to research 
into any of the topics briefly dealt with. The subject 
of the book is the effect which a change in the 
world outlook had upon the psychological and 
religious experiences of men during the period 
under examination. In other words Dodds does 
not discuss beliefs or doctrines, but the "soil from 
which these growths arose". The period under 
review provides an abundant supply of evidence 
for this project, a "period when the material decline 
was steepest and the ferment of new religious 
feelings most intense". 

In 'Man and the Material World' we are shown 
how men became oppressed by the insignificance 
of their lives in the midst of the vast processes of 
the universe. Even the critical experiences of war 
and suffering were permeated with a sense of un
reality. Dodds is not concerned here with the 
issues which separated pagans and Christians, but 
rather with the "attitudes and experiences which 
bound them together". The characteristic of the 
age was anxiety, not the anxiety which might have 
been produced by extraneous political or economic 
factors, but an "endogenous neurosis", its roots 
much deeper, its source more subtle to identify. 

'Man and the Daemonic World' deals with that 
twilight world of dreams and spirit media. Dodds 
examines the "terrifying anxiety-dreams" of Aelius 
Aristides and the dreams of Perpetua before her 
martyrdom, and comments on the increasing in
terest in the oracle and the inspired prophetes at 
that time. In the next chapter we turn from "the 
pathology of religion" to 'Man and the Divine 
World' to investigate the experiences of pagan 
and Christian mystics who in the third century 
sought escape from a world "so impoverished in
tellectually, so insecure materially, so filled with 
fear and hatred ". 
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In the final chapter Dodds is concerned with 
'The Dialogue of Paganism with Christianity', 
and as before is interested less in the doctrinal 
disputes than in any experiences which constituted 
"a psychological dividing line". As he traces it the 
dialogue involves a subtle transformation of po
sitions. At the outset it was "the difference between 
logismos and pistis", but as the dialogue continued 
Christian believers grappled increasingly with "rea
soned conviction", while pagan philosophers had 
to come to terms with "blind faith". Dodds ends 
by referring to some of the main psychological 
conditions which favoured Christianity in the 
struggle. 

This book will be of general interest, but con
tains insights which will be valued in various 
fields, including psychology, classics, theology and 
sociology. We must be grateful that in an age of 
specialization there are still scholars willing to 
venture out on such trans-departmental studies. 
But when the merits of the work have been under
lined perhaps we might be allowed to enquire 
concerning its aim and its achievement. 

The methodological assumptions which lie be
hind the work, though they are never discussed , 
are those of the largely discredited 19th century 
Religionsgeschichte school. That is to say, points of 
similarity between pagan and Christian religions 
are seized upon without reference to their proper 
context. Dodds sets out to show how a change in 
the world outlook affected those living in the period, 
and leads us to assume that both pagan and Christian 
shared the same world outlook. In the light of this 
common basis their experiences could then be 
compared. But the fact is that pagan and Christian 
had a quite different Weltanschauung at that time, 
and it is methodologically illegitimate to compare 
their experiences directly without further com
ment. For example, the fundamental characteristic 
of biblical faith even from before the time of An
tiochus Epiphanes was its eschatology. Dodds 
claims to have demonstrated in the first chapter 
"the progressive withdrawal of divinity from the 
material world, and the corresponding deva
luation of ordinary human experience". Neither 
part of this statement can be defended as a descrip
tion of the world outlook of the early Christians. 
They did not subscribe to the trite Neo-Platonism of 
Plotinus, that the events of this life are "a transitory 
moment in the endless drama ". For these early 

Christians there was a drama, but not one permeated 
by the unreality of the stage. Rather it was the 
drama of the outworking of the divine Heilsgeschichte. 
Even the collapse of the Empire, which was the 
final blow to meaning and significance for human 
existence in pagan circles, was interpreted by 
Augustine in the light of Christian eschatology. 
To say, for example, as Dodds does, that when 
Cyprian speaks of the decline and dissolution of 
society all around him he is experiencing what 
pagans experienced when they described this 
process, is to ignore the completely different world 
outlook which Cyprian enjoyed. In fact in contra
diction to Dodds it might well be claimed that 
Christians so interpreted the critical times in which 
they lived that for them it was not an age of anxiety, 
but one of eschatological hope. Be that as it may, 
Dodds' methodology is quite inadequate to the 
subject he has chosen. 

Anxiety is supposed to occupy a central place 
in the book, but as presented it is always an am
biguous term. Although Dodds claims that the 
kind of anxiety with which he is concerned is not 
that produced by extraneous political and economic 
factors, we find again and again that he discusses 
anxiety in the context of material insecurity. But 
even when he does deal with "endogenous neurosis" 
the weakness of his methodology limits the depth 
of his analysis. For example the root and the nature 
of this more fundamental kind of anxiety is directly 
connected, on Dodds' view, with the world outlook, 
yet as we have indicated, there is no discussion of 
the Christian world view. Of course Cyprian was 
aware of the decay of society, but for him this 
indicated the outworking of the divine judgement. 
We might on occasion deplore the way in which 
these early theologians at times gloated over the 
dissolution of pagan society, but we can hardly 
mistake their glee for anxiety. Dodds claims that 
there is plenty of evidence to support his thesis, 
yet his sources are rather thin. On the pagan side 
only one "night-book", that of Aristides, has come 
down to us : on the Christian side none of the writings 
of the inspired prophets is extant. There is more 
material from the mystics, but this material on 
the whole does not bear out Dodds' thesis. The 
experiences quoted do not arise from anxiety, nor 
is there any evidence that the years between the 
experiences are regarded by the mystics as a veritable 
hell on earth. 
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It is not by chance that the final chapter breaks 
the sequence of' Man and ... '. It does not conclude 
the work, it simply ends the book. It seems to have 
no bearing whatsoever on the theme of the book 
and only underlines the inadequacy of Dodds; 
analysis of the relationship between anxiety and the 
world outlook. Up to this point he has led us to 
believe that pagans and Christians had a great deal 
in comm on, but now he is able to give four reasons, 
psychologically speaking, why Christianity trium
phed over paganism. We a re left with the suspicion 
that if the examples which h e has chosen in the 
main sections of the book were in any way typical 
of the Christian Church at that time, the Church 
would have shared the fate of paganism instead 
of developing as it did. 

But finally, we must look at what might have been 
taken to be the original promise of the work. The 
responsibility of a Wiles lecturer is "to encourage 
the extension of historical thinking into the realm 
of general ideas". This should be taken with the 
phrase "Age of Anxiety" by which W. H. Auden 
has described our own time. Have we not the 
right to expect that in applying this phrase to the 
third century odds, as Wiles lecturer, was intent 
upon indicating to us some basic element common 
to that age and. our own ? In other words we should 
be justified in expecting a phenomenological analy
sis of the nature and roots of anxiety, which would 
~ave encouraged "the extension of historical thinking 
mto the realm of general ideas", which would have 
demonstrated the place of anxiety as a fundamental 
existentialia. We have not been given a phenomeno
logical analysis of anxiety but a merely historical 
analysis a nd as we have already indicated it might 
well be claimed tha t we have not even been given a 
historical analysis of the nature and roots of anxiety 
in the third century. 
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A . ALISTAIR KEE 

Universily College of Rhodesia and Nyasaland 

0. ErssFELDT, Palestine in the Time of the 
Nineteenth Dynasty. (a ) The Exodus and 
Wanderings. Cambridge Ancient History, 
Fascicle 31. Pp. 32; 6 /-. 

0. ErssFELDT, The Hebrew Kingdom. Cam
bridge Ancient History, Fascicle 32; pp. 80; 
8 /6. 

"The Exodus and Wanderings" provides a com
pressed and wisely selective study of a period for 
which the evidences are sparse and fragmentary and 
generally handed down over a long period before 
being committed to writing. Therefore, the relevant 
biblical narratives, when they do not consist simply 
of folk-tales and romantic stories, do two things: 
they preserve historically useful reminiscences of the 
time they claim to record, and they attribute to 
that time circumstances and ideas which developed 
later. 

In addition, there may be introduced into a 
narrative, as presented, a connected sequence of 
events which were in their happening unconnected 
and which sometimes occurred in a different order' 
and a meaningful pattern of events which was no~ 
substantially discerned by those who were involved 
in them. 

Of the Patriarchs, Professor Eissfeldt has to 
admit that their date is uncertain, and historical 
conclusions concerning them are hard to reach · 
but he refuses to believe that, for the period befor; 
Moses, events and persons were invented . With 
regard to the period which the Israelites spent in 
Egypt, he concludes that it was short, their entrance 
taking place about the end of the 14th century and 
their exodus in the second h alf of the 13th. As for 
the wilderness period, the view is presented that 
there may have been two significant tribal entries 
from the wilderness into Palestine which were 
contributory to the later confederacy named Israel · 
and in due course Kadesh and Sinai came to b; 
accepted as the source of the sense of unity felt by 
them all. 

Professor Eissfeldt shows himself to be master of 
the available evidence for this period. H e handles 
complex and contradictory material with shrewd 
judgment, and often his conclusion is that, however 
much the narratives of this period have been ela
borated and systematized, remm1scences concerning 
custom and ritual, event and people, as well as 
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tribal movements in search of pasture, and tribal 
associations for co-operation and protection, are 
preserved in them. 

The first half of the article on 'The H ebrew 
Kingdom' provides a survey of the significant 
aspects of political and social life during the two 
hundred years preceding the establishment of the 
kingdom in Israel. For this subject Eissfeldt has 
available to him much more biblical, extra-biblical 
and archaeological evidence than he had for his 
article on the Exodus and Wanderings. H e gives a 
careful analysis of the different sources in the Books 
of Joshua and Judges, which present different 
pictures of the pattern of events, and accepts the 
early narrative of the Book of Judges as the most 
reliable document for the occupation of Palestine 
which was achieved by the Israelites in this early 
period. He takes the view that Joshua's success 
in central Palestine may have encouraged kindred 
groups in other parts of the country to aggressive 
activity. No unambiguous evidence for the existence 
of a twelve-tribe Israelite community is to be found, 
Eissfeldt believes, before the institution of the 
kingdom, although a considerable degree of prepa
ratory tribal association had taken place before that 
time. Not least, he gives for this pre-monarchic 
period in Israel a survey of the development of the 
rule of law, of the observance of religious festivals 
and of the increase in the use of writing in Canaanite 
form. 

The emphasis on the Exodus and Sinai meant 
that kingship in Israel could not have the signi
ficance attributed to it which was the case in , for 
instance, Egypt and Babylonia. The king in Israel 
was under an agreement with the elders of the 
people, although we lack information concerning 
the terms of such an agreement. He had obviously 
power to call the militia, and David built up an 
empire with its centre at Jerusalem and Solomon in 
turn organised it and added to it the lustre of 
cultural distinction and imperial magnificence. 
Wealth greatly increased but few enjoyed the bene
fits of it, the peasants, particularly because of the 
demands of military and labour service, becoming 
increasingly impoverished. The temple in Jeru
salem was magnificent, but, built to a Phoenician 
model by Phoenicians, it was later to be an offence 
to people who could not forget the simplicities of 
their wilderness origin. 

Eissfeldt, in everything which he writes, shows a 

wide learning and a wise discretion. Both of these 
qualities have been exercised with notable success 
in the writing of these two articles. The result is 
tha t they give a thoroughly scholarly and up-to
date treatment of the subjects which come under 
review in them. 

J. MA.UCHLINE 

University of Glasgow 

J. D. DuFF (revised by W. K. LACEY), An 
Easy Selection from Cicero's Correspon
dence. Cambridge University Press, 1962; 
pp. 128. 

This is a second edition of Duff's much reprinted 
work. The reviser tells us "The historical intro
duction has been rewritten in the light of recent 
research " but this reviewer found little sign of it. 
The tone of the introduction is dated (e.g. "Cicero, 
one of the world's great men" (p. 7), "At least it is 
certain that he excelled other men both as general 
and statesman" (p. 18- of Caesar) ): there is no 
intimation that Cicero too could be the writer of 
biassed and emotional political clap-trap - letter 
27 may well arouse more revulsion than admiration 
in a sophisticated school-child. The section on 
"Marriage and Family" is written with a condes
cension to the female sex that is oddly inappropriate 
in the second half of the twentieth century and 
needs informing by some of the current work on the 
evolution of Roman thinking on morals, ethics and 
interpersonal relations. 

The original work was well conceived and soundly 
executed: the Classics owe much to such edited 
texts with their informative introductions (in this 
case virtually 19 pp. ), ample notes (40 pp. plus a 
useful 4 pp. Appendix on dates and constructions) 
and vocabularies (25 pp. in this case) . In 191 I , 
prior to the great growth of the social sciences and 
with a more restricted range of children (in terms 
of social class) studying Latin, this book and its 
viewpoint was well suited to its - probably then 
younger - class-room users. But the different 
school-room users of the sixties will be used e.g. 
to a far more sophisticated attitude to history in the 
modern history classes that they will be currently 
attending, and to a wholly different attitude to 
literature from their English classes . 
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This revisio has dropped two of the letters (nos. 
10 and 27 of the old ed. (= ad Fam. II, 5 and Xl.28)) 
and provided fuller notes. This change misses the 
point. At the level of simple detailed commentary 
Duff fifty-one years before this revision did a job 
that makes further detailed elaboration (as opposed 
to occasional factual correction) a work of super
erogation. Classical scholarship in the interim has 
given us a picture of the Late Republic that is 
less stereotyped, more subtle and complicated, and 
less couched in moralizing language and thought. 
Little of this hard-won insight is evident in this 
revision: what is needed is not more but a different 
quality of commentary. It is this type of book that 
is contributing to the negative class-room image 
associated with Latin. 

T. F. CARNEY 

University of Manitoba 

K. J. DovER, Thucydides Book VI and 
Thucydides Book VII. Oxford University 
Press, both 1965; 18 /- each. 

The two volumes under review are not part of the 
continuation of Gomme's commentary on Thucy
dides I-V.24 planned by Professors Andrewes and 
Dover, but are a less ambitious work for "senior 
pupils in schools and students in universities ". 

Dover states in a preface that the purpose of the 
commentary is to help in the translation of difficult 
passages, to draw attention to some of the linguistic 
and stylistic features of Thucydides' prose, "to 
make explicit hat Thucydides takes for granted", 
to discuss the veracity of some of Thucydides' 
historical statements and to comment on aspects 
of events that take place. He also declares his 
refusal to pander to popular taste and, less commend
ably, his determination to exclude reference to the 
views of other scholars and to keep to a minimum 
references to other Greek authors. 

The dogmatic compression thus made necessary 
is evident on the first page of the Introduction 
( common to both volumes), where Dover states 
that Thucydides "was elected one of the ten Athe
nian generals for 424/3 ". It is equally possible that 
T hucyd ides held a special command that year, a 
contingency which Dover tacitly admits in his 
discussion on the status of M enander and Euthy-
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demus (VIl.16.1 ). A few lines later we find that 
Thucydides "went into exile to avoid what he 
believed would be a worse fate if he returned to 
Athens". There is no evidence that Thucydides 
relinquished or was replaced in his important 
command before his term of office expired and that 
he did not return to Athens to face his critics at 
the sv0vvai. 

Dover's Introduction includes a brief life of 
Thucydides, some words on the character of Thucy
dides' work, a survey of his language and style, 
remarks on books VI and VII and on Athenian
Sicilian rela tions down to 415. Dover follows the 
West-Raubitschek-Meritt school in dating the Se
gesta alliance to 458 /7, the alliance with Halicyae 
to the 430's, and the first alliance with Rhegium 
and Leontini some time prior to 433 /2. Matting
ly's (1) revised picture, whereby he dates the Segesta 
and Halicyae alliances to 418 / 7 and the first Rhe
gium and Leontini alliances to 433 /2, is either 
ignored as wrong or was published too late for 
consideration. This is a pity, because the great 
virtue of Mattingly's thesis is that it makes sense. 

The text is that of the O.C.T., discussed or at
tacked at places in the commentary. 

Even making allowance for the fact that this 
edition is not meant to be definitive, the commentary 
is, from the historical angle, disappointing. One 
feels that certain aspects could have been touched 
on or dealt with more fully, while at the same time 
keeping the edition to modest proportions and 
without unduly taxing the time, patience or in
telligence of students or senior pupils. Thus, while 
Dover makes some sound, clear observations on 
party politics at Athens (VI.15. l ), on the date of 
composition of books VI and VII and on Thucy
dides' theory as to why the expedition failed (VI. 
15.3 and VIl.42.3), the effects ofDecelea (VIl.27.3) 
and the catalogue of allies (VIl.5 7-59-1), there are 
some grave deficiencies in the commentary. No 
a ttempt is made to set the expedition in the wider 
context of the Peloponnesian War or to stress its 
significance in the story of Athenian imperialism. 
No mention is made of the episode's juxtaposition 
with the Melos affair, Thucydides' dramatization 
and probable exaggeration of that event, its stra-

(1) Historia 12 (1963) 257-73. 
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tegic position at what would be the half-way point 
in the completed history of the war, and that Thucy
dides saw it as the hubris which preceded nemesis. 
The users of this edition will have to turn to De 
Romilly(2) for an analysis and evaluation of the 
arguments of Nicias and Alcibiades in the antilogy 
in book VI and to see where they agree with and 
differ from Pericles. That the arguments that won 
the day are a debased distortion of Pericles' is not 
made clear. Commenting on Thucydides' passage 
about the departure of the fleet, Dover includes a 
long note on 611:J.naywyov, - (VI.31.3 ), but nothing 
on the amcn:ov otavoiav of it all, which so alarmed 
Nicias. Similarly, on the Camarina debate, not 
enough is made of the parallels between H ermo
crates' attack on Athenian imperialism and that of 
the Corinthians at the first debate at Sparta in 432, 
or Euphemus' defence and that of the Athenian 
representatives at the same debate. The increased 
arrogance of Euphemus' reply is instructive for 
showing the development of Athenian imperialism, 
particularly with its echoes of the Athenian argu
ments at Melos. 

Dover's handling of the Hermae mutilation 
episode could also have been improved. Thucy
dides' less than adequate account of this mysterious 
affair might have been supplemented by a list drawn 
from other sources, giving the names of all in
formers, tabulating their charges (and which charges 
included Alcibiades) and speculating on the likely 
instigator of the charges. An attempt to date the 
sequence of events would have thrown more light 
and interest on the affair. 

But perhaps most disappointing of all is the rarity 
of reference to and illustration by other sources, 
particularly contemporary drama. One would 
never guess from Dover 's commentary that the 
question "to intervene or not to intervene " was 
such a vital one at the time, and that Euripides and 
Aristophanes are full of references to the dn(!ayµo
avvri-noJ.vn(!ayµoavvTJ debate. (8

) The title and frag
ments of Pherecrates' "Midnight Festival" and 
Eupolis' "Dippers," contemporary comedies, might 
well have earned a passing reference to indicate 
that parodies of the Mysteries were perhaps not 

(2) Thucydides and Athenian Imperialism. 
(3) For example, see Ehrenberg, 'Polypragmosyne: a 

study in Athenian politics, ' JHS 67 (1947) 46-67. 

uncommon in Athens in 415. Telecleides' "Truth
tellers " suggests the atmosphere of suspicion and 
sycophancy at Athens in 415 and fr. 41 raises the 
question of Nicias' involvement in the Hermae 
scandal. Was opposition to the sailing of the ex
pedition behind the outrage ? One of his brothers 
was accused of parodying the Mysteries and another 
of mutilating the H ermae. Plutarch has some 
interesting details on feeling about the expedition 
in Athens at the time.(4) Likewise ignored are 
Euripides' forebodings in The Trojan Women (415) 
and, above all, Aristophanes' satire in Birds ( 414) 
on the featherbrained mentality and El Dorado 
yearnings that inspired the Sicilian expedition. 
The introduction of such sidelights, plus a few 
sentences at the appropriate places indicating the 
intense dramatic skill of Thucydides' narration 
in books VI and VII, would have added con
siderably to this edition, and would by no means 
have overburdened the commentary. 

The above are the major criticisms: minor ones 
include the strange sentence (on VI.7.1) "W e do not . 
know why, but relations between Sparta and Co
rinth had been cool ever since the Peace of Nikias, 
to which Corinth had objected", which solves its 
own difficulty, and the note on 0(!avi1:ai (VI.31.3), 
where Dover 's theory on how the ancient trireme 
was propelled might have been clearer with a dia
gram. I disagree with the statement that "once 
the situation has become desperate Demosthenes 
has little contribution to make, and in the final 
retreat he acquits himself less well than Nicias " 
(VII.16.2 ). On the credit side Dover makes a 
welcome reduction in the amount of grammatical 
comment that overburdens nineteenth century edi
tions of similar scope, and discussion of wearisome 
topographical problems is kept to a reasonable 
length. Despite the deficiencies outlined above, 
this edition will do for senior pupils or undergra
duates studying book VI or VII as a set book, but 
scholars requiring a detailed historical study of the 
period should await the fuller edition. 

R . F. N EWBOLD 

University College of Rhodesia & Nyasaland 

( 4) Including Socrates' doubts about the affair (Alc.17 ) . 

Dover does, however, refer to Andocides, De Mysteriis. 
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T. HoRN, The Fall of Athens : Selections 
from the Hellenica of Xenophon, Books 
I & II. Macmillan, 1962; pp. xl + 69. 

Should there be a reprint perhaps the editor 
might consider some of the following points. The 
background bibliography is somewhat dated and 
Mr. Horn would be doing Ordinary Level pupils 
a service if he were to incorporate some of the 
current work in the journals in his introduction 
( e.g. on " ' oligarch' and 'democrat' ", at pp. xvii
xviii: Reverdin in Museum H elveticum 2, 1945,201-12 ). 
Possibly a diagram showing current theories on 
triremes might replace the photograph on p. xxxiv, 
and maybe other photographs depicting the coinage, 
particularly significant for this period, could be 
added. This is a useful teaching aid, and Mr. Horn 
and Macmillan & Co. should be congratulated on it. 

This selection of passages presents the main events 
of the years 410 to 404 B.C. It has a full literary and 
historical introduction, twenty pages of notes, and 
a vocabulary. There are three maps and ten rather 
attractive photographs - a big improvement, these, 
on the usual type adorning books of this sort. 

The Greek reads easily, for the most part, and is 
so arranged that the narrative moves with some 
speed. Introduction and notes should prove ample. 
The book has obviously been constructed with the 
class-room situation kept realistically in mind by a 
craftsman in the art of teaching. 

THE HECYRA OF TERENCE 

Edited by T. F. CARNEY 
Associate Professor in Classics, University of Manitoba 

T. F. CARNEY 

University of Manitoba 

Pp. 160, Supplement No. 2 to The Proceedings of the African Classical 

Associations. 
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This is the first individual edition in English of Terence's play, the Hecyra. 
It includes Vitae T erenti, the Latin text of the play, commentary and appen
dii:es. It was designed principally as a text for degree examinations, and 
incorporates a certain amount of hitherto unpublished thesis work on the play. 
It aims to comprise contemporary work in languages other than English and 
takes American scholarship more fully into account than is usual in editions 
of Terence, and hopes to bring home to non-specialists in drama the importance 
of the new insights given by American scholars in these fields. 

Copies - price 15 / • (postage extra) - may be obtained from the Secretary 0£ the 

Classical Association of Central Africa, P. B. 167 H, Salisbury, Southern Rhodesia. 
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ONE MAN S CLASSICS 

HAROLD GUITE 

Professor of Classics 

University College of Rhodesia 
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llistory of 
Roman Literature 
Ludwig Bieler 
A complete survey of Roman literature 
with a readable and instructive approach 
combining historical, biographical and lite
rary aspects. Throughout there is constant 
emphasis on the influence of Roman lite
rature on that of Europe. It is for both 'A' 
level candidates and university students. 

2:14 pages Illustrated 18s net 

De lmperio--Cicero 
MODERN SCHOOL CLASSICS 

Edited by C. Macdonald 
From his considerable teaching expe
rience the editor has produced a book 
which will appeal to the more advanced 
student as well as the student encoun
tering a speech of Cicero for the first 
time. With detailed notes. 

xi i+ 117 pages Illustrated 9s 

Journey 
to Hesperia 
SC:ENES FROM THE FIRST SIX BOOKS 
OF VERGIL'S AENEID 

C. G. Cooper 
For this new edition the editor has added 
a number of useful indexes on notes, 
metre and authorities as well as making 
several changes in the main body of the 
text . 

Second Edition 248 pages 9s 

Advanced Latin 
Test Papers 
W. M. Wilson 
Thirty papers, each containing a compre
hensive selection of difficult narrative 
prose, translation passages from Latin 
prose and verse and subsidiary questions 
on syntax and general reading . For 'A' 
level students. 

76 pages 6s 

Tihullus: 
Select Elegies 
MODERN SCHOOL CLASSICS 

W. M. Wilson 
A selection of Tibullus' works which re
presents a large proportion of his poetry. 
There are nine complete elegies, intro
ductory notes, a full vocabulary and four 
pages of illustrations. For post 'O' level 
and 'A' level students. 

144 pages 9s 6d 

Adventures 
with Aeneas 
C. M. Singleton 
A companion to Latin at Eleven and Sixty 
Tests of Latin Grounding ; the purpose of 
this book is to provide a rapid introduc
tion to translation from the Latin , and to 
awake in the young reader an interest in 
Roman literature via the story of the 
Aeneid . 

88 pages 5s 6d 

Macmillan 
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Plato's Progress 
GILBERT RYLE 
Professor Ryle proposes a basic reconstruct ion of Plato's career as a teacher, writer 
and public figure, and of h is relations with Aristot le. 
'Professor R yle's exploration in th is field is scholarly and stimu lating, and will send 
readers back to the writings of the two philosophers with fresh critical attention.' 
The Times 32s. 6d. net 

The Satires of Horace 
NIALL RUDD 
A critical and historical study of the Satires. Professor Rudd sets them in their 
social and historical context, a nd examines their literary influence, with a chapter on 
Dryden ·s Essay on Satire. H e provides lively translations of his longer quotations. 
'A va luable book for everyone interested in Latin literature.' British Book News 

Cicero the Statesman 
R. E. SMITH 

50s. net 

A critical desc ription of Cicero's po litical life and influence during the last years of 
the Roman Repu blic. 45s. net 

Documents Illustrating the Principates 
of Nerva, Trajan and Hadrian 
Edited by E. M . SMALLWOOD 
A collect ion of docu ments covering the years A.O. 96-138. It is drawn mainly from 
inscriptions, coins, and some papyri, and makes accessible material which is 
important for the study of a period for which few literary sources exist. 
'Of last ing value to both undergraduate and postgraduate specialisers in Roman 
history .' British Book News 42s. net 

Discontinuity in Greek Civilization 
RHYS CARPENTER 
In the J . H. Gray lectures for 1965 Professor Rhys Carpenter argues that the 
hitherto unexplained collapse of the Mycenaean civilization in the twelfth century B.c. 
and the Early Byzantine decl ine of A.O. 400-750 were due not to invasion, but to 
cyclical climatic change. The book presents an exciting new perspective on the 
period . 20s. net 
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